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EDITORIAL

It was saddening to read in a recent Magazine Editorial of one
of England's major Public Schools that they had decided to discon
tinue the Magazine after 100 years of life. Reason given — apathy.
Apathy of contributors, apathy of readers, and indeed, as the
Editors were feeling livery, apathy throughout the School about
everything, we hope the threat was not carried out. A school needs
a Magazine.
In the case of another Public School it was stated that only one

per cent of its Old Boys took its Magazine.
It leaves one wondering. Apathy is a lethal affair, and in the
modern world tempo there isn't much place for it. One needs to be
actively for a thing or actively against it. Within a school nothing
can destroy the quality ofits contribution to living quite as effectively
as an overdose of pupils who just can't be bothered about anything.
Fortunately we seem to be fairly free from this malaise. No-one
will deny that when things are done at Kearsney they are done well,
or as well as material and enthusiasm permit. On the whole,looking
over the years, there has not been much shoddiness here, even
though shortage of talent may have prevented our winning all our
matches!

Nor are we worried about the Magazine. Granted that getting
blood out of a stone is child's play compared with getting copy out
of contributors in time — but it seems to arrive in the end, and if
the Magazine is late only the Editor and the Printer are blamed.
Then when the finished product is distributed it appears to be well
read and approved.
Readers sometimes wonder why we do not include literary gems.

The fact is — there is no room. The Magazine is costly enough
already and has to be heavily subsidised. Those wishing to taste our
literary talent must read one or other of the various publications
produced internally, well worth reading. The Chronicle, we fear,
must remain a chronicle of events, and in truth there's no shortage
of them I
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SCHOOL NOTES

The year opened with 470 boys, of whom 430 were boarders.
We congratulate:

Mr. J. M. Harper, on returning from England with his F.R.C.O.,
one of the only three in South Africa.
Rev. A. R. Jennings, on obtaining his B.A.(Hons. Div.), at
Natal University.

Messrs. D. Bovey and G. Currin on obtaining their Education
Diplomas.

Rev. A. R. Jennings, our Chaplain, has been awarded a Scholar
ship by the World Council of Churches, and will be proceeding in
August, with wife and family, to Chicago Theological Seminary.
We shall sorely miss him, both as Chaplain and Athlete, but we
wish him a happy year in the States.
In the absence of Rev. Jennings, we are looking forward to
having Rev. Howard Young with us for a while.

We welcome on to the staff this year: Mr. K. Balcomb and
Mr. L. Zaayman. The former is really no stranger, having been
Head Prefect and Cricket Captain back in 1931. He comes from
Zambia where he has been a Director of Education for many years.
He brings the Old Boy representation on to the Staff to five (Messrs.
Hopkins, Crawford, Metcalf, Reece and Balcomb). We also welcome
Mrs. Jeffreys as the new Matron of Gillingham, and Mrs. Boswell
as assistant Art teacher.

We regret to report the illness of Mr. G. de la Rey Nel, who was
struck down with a coronary thrombosis during the Easter holidays
and had to be rushed to the Entabeni Nursing Home. Recovery
from this is a long process and he was out of action for all the
second term. No more sport and a quiet life henceforth. We are
glad to say that he has recovered satisfactorily.
Mr. R. Quarmby (past music master) has found a ready sale for
his book Our Southern Sky. This book, costing R4, is the first
'popular' book on the astronomy of the Southern Hemisphere, is
very well illustrated, and written in such a style that any layman
can understand and enjoy it.
NAPAC presented an evening of ballet in the Henderson Hall
on February 12th. This took the form of a lecture-demonstration,
meant to break down the natural antipathy towards this sort of
thing to be expected in a boys' school. In this, the company was
entirely successful, and a most enjoyable evening was experienced,
with items both serious and light. We hope they will come again.
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Old Boys of the School spent Sunday, March 6th (a school free
week-end) at the School, with wives and families, enjoying a picnic.
Although not a great number turned up, the swimming bath, tennis
court and good fellowship helped towards a very successful experi
ment.

Mr. Harper has embarked on his musical programme with
enthusiasm, not the least achievement being the formation of a Staff
Choir (with wives) totalling nearly 25. A large number of items
have been prepared, including Beethoven's Hallelujah Chorus, and
the Easter Hymn from Cavalleria Rusticana.

We enjoyed a visit by Major-General F. Graham, c.b., c.b.e.,
D.S.O., former Commander of the 51st Highland Division and
member of the Queen's Personal Bodyguard, Scotland. He gave the
school a diverting account of experiences while serving away out
in the East.

Mr. J. W. Storm has been appointed Secretary to the Organising
Committee which is making arrangements for the South African

Swimming Championships in Durban next year. Hotel bookings,
train bookings, administrative details beyond number — all are left
in his hands.

Mr. K. Fish spent the first term of this year at Bedford School,
England, teaching geography; but he was also able to travel a good
deal throughout England and later on the Continent. An article
by him appears elsewhere.
We offer our congratulations to:

P. Allen, Head Prefect, on being one of the only 76 in the country
to achieve 70 per cent in the nation-wide Maths Olympiad. He
thus moved into Round Two.

T. Allen,for his splendid performance in the title role of Macbeth.
S. Campbell, on being selected as full-back for the Natal Schools'
Rugby XV.

W.T. Rake,in coming second in the Natal Shooting Champion
ships.
Messrs. African Consolidated Films lent us, free, the operators'

equipment for three weeks, with which to conduct intensive reading
tests for Forms I, II and III.

At last, after 26 years at Botha's Hill, we are now connected up

with the Regional Water Supply. We are assured of an ample supply,
in the worst of droughts, of water which no longer needs heavy
chlorinating and does not deposit a film of sand in one's bath. We
may even drink it for pleasure!
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Mr. Jack Hulett, Old Boy, has given tJie School all the machinery
from his personal workshop at Kearsney, Natal Coast. This is

mainly for woodwork, and we are hoping soon to get it properly
housed.

{Mr. G. M. Oram submitted thefollowing item and insisted on its being
printed. — Editor.)

Mr. J. F. Reece flew to England at the end of the second term to
spend the July holiday there visiting his relations and friends. No

doubt he would find a mere four weeks all too short for the purpose,
and we give him our best wishes for a very happy time and full
enjoyment from every hard-pressed minute. It is seventeen years
since he was last overseas so this visit will have meant much to him.

Chapel Notes are unavoidably omitted from this Magazine owing
to the Chaplain's heavy commitments and preparations for his visit

to America. But we cannot let the opportunity pass without saying
how much we appreciated the visit of the President of Conference,
Rev. W. W. Hartley, who addressed the School at morning prayers
on April 1st, and spoke reminiscently of the fact that he was one
of the party of young men detailed to lay out the present school
grounds and building sites back in 1938. He could hardly help
constrasting the stark nakedness of the hill-top in those days with
the beautiful and well-established grounds of today.
We thank other Schools, both here and overseas,for their School
Magazines, and wish that overseas schools especially would learn
to spell 'Kearsney' correctly. The address is: Botha's Hill, Natal,
South Africa.

SCHOOL POPULATION DETAILS

Domicile: Natal 339, Transvaal 82, Orange Free State 5, Cape 17,
East Griqualand 4, Protectorates 7, Rhodesia 2, Zambia 11 and
others 3.

Denominations: Methodists 186, Anglicans 178, Presbyterians 36,
Jews 32 and others 38.

Sons of Methodist Ministers: 9
Sons of Old Boys: 28
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PHILIP

HIND

MEMORIAL

Further evidence of the high regard in which the late Philip
Hind was held lies in the fact that Beachwood Boys' High School,
Durban, have named their third House in his honour.

At a morning ceremony on June 3rd, Mrs. Dilys Hind formally

presented a photo of her late husband, to hang in the new Hind
House. Our Headmaster was the special guest for the day, and gave
the official Third Anniversary Address.
We share in the honour done to ourselves and pray that the

pupils of Beachwood will endeavour to live up to the high ideals
displayed by Philip Hind himself.
Our own School has also been presented, by an anonymous

Old Boy, with a very line portrait of Philip, and this now hangs
challengingly in our Library.
O si sic omnes!

ERNEST

ASHBY

With the death early this year of Ernest Ashby, we have lost
one of the most likeable youngsters in the school.

Coming to us as a little boy in 1960 he was a natural choice for
the little chimney sweep in the school operetta. Lets Make an
Opera. As Sam he was delightful. Being well built and quick on
his feet he took prominent parts in athletics and rugby. He won a
Double in 1961, under 13 75 yards and 220 yards and featured in

the Long Jumps and Sprints for the rest of his career. On the rugby

field he was one of the most thrustful wings we have had. He loved
his sport and gave it all he had. His cheerfulness in defeat was
matched by his joy in victory and this we saw later at home when
he was obviously in pain but unwilling to let it get him down.
He was courteous in the House, conscientious in his work, and
this determination not to give in endeared him to the staff and boys
alike. We shall not have many of his calibre. To those at home we
offer our sincere sympathies, but we rejoice with them in the memory
of a fine son and friend.
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APPOINTMENTS

School Prefects:
P. R. L. Allen (J)(Head), D. F. Clark (F), R. Johnston (G),
J. Leveson (P).
House Prefects;
Finningley: S. Campbell, D. Cole, N. Hagemann, G. Jollands,
G. Rice.

Gillingham: O. Alberts, I. Robertson, J. Woodhouse.
Pembroke: T. Clarence, D. Levin, D. Morgan, C. Sawyer,
D. Sommerville.

Junior: T. Allen, A. Batchelor, R. Dyer, R. Kluge, J. Salm.
Cricket Captain: D. Morgan.
Rugby Captain: D. Clark.
Swimming Captain: G. P. Jollands.
Athletics Captain: W. D. Sommerville.
Cross Country Captain: G. Rice.
Hockey Captain: D. Morgan.
Prime Minister: J. D. Silbermann.

Drum Major: W. D. Sommerville.
Day-Boy Monitor: D. F. Reece.

Projectionists: P. R. L. Allen, D. F. Reece, with R. Benney, H. C.
A. C. Best, D. P. Robinson.

EXAMINATION

RESULTS, 1965

SENIOR CERTIFICATE. MATRIC EXEMPTION
(Distinctions, 80%,in parenthesis)

Merit Pass: 'B' aggregate (70%+):
Physical Science, Latin).

Pass:

W. A. A. Maguire (Afrikaans,

'C aggregate(60%+): I. L. Burt, A. R. Crewe (English), M.
Farrer, J. K. Goulding, K. H. Mee, G. W. Milne, D. J. H.
Muir, S. B. V. Stewart (Physical Science).
R. M. Atherstone, G. R. Batchelor, M. H. Beveridge, H. M.

Bloch, C. M. Clegg, K. D. Cradock, P. J. Keegan, C. G. Lee,
L. A. McKee, M. G. Murphy, A. W. W. Paterson, G. G.
Roach, R. G. Kent.

SENIOR CERTIFICATE, (Advanced Level)
B. T. Baird, P. J. Bath, M. F. Currie, T. H. W. Dowse, A. A.
Hipkin, T. M. Holaway, R. G. Kent, P. A. Kirkwood, J. M.
Leveson, N. W. Monks, R. L. Myburgh, J. H. Myerson,

M. R. Nichols, J. F. Payn, G. A. Polovin, T. F. Rawlins,
B. E. Rumble, G. C. Sink, W.D. Sommerville, M.E. Martin.
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SENIOR CERTIFICATE (Ordinary Level)
M. L. Burton, M. V. C. A. Cardiga, B. W. Challenor, A. R.
Delport, M. J. Hipkin, J. P. Field, N. B. Leibbrandt, M. J.
Rnott, R. J. Roberts, R. F. Tayler, G. E. Tomlinson, P. G. L.
Scott, M. H. Summers, B. O. Goldman.
There were four failures.
JUNIOR CERTIFICATE

(Number of distinctions, 80%,in parenthesis)
Merit Pass and Provincial Bursary:
I. B. Bickerton (4), C.T. Burt (3), D. C. Coleman(1), K. A. R.
Harris (3), N. F. E. Leitch (5), I. O. Mackintosh (3), T. C.
Makinson (4), H. M. McGibbon (3), N. B. Meyerowitz (2),
D. W. Paterson (2), C. Phaff (2), T. N. Rivett-Carnac (1),
T. B. Sommerville (3), D. W.Stevens(1), R. M. Wallace-Tarry
W. J. Wills (1),
The number of Provincial Bursaries (16) and Distinctions (46)
were both School records.

Merit Pass: P. D. Brett, S. J. Chappie, G. W. Collard, C. G. Holding,
H. T. Howieson, P. G. M. Hugo, P. G. B. Irons, R.

Kirkpatrick, B. S. Meth, B. D. R. Milstead, S. C. E. Murless,
P. W.Roll, J. C. Smith, G. W.Theunissen, R.L. Hemphill(1),
G. W. Hook (1), E. Loubser (2), M. G. W. McAlister (1),
D. A. Peddie (2),
The total number of First Classes (35) is a School record.
Pass(Advanced level);
D. M. Abelson, M. R. Airey, M. I. Allnatt, A. G. Ashe,
S. M. Atlas, J. G. Baikie, J. V. Balcomb, B. C. Bannister,

J. G. Bester, M. L. Bunt (Mclean), G. L. Campbell, C. A.
Carr, C. J. Cawood, J. B. Clapham, J. S. Davidson, R. T.
de Sa Pessoa, A. G. Dryburgh, P. J. W. Earl, R. J. Elderton,
T. F. Feinauer, S. D. Ferguson, D. N. Fienberg, D. W.Foster,
L. D.Fry, N.C.Gray-Maitland,J. R. Groom,D.J. Gudmanz,
R. E. Henderson, N. E. Herholdt, E. I. Hughes, A. W.
Johnson, A. A. Knox, C. L. Leibbrandt, M. H. Lister, L. J.
Liversage, R. R. Manicom, A. D. Munro, M. Pampallis,
S. L. Paul, B. A. Pentecost, B. C. Porter, R. L. Rimbault,
D. P. Robinson, J. R. Russell, M. H. Sacks, G. B. Saunders,
D. S. Scheepers, R. W. Schreuder, C. J. Smallwood, D. J. F.

Tasker, O. Toombs, A. D. Turner, R. F. Whitfeld, B. G.
Williams.

Pass(Ordinary level);

C. P. Ashby, H. M. FitzWilliam, R. J. Hardwick, B. C. G.
Jackson, T. T. Lloys-Ellis, J. B. Lorge, D. C. Milbank,
C. J. Mundell, K. C. Naylor, J. M. Nightingale, W. T. Rake,
G. N. Reeves, D. A. C. Richards, D. S. Roberts, J. A. B,
Rolt, B. M. Russell, F. E. Sheppard, K. Smeath-lTiomas,
R. J. Tessel, J. N. Trefusis-Paynter, L. E. N. Wareing.
There were altogether 8 failures.
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TRIBUTE

The favourite text of the truly humble man should be "I am

an unprofitable servant; I have only done that which I ought". And
this probably is, subconsciously, the attitude of so many who labour
to make a 'go' of things in the life of the School, from the

Headmaster to the humblest scholar. Nor do they seek publicity
for what they do: in fact the publicity is usually gained by the
products of their labours, while they themselves blush unseen in the
background.
Yet it is as well to remind ourselves that success can be achieved

only the hard way. There may be those who think that one has
merely to snap the fingers, and behold, Macbeth and Ruddigore

are on the stage, with self-made stage props; that sporting and
shooting teams just appear from nowhere, with no-one tirelessly
coaching them; that the Band is born fully trained; that Speech
work comesjust naturally; even that examination success is a matter

of genius rather than hard work. If there are any who think along
these lines, let us disabuse them.

Only those who live close to the heart of things can really
appreciate just how much sweat and tears is devoted to the search
for perfection. Macbeth began last September; Ruddigore, not yet

staged, began in February; sports coaching goes on ceaselessly. The
School is a real hive of activity, and those who work hardest so
often receive the least acclamation.

That is why tribute is paid here. Tribute to those of the Stalf
who never cease to give of their best for the boys and the School,
and seek no reward save the success of their efforts.

MACBETH

Ask any producer of a schoolboy production of Macbeth (or
any major play) whether he would tackle the play again and he is
sure to say "Never! once is enough." His reaction, one assumes,

would be because of the play's difficulties: the problem of portraying
adult passions and evil through youthful bodies and voices; the
difficulty of getting young actors to project themselves into mature
situations, situations which tax the best adult actors; and the
problem of producing the play in such a way that it is meaningful
to a wide audience.

These, however, are not the difficulties which really test his
patience, for they are the challenges which he welcomes, otherwise
he would not attempt to produce Shakespeare. No, it is not the

difficulty of producing schoolboys, because they usually manage
their exacting tasks very well, and often with more enthusiasm than
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adults; it is the problem of time — the fitting in of rehearsals when
there are so many other activities taking place in a school. For a
production to succeed with schoolboys there must be continuity of
action, a unity of purpose. One is not surprised to learn that the
producer saw his whole cast together for the first time on the first
night! (Imagine the feelings of a rugby coach if his side became
complete only when it took the field for its first match.) A producer
must have time for polishing the weak spots in his production.
Unfortunately, our school system (I mean the system generally

throughout the country) doesn't make enou^ room for dramatics
and so a most valuable educating influence is not exploited to the
full; nor can producers completely meet the challenges set by the
plays.
In considering the recent Kearsney production of Macbeth,
against the problems outlined above, one must congratulate the
producer and his cast on a successful production. — One might
quibble with the interpretation, but few could be critical of the
general impact of the play. Movement, grouping, gesture, diction,

lifting, costume, set, were all very well managed. What a mag
nificent stage the School has and how well it was used.
The banquet scene was extremely well done, and here T. Allen
was at his best showing the inward terror and weakness of a man
struggling to face the inevitable consequences of his evil, caught in
a trap of his own making and seeking the coward's way out, severing
himselffrom human nature. Here Allen, although this appears to be
a contradiction, seems to gain in stature, a stature that was lacking
at the start of the play when he did not appear 'big' enough to
carry off his evil.

Mrs. Harper, as Lady Macbeth, gave a powerful performance in

the scene where she reads Macbeth's letter about his meeting with
the witches, a performance that was frighteningly convincing as she
forced herself into evil. Her sleep-walking scene was also well acted
and was beautifully contrasted with her earlier character.

J. Salm as Banquo played his part a little too impassively to be
altogether convincing,especially as he is, to a great extent, Macbeth's

foil; a little more li^t and shade would have made his role a more
vital one. The news of Macduff's murder was taken too calmly,
and this did not help a scene that was a trifle wooden. The drunken

Porter was not drunk enough nor coarse enough to suit the ground
lings, although he was porter to the world of reality adequately
enough to usher in relief after the tense horrors of the previous scene.
But these are trifling criticisms, when the whole play is considered,
which are balanced by the pleasure given by some of the smaller
parts — Fleance and the first murderer, for example.
Finally, one was impressed by the atmosphere of confidence of
the whole production, including the stage management.
I. B. G.
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the PRODUCER'S VIEWPOINT

It is to be expected that the producer of a Shakespearian play will be criticised
for his interpretation; the plays are such complex creations that it is unlikely
that any two people will agree on all points. The producer is, unfortunately,
not present at the post mortems and is so unable to defend his interpretation.
I am therefore taking this opportunity to discuss some of the matters which were
raised after the recent production of Macbeth.

I shall begin by discussing two comparatively minor points and then deal
with a more important issue. It has been said that the initial stages of the banquet
scene lacked conviviality. This was the intention of the producer and not a
result oflethargic actors. Some readers take the banquet to be a scene ofroistering
joviality; this, it is argued, provides a suitably strong contrast to the description
which follows the appearance of the ghost. This view is a misjudgement of the
scene. By the time of the banquet the Scots lords already know that Macbeth
murdered Duncan: Banquo has left us in no doubt that he believes Macbeth

play dst most foully" for the crown, and Macdulf, as Macbeth later tells Lady
Macbeth, has indicated that he will not attend the feast. Immediately after the
discove^ of his father's murder Donalbain says, "the near in blood, the nearer
bloody." I do not suggest that the atmosphere be funeral, but the somewhat
dampened spirits of the guests are in contrast to Macbeth's efforts to liven up
the party. The tension created by such a situation is a better preparation for the
appearance of Banquo's ghost than noisy revelling.
The second point that I shall deal with is what one member of the audience

called (approvingly!) the melancholy porter. Audiences have come to expect
that the porter in Macbeth be a belly-slapping, hilarious clown who supplies
comic relief after the tension of the murder sequence. This is a view that I

rejwt most emphatically and so I tried to avoid any laughter at all in the scene,
omitting the usual sniffs and belches. In the actual words spoken by the porter
there is very little that is 'funny'; the modern actor has to rely upon his antics
to STCure the laughs that ruin the scene. The porter ironically announces himself
as the Porter of Hell Gate. The Elizabethan audiences would not miss this

allusmn to the Mystery plays and would know that what is to follow is, if at all,
not for mirth only. Lady Macbeth's prayer that the castle be palled in the

dunn^t smoke of Hell has been answered. But the scene serves to show not
(^y that Hell is the state now present in Inverness and Macbeth's heart but, also
that fhe play has universal significances. This is not merely the tragedy of
but the clash of good and evil, the souls of the protagonist and his
wife being the immediate battlefield. A detailed examination of the scene would
show the si^ificance of all the porter's remarks (significances difficult for a

modem audience to follow), and that there is a gathering together of the strands
of imagery which are woven through the play. The lines that come the nearest

to overt humour (the ones frequently cut) do, in fact, deal with an important
theme, the contrast between desire and action.

It is therefore essential that we see the scene as a withdrawal from the action

to timeless comment rather than insensitive comic relief; and throu^out, the
reality of the outside world knocks,seeking to be admitted. At no stage must the
audience forget that, a few yards away, a king lies "lac'd with his golden blood".
It was to this end that the red-curtained exit to Duncan's room remained lit. The
porter s ignorance of the "deed that's done" serves to emphasise the horror not
dissipate it in hilarity.

Tfie &al ppint with which I shall deal is most important, though a full
examination of it lies beyond the scope of a short note such as this. It concerns

the character of Macbeth at the beginning of the play. Academic theory of the
nature oftragedy has led audiences to expect a towering Macbeth who later
topples. This expectation is further strengthened by the reports of Macbeth's
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military prowess brought by the bleeding sergeant and Ross, and Duncan s
approval of the 'valiant cousin'. I suspect, however, that those speeches are not
to be taken on their face value, but serve to emphasise the theme of deceptive
appearances.

At what stage, in the opening scenes, does Macteth exhibit anything like
the stature that he is reported to have? His first line is an echo of the witch's
confusion of good and evil; he is still, however, able to distinguish between
them; "So foul and fair a day I have not seen." But he is in imminent danger
of losing sight of this distinction. A few minutes later, after he has been told
that he is to succeed the traitorous Thane of Cawdor, he confesses that his

seated heart knocks at his ribs against the use of nature and his "single state of
men" is shaken when he recalls the old desire to murder Duncan and gain

control of the kingdom. The view that sees the play as a study in fear has more

than a grain of truth. In the next scene in which Macbeth appews, Malcolm is
proclaimed heir to the throne. Immediately after Duncan has said,"My worthy

Cawdor1", Macbeth calls for darkness to hide his "black and deep desires."
At the end of this scene we are in a better position to see why Macbeth does not
measure up to the man we have been led to expect.
On his return to Inverness he tests his wife ("To-morrow as he purposes."),
but recoils ("We will speak further".) when he sees her determination. At no
time do we actually see the 'noble Macbeth'; the soldiers were deceived by his
swashbuckling exploits and Duncan by his smooth tongue.

Some critics have pointed out that it is not necessary that the protagonist

be a pre-eminently good and just man at the beginning of the play. It is an over
simplification to claim that Macbeth is a'good man' who falls, or,for that matter,

is a 'bad man' who struggles to be good. He is a man with potential for good
and evil. Macbeth does not realise his potential for good, although we see

traces of it throughout the play, perhaps, ironically, most clearly at the time of
his greatest sin.

It was Macbeth, not his wife, as is commonly supposed, who first thought
of murdering Duncan. She taunts him with the fact that it was he who first broke
this enterprise to her — presumably before the play began, because "nor time
nor place did then adhere." It is perhaps a valid supposition that Macbeth
would not have killed Duncan had his wife not chastised him with the valour

of her tongue, but it was he who conceived the idea. We cannot hold her entirely
responsible for Macbeth's corruption; she is merely the spur that pricks the
side of his evil intent.

Once he has gained that which he esteemed the ornament of life, he is seen
to be too small for the position — his evil deeds apart.
"Now does he feel his title
Hang loose about him, like a gaint's robe
Upon a dwarfish thief,"

Hamlet "was likely, had he been put on. To have prov'd most royally,"
but Macbeth never.

The Macbeth,into whose heart the soliloquies give us a glimpse,is so different
from the patriot, "valour's minion" and "worthy gentleman" of the second
scene that we must conclude that the playwright intended us to notice the diff
erence between the Macbeth of hearsay and the Macbeth we actually see on the
stage. The end of the play recalls the "brave Macbeth" of the second scene.
"But here again he fights irrationally, not with the fortitude of the man con
trolling his passion by reason, but rather with the courage of the animal that
fights without reason when there is no choice but to fight for its life. Shakespeare
could not say more clearly that this apparent courage is that of the beast and
not of the man."
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"They have tied me to a stake; I cannot fly,
But, bear-like, I must fight the course."

The above discussion is clearly a brief outline and not an exhaustive investi
gation of this complex problem. As there is more than one valid reading of a
great symphony, so there is more than one valid interpretation of a Shakes
pearian play. It is hoped that these remarks will serve to present some of the
reasons behind the production recently seen on the Kearsney stage.
D. LEWIS-WILLIAMS

(fVe have broken tradition by including this lengthy Producer's Viewpoint — partly
in the hope that it will give some inspiration to those who are studying the play as
a set workl Editor.)
CAST

Duncan, King of Scotland
Malcolm, Duncan's Elder Son
Donalbain, Duncan's Younger Son
Macbeth, a General of the King's army
Banquo, a General of the King's army

M. Hittler
P. Allen
D. Stevens
T. Allen
J. Salm

Macduff
Lennox
Ross
MENTEtTH

M. Booth
M. Venables
N. Leitch
R.Williams

Angus

M. Sanger

Caithness

Fleance, Son to Banquo
SiwARD, General of the English forces

.

Yoeing Siward, his Son

.

,

.

.

. D. Kinloch

.

.

D. Osbome
M. Hittler
D. Stevens

Seyton, an Officer attending Macbeth
Boy, Son to Macduff
A Doctor
A Captain

J. Stamp
P. Scully
P. Hugo
P. Hugo

A Porter

D.Levin

An Old Man
Three Murderers

P. Hugo
H. Hugo, J. Bloch, N. Hagemann

Messenger

D. Tomlinson

Lady Macbeth
. . .
Irene Harper
Lady Macduff
Fay Balcomb
Gentlewoman, attending on Lady Macbeth
J. Barrow
Three Witches
T. Sommerville, P. Scully, K. Ashe
Lords, Soldiers and Attendants . . A. Batchelor, J. Bloch, M. Bratt,
P. Brett, T.Davies, N. Hagemann, H. Hugo,J. Jackson, A. Mason,
G.Pearson, H. Schmidt, B. Walsh
oOo

Producer: Mr. D. Lewis-Williams

Stage Director: Mr. P. Metcalf
Stage Manager: Mr. P. Reece

Lifting: Mr. R. Whiteford
Stage Assistants: R. Tessel, C. Holding, A. Johnson, G. Hook, S. Murless
■ and R. Hemphill

Lighting Assistants; D. Reece and R. Benney
Properties: Mr. R.C. Best, assisted by Miss J. Reece, Mr. J. de Beer, R. Hearder
and R. Wade

Make-up: Mr. and Mrs, R. Rutherford-Smith, assisted by Mr. S. Ridge,

K. Clark, T. Martin, A. Salm, I. Duncum, R. Hearder and R. Lloyd.
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scene from Macbeth. (Photo taken, unfortunately, at a rehearsal, without
make-up.)
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A scene from Macbeth {Photo taken, unfortunately, at a rehearsal 'Without
make-up.)
PHOTOS BY J. HEWSON
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Sound Effects: H. Best, J. Martindale and I. Gilbertson

Drumming; Directed by Mr. J. Harper, T. Lloys-Ellis, J. Silbermann and
A. Grant

Wardrobe: Mesdames P. Metcalf and G. Burger
Prompters: M. Griffiths and A. Walker
Front of House: Mr. and Mrs. P. Metcalf
oOo

The Dramatic Society wishes to record its gratitude to all who have assisted with
this production. In particular, thanks are due to the Natal Schools' Theatre Organ
isation which supplied most of the costumes.

PARLIAMENT

It IS rather disheartening, when so many are keen to participate
in and benefit from this Society, to find the meetings — only once a
fortnight, in any case — having to be cancelled, through the
exigencies of the School Calendar. In the second term only two
meetings could be held; the rest were squeezed out by the free week
end,^ Macbeth, and the Republic Day Celebrations. In the forth
coming term two Fridays will be taken over by Ruddigore and a
visiting lecturer.

We hardly seem to have got going. Speeches have been many in
number, but, until the last debate, on Bantustans, indifferent in

quality, and there are still too many speakers who imagine that a
speech can be prepared as they walk across to the Hall. When will

budding politicians get to grips with the fact that a decent speech

may take hours of preparation and practice? For the most part we
are treated to little more than a political essay, read verbatim.
However,there has been no lack of enthusiasm, rather too much

heckling (to heckle is so much easier than to prepare a speech), a
pleasing willingness on the part of the Cross Benchers to add their
quota, and sorne sensible arguments here and there, delivered in
some cases too impassively and in some cases too incoherently. It all

adds up to a picture of Parliament as it functions in Cape Town.
Perhaps we could run the country just as well!
A very plesant evening was spent at St. Mary's School on June
Ilth. D. Levin, N. Leitch and J. Stamp proposed the Motion that
"One glorious crowded hour oflife is worth an age without a name",
and this was opposed by Fenella Robbins, Marjorie Selley and Susan
Anderson, wearing terrifying spectacles and graduate gowns. The
ultimate voting reflected a tie, which pleased everybody! At a lighthearted 'balloon' debate afterwards, P. Hugo (as the Head Girl of
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St. Mary's), D. Stevens (as Juliet Jones), and J. Silbermann (as
Annette van Zyl), and three St. Mary's girls (as the Head Boy of
Kearsney, Ringo Starr, and Piet van der Merwe) presented urgent
claims on their own behalfs but, alas, all were thrown out except
for Juliet Jones, when D. Stevens put up a most persuasive and
hilarious case. Kearsney Head Boy gained one vote (he happened
to be present, and voted enthusiastically for himself), and St. Mary's
Head Girl none (she was in the kitchen seeing to the tea).
J. F. R.

MUSIC

NOTES

CHAPEL CHOIR

The choir this year contains some sixty members, and work
began early in the first term when the choir were privileged to be
asked to provide music for the installation of the new vice-chancellor
and principal ofthe University of Natal. Time was short and practice
went at a rapid pace for the occasion and the choir acquitted them
selves well under awkward circumstances.

It was indeed an honour for them, and an event they will long
remember.

Anthems have been performed regularly, and the singing has
been of a good standard. The third quarter will sec the start made
on music for the carol service.
OPERATIC SOCIETY

Work is progressing well on this year's production, which, as most
people will know is to be Gilbert and Sullivan's little known
Ruddigore.

It will take place in the School Hall on August 18th to 20th,

and we are pleased to have the co-operation of Kloof High School
for providing the members of the girls' chorus.
STAFF CHOIR

The existence of a Staff Choir will no doubt come as a surprise to
many, including, no doubt, a fair proportion of the School! But it
numbers about 25 members of Staff and Staff wives, and rehearses
enthusiastically every week. At the time of writing we are intending

to perform Beethoven's Hallelujah Chorus at the end of the second
term in partnership with the Chapel Choir — the first of many such
partnerships it is to be hoped. With this in mind, many plans are
being made for later this year and forthcoming years.
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ORGAN RECITALS

Organ recitals are being given every fortnight in the School Chapel
before the Saturday evening films — and visitors are as welcome to
attend as are the boys.
This term the central piece of each recital has been a Handel
Organ Concerto, with many modern organ works included. Next

term the emphasis is to be on popular, large scale organ works.
J. M. H.
PIANO

AND

SONG

RECITAL

Mr. and MRS. J. Harper, with Mrs. E. Whiteford, gave an inter
esting evening of music on March I2th. Mr. Harper preceeded each
item with a brief commentary, so adding to the understanding and
appreciation. The duet work by Mr. Harper and Mrs. Whiteford was
well drilled and provided strong contrast in style, while Mrs. Harper
had lost none of her voice in the colder climate of England. As
usual, Mr. Lewis-Williams' little spot of prestitidigitation brought
delighted response from young and old alike.

A little too long, perhaps, for boys who had spent all the day in
the cricket field against Hilton.
PROGRAMME
PIANO DUETS

Slavonic Dance No. 8

.A. Dvorak

Norwegian Dance No. 2
Hungarian Dance No. 2

E. Grieg
J. Brahms
SONGS

Heffle Cuckoo Fair
Loveliest of Trees
Weathers

Martin Shaw
George Butterworth
Michael Head

DOLLY Suite for Piano Duet
Lullaby

Gabriel Faur6

Mi-A-Ou
The Garden

Spanish Dance

Interlude of Magic

Mr. D. Lewis-Williams

SONGS

.

with Clarinet and Piano

English Folk Song

D'Ye Ken John Peel

(Arr.: J. M. Harper)
Wiengen lied
Afrikaans Volksliedjie

Louis Spohr
Die Afrikaans Pop

(Arr.: J. M. Harper)
MA MERE L'OYE (Suite for Piano Duet) . .
The Enchanted Forest

Hop O' My Thumb
The Empress of The Pagodas
Beauty And The Beast
The Fairy Garden
Accompanist: Mrs. T. Reece
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Maurice Ravel

NATURAL

HISTORY

SOCIETY

This year has been seen the successful publication of the first
Journal of the Society. Articles and notes were prepared by boys
on a variety of their own observations and experiences.
Two visiting speakers addressed the Society. Dr. E. P. Saggerson

of the University of Natal Geology Department spoke on African
hominid fossils to a fascinated audience. The Archaeological Society
joined us for the evening. More recently, the Hon. Mr. Justice
Fannin addressed the Society on the Natal Game Reserves, a lecture

so interesting and well-presented that few will forget the evening for
a long time to come.

Diccon Robinson gave a talk on his participation in the Wilder
ness Leadership Course held during the Easter holidays in Zululand
Game Reserves. Many boys have become interested in the Wilderness
School and two more will be attending a course during July. Instruc
tion in ecology, water and soil conservation, plant and animal
identification and their relations with one another, is given them by
game wardens and conservationists. This guidance is then supple
mented by practical training while on Wilderness Trials through the
Umfolozi and St. Lucia Game Reserves.

Although the concept of Wilderness Training is certainly not a
new one, we support wholeheartedly the opportunity given to
schoolboys of attending these courses here in Natal.
P. J. R.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL

SOCIETY

The major project undertaken in the first term by members of
the Society was the mapping of the site at Tongaat. A number of
expeditions were made to the site and the work was done with a

simple theodolite. The final drawing of the map is now being done.
During one of the visits to the site C. Holding found a most unusual
point made from clear quartz. Because it is unique it is difficult to

assign it to a culture, but it is probably from the Later Stone Age.
Members have been privileged to hear the following well-known
speakers; Mr. Gordon Cramb, Dr. E. Saggerson, Professor I.

Gordon and Dr. C. H. Schoute-Vanneck. Mr. Cramb spoke on
South African Prehistory in general and made special reference to a
cave which he has spent some years excavating. A series of most
interesting casts of the skulls of early Man were used by Dr.
Saggerson to illustrate his address on the part South Africa has
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played in the unravelling of the problems surrounding the evolution
of Man. Prof.^ Gordon outlined the history of Masada and described
the Roman siege and final suicide of the defenders. Dr. Schoute-

Vanneck spoke on the archaeology of the Natal Coast and described
some of the research he has done.

The second number ofthe Archaeological Journal was published.
We were privileged to include a foreward by Mr. B. D. Malan,
Secretary of the Historical Monuments' Commission. The Journal

also included a preliminary report of the Society's work at
Umhlanga.

l W.

Vlth FORM LITERARY SOCIETY

The Literary Society was formed with the object of stimu
lating discussion. Its two meetings so far have succeeded in achieving
that end.

In the first term, Mr. J. A. Berthoud of the University of Natal
addressed us on "Aspects of Tragedy". He is still being quoted.
However, this does not mean that all he said has been accepted
uncritically: members have made a real attempt to assess his ideas
in terms oftheir own reading, and have not been afraid to state their
own opinions quite uncompromisingly.

Mr. E. R. Jenkins, now a Temporary Lecturer in the University,
has done some interesting reading in the poetry of war. He gave
the Society an excellent introduction to the subject, showing how
traditions of poetry have changed with man's attitude to war. It was
particularly valuable in that we were introduced to the work of so

many poets in a really meaningful context, and so were provoked
to further discussion.

An interesting programme is being prepared for the second half:

we hope to have talks by prominent authors on their craft, and by
specialists in other fields of study on the significance of their dis
ciplines to literature.

S. G. M. R.
MOTOR

CLUB

Club membership received a welcome boost at the beginning
of the year. Work was soon proceeding apace on the major project
for the year — the complete restoration of Mr. Mossom's elderly
M.G. to original condition with the emphasis, as usual, on work
manship of a high standard.

With this end in view a powerful electric drill and associated

accessories were purchased, all of which have proved to be most
useful additions to the Club's ever-growing range of equipment.
Pressure of numerous conflicting activities during the second
quarter has resulted in slower progress having been made than was
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originally hoped. However, when the long and laborious process of
replacing the woodwork in the structure of the car's body is corncomplete, more tangible and rapid progress should prove possible.
With an eye to the future when the Club hopes to possess its own
vintage car, several leads regarding the acquisition of a thorough
bred pre-war vehicle have been followed up but, as yet, with limited
success.

R. W.

EXPLORATION

SOCIETY

There have been two expeditions this half: both Wilderness
Trails in the Zululand Reserves.

Mr. Ridge's party took the soft option of the two and spent
three days boating on Lake St. Lucia and exploring the uncharted
hinterland in true South African style. Ranger Jerry Stavros was
the ideal guide, and made even the failure of the launch's engine in
mid-lake, and its refusal to run for the rest of the trip, extremely
exciting. Albeit the party returned somewhat sceptical of Mr.
Ridge's culinary abilities, it was convinced of the value of game
preservation measures, and excited by what it had seen.
Mr. P. Reece may not like the coolness of mountain streams
(see last issue) but he has re-established himself in the esteem of the

Society by the fortitude which he displayed in leading a party of five
boys into the 100,000 acres ofthe Umfolozi Wilderness. The veterans

now speak nostalgically of cantankerous rhinos, voracious jackals,
and of having to wade through the Umfolozi several times a day.
Their feat of endurance will be lauded at greater length in the
Journal which will be published later this year.
It is difficult to assess the effects of several days in the wilderness
on one, but it goes without question that one returns from a Trail
with a revised conception of one's significance, and a lively aware
ness of one's environment. In this, the Parks' Board has sufficient

justification for its efforts.
S. G. M.R.

SHOOTING

This is only the second year of shooting at the School since 1958
and yet its progress is very pleasing. There has been concentration
on selection and training of teams to participate against other
schools in friendly competition and also to compete against them
in the Natal Command Cadet Bisleys in Durban.
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The senior and junior teams have been competently led by Peter
Allen. He and R. Knowles, W. Rake, J. Groom and A. Martin have
been the most consistent scorers. The Juniors have not been quite so
successful but much is promised for future years.
Shooting on a larger scale is being organised for the cadet detach
ment, but there is a very pressing need for extensions to our small
shooting range.
RESULTS

6th May

vj. Hilton (home)
Seniors: Kearsney
Juniors:

7th May

Match Lost

Kearsney

510

(Martin 1(X)/100)

Hilton

545

Match Lost

1098
1040

Match Won

1008
1097

Match Lost

Kearsney
Queensburgh .

v5. Maritzburg College (away)
Seniors: Kearsney
. . . . 1710
College
1707
Juniors:

23rd May

530
564

vj. Queensburoh (home)
Seniors: Kearsney
Queensburgh .
Juniors:

16th May

Hilton

Kearsney
College

vj. Hilton (away)
Seniors: Kearsney

. . . . 1590
1674

. . . .

Hilton

Juniors:

Kearsney
Hilton

25th May

Match Lost

Match Won

503
550

Match Lost

vs. Glenwood (away)
Seniors:

Kearsney

. . . .

Glenwood

Juniors:

Kearsney

. . . .

Glenwood

11th June

Match Won

564
563

. . . .

(Knowles 291 /300)

773

(Knowles 198/200/

771

Match Won

737
768

Match Lost

Natal Command Cadet Bisley (Athlone Range)
The Senior team shot well to win the N.M.R. Shield for senior

rapid fire (Rake 50, Martin 49, Allen 48, Groom 47, Knowles 47,
Ashby 44) in competition against 13 other teams. The first five
seniors above and Sievers and T. Smith (juniors) were selected to
compete in the Natal Championships. In this contest, W. Rake
was runner-up by two points to the Senior Champion with a score
of 2931300.(Allen 287, Martin 286).
The results of the Durban and District Cadet Bisley on the 25th June will
be too late for publication in this issue of the Chronicle.
P. J. R.
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BAND

The band commenced hard training early in the first term.
Fifteen new members had to be knocked into shape and the rust
taken off the old ones in time for the parades in the second term.

Unfortunately no start has been made with a junior band owing to
a lack of instruments. Boys are still entering the competition band
with too little experience, which is an unfortunate handicap. Our
old rope drums have been converted to the rod tension type with a
noticeable improvement in timbre.

Drum-Major D. Sommerville has again shown commendable

enthusiasm in the training of the band. The assistance of S/Sgt.
Silbermann and the musical knowledge of Sgt. Reece have been
most valuable. The band is indebted to Messrs. Inglis and Edwards

for their patient tuition and to Mr. Harper who has also helped to
speed up the learning of the new tune.

In January this year the band received from Mr. R. Sommerville

a silver and malacca mace bearing the Kearsney crest. There can

be few maces of this quality in the country and the band is justly
proud of it.

The Republic celebrations in Pietermaritzburg went off well and
the band was chosen as one ofthree in Natal to play past the march
ing troops. Silbermann was chosen as the leading drummer. In
Durban the band took part in the march past on the occasion of the

State President's visit. Kearsney was the only band playing the new
tune,'The President'. Much favourable comment was received and

our new trumpet banners are a source of envy to other schools.
M. A. H. S.

CRICKET: BOTHA'S HILL

A fine morning. Humid, close, sticky, with high clouds and a little sun. Hot
enough to make the bowlers sweat and to send the spectators under the trees.
We know that in Durban there will be a clear sky and a humid 85 in the shade.
But we know the symptoms. Fortunately our opponents make only 114 and are
out by lunch. We know what can happen on a day like this, and it will be touch
and go.

Well, it happens. Hardly has our innings started than the temperature
drops rapidly, and the special Saturday afternoon mist begins to float across the
ground. Firstly, the far sight screen quietly disappears. Then gradually the
fielders are enveloped one by one and are seen no more. As it thickens up' the
batsmen and bowlers are gone from human gaze. At this stage the official scorers
leave their box and take up their post somewhere near the umpires(we presume):
then all is gone in a blanket of white cotton wool. Sometimes the nearest out

fielder emerges wraith-like, but he has no more idea of what is going on than the
'spectators', or rather the 'audience', for we can only hear the sound of bat on
ball, and judge the quality of the stroke by the firmness of the sound. We hear
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a 'come on', although we are quite sure the batsman does not know if the ball is
being fielded, and the fielder does not know where to throw the ball. We remember
a well-known Test cricketer being caught in the outfield by a fielder who suddenly
discovered a ball descending upon him from nowhere — and returning to the
pavilion muttering "First time I've been caught by a fielder I haven't even seen."
And Denis Compton standing in the pavilion and saying "So this is sunny
South Africa."

Then we hear a "Howzatt?" and we believe that someone is out: who he
is or what he has done we don't know until the mist has delivered its secret. We

discover that the score has been mounting, so we know that someone is managing
to see the ball for at least the last few yards of its flight.
Suddenly we have won. There is a deathly silence; a few minutes later
ghostly figures — thirteen players, two umpires, two scorers — drift into sight,
pretending to have enjoyed themselves, and we find that our captain is still there.
But why, we ask, why is this particular idiosyncrasy of weather reserved solely
for Saturdays? It is almost entirely a Saturday Special.
PONDO CONCERT

This is an old memory, revived by re-reading a letter written at the time. Date:
January 20th, 1933. Venue: African Church, Ludeke Mission, near Bizana.
I quote:

"In the evening we were invited to a concert — admission 6d, to help towards
forming a tennis club. Picture the local native church, dimly lit by four suspended
candles, filled with Africans, and with an atmosphere that could be cut by a
knife into small cubes for soup flavouring. In this sepulchral gloom did we attend
the concert, which had begun at 9.30 p.m. We arrived at 10 p.m., by which
time the fog was thickening.

As we arrived, the choir, without words or music (which they could not have
seen, in any case) struck up: "Gad ... ees ... a spee--rit", the choirmaster
having first given them the note by striking the tuning fork on his own head.
They didn't sing too badly, though the basses produced more harmony than
euphony.

Then up rose a spectator and handed 3d to the chairman, for a previous
troupe to sing again. This time the organ was brought into action, though the
organist's music was quite independent of anything that was being sung. Here
upon two youths, immaculately dressed in evening dress, tando'd out of the
darkness and sang something about Solomon and his 1,000 wives, which grad
ually developed into "Eat more Fruit". Then a team of visiting cricketers was
called into action, and they struck up with great gusto: "Oh, a thousand miles
ah've wandered", positively rocking as they sang the lines "On the Bam-BamBamy Shore". Heaven knows if any of the audience knew what or where the
Bam-Bam-Bamy Shore was. This song was greatly appreciated, and someone
gave 3d for an encore. Thus do Church Funds increase. The encore turned out

to be "Nebraska", though the tune was hardly recognisable.
The choir then obliged with another sacred song — I forget what. In between
items the Chairman made a noise like escaping steam, to ensure silence, while
we feebly waved Eau-de-Cologne about. Sometimes the Chairman spoke the
native lingo, sometimes English.

Next a local squad of two youths and three maidens (maidens very coy,
youths very smart; one, the Headmaster's son, had just passed his Matric.)
danced and hula-hula'd, and then, while still shuffling, burst into song. We
listened entranced to: "Ain't... sha ...swit; see... ha ... coming ... down
tha . . . strit; now I ask ya very con - - fer - - den - - shally, ain'd sha swit?"
I tried to imagine whom they were visualising in this ditty: was it a smart
Flapper in Bond Street, or a buxom Pondo with a bag of mealies on her head ?
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When it was over, up got a worthy and offered 3d for a repeat, as usual; then —
glory be! — up rose another and offered 4d for them not to repeat. Native can
dour is nothing if not candid. So up rose another and offered 6d for a repeat.

At this point the exchequer ran out and we had a repeat, this time "Ukelele
Baby". Tlie choir then sang a song, something about their masters having taken
away their wives and cattle, and now — crowning indignity — wanting to take
away their calabashes as well. As an encore they sang something about Moses
and Ptiaraoh, interspersed with the words: "Oh Mary, don't a-weep, Mary
don't a-moan."

Well, at this stage we retired to the fresher purer air. We ultimately retired
at 1 a.m., with the concert still going strong. At 3 a.m. I awoke to hear the music
still drifting across, and at 5.30 a.m. I awoke to hear the audience dispersing.
They sure got their money's worth. I hope they got their tennis club."
J. F. R.

PRO VITA JULIET JONES

Mr. Chairman,

May I begin by enlightening any illiterate listeners who may be suffering
from a misconception as to who I, Juliet Jones, am. Will you turn, please, to the
appropriate page of the Natal Mercury, and there you will find displayed an
artistic and highly stimulating Cartoon Strip. There you will fine me — a lovely
brunette, sloe-eyed, romantic, with an irresponsible adolescent sister who falls
in and out of love with every hero she meets, and with a rather senile father.

How, I ask you, would these other two manage without their Juliet?
Ever since I was introduced to the discerning readers of the Natal Mercury,

the Sunday Times Supplement (where, if you please, 1 have a full page to myself)
and to a Cape Town newspaper whose name for the moment eludes me, the
sales of these newspapers have rocketed. The eager housewife cannot wait to see
the next gripping episode of my sister's romances; the goggle-eyed husband
literally rips off the page in his excited anticipation; children snatch the page
from the Sunday Times, not to read Prince Valiant or Donald Duck, not to read
the Acne advertisements — but to swallow eagerly the glorious saga of that
pulsating epitome of goodness: the Heart of Juliet Jones.

How, listeners all, can you allow rae to perish, while casting your votes
on behalf of Ringo Starr, Piet van der Merwe, or Annette van Zyl? My gleaming
hair, my simple faith, my restraining hand — these enchant the thoughts and
minds of my readers. How they leap from their beds every morning, rush down
stairs to the door, seize the newspaper, tear it open, to look at — me. Were I
to be allowed to die (and I am sure you will vote that I live) our newspapers
would lose thousands of readers, for the character of the papers would be so
transformed that they would become insolvent, and so put large numbers of
honest employees out of work. The citizens of Durban would rise in revolt,

carrying banners: WE WANT JULIET, WE WANT JULIET. My death would
leave my creator penniless, too. In saving me, please think of these others.
I have no fear of my rivals in this contest. They come and go. The world
goes on without them. But not me.I am essential to the economy of the Country,
the morale of its people, and the stabilisation of the newspaper industry.
D. STEVENS

(We are glad to report that, in this 'balloon'' debate, Juliet Jones'" life was saved
by an overwhelming majority. Your Editor now turns to Juliet Jones before the
Leading Article.

Editor.)
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SECRET

It seems to me that
the secret

of becoming an acceptable
poet

is to write lines of variable lengths
with no

capital letters no punctuation not
even worring about speling and
no

rhyme or rhythm and preferably no
sense look at james Joyce isnt he wonderful
forty nine pages without
punctuation and hundreds
of pages
no-one can understand

and if you do this everyone says a new poet is bom
but

it realjy does seem to me that the easiest way of getting read is just to
write in a normal way, like this. Only, you see, it would not then be poetry,
but prose, and that is very dull, isn't it?
so in

future all my literary
masterpieces will have to be written
like
this

HOPEFUL
DRAMA

An angry young man of Popocatapetl
Decided to let the proper matter settle;
so he hired a motor taxi

and drove to Cotopaxi,

But unfortunately he had a fatal accident on the way and no-one
quite knows what he intended to do when he got there.
(Any suggestions; Editor.)

ART

DEPARTMENT

Work during the first term concentrated on pottery and model
ling in order to keep the kiln busy with firing.

Many of these pottery leaves, small figures done in Anatomy
class, coil pots, heads, flower dishes, etc., have been taken home

already. Some second year students are doing well at throwing on
the wheel, so also Extra Art Students. A third kick wheel is being
installed.

One or two first year students show special ability at Ceramics,
and are encouraged to specialise.

Second term work covered the mechanics of painting — colour
mixing, washes, etc. Original drawings, Still Life and Lino design,
cutting and printing, printing on scarves, and some clay workers
busy modelling small cottages.
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We shall be very sorry to lose Mr. Walsh at the end of the term;
his own pottery studio and shop in Durban now demands all his
time. He has been with us for seven years, and endeared himself to
all by his cheerful personality and also his skill as a Potter and
Sculptor.
His place will be taken by Mrs. Kode, whose considerable
experience of potteries overseas will be of great benefit to us. She
has been working with us all through this term on her own initiative,
and is satisfied that she will enjoy teaching, even the more reluctant
Artists amongst our First and Second Form Compulsory Art
Students.

Mrs. Boswell, who has made a beginning this year at Art for
Matric, with a nucleus of six boys of the Third Form, reports that
they did well in the Second Term examination, and she is much
encouraged.
We have a list of 20 to 25 for her in next year's Form III, and
so we will build up the subject all through the School as a Matric
ulation subject.
A. E. L.
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CRICKET

The 1st xi promises to develop into a sound team by the end
of the year. The bowling is sound and the fielding has been of a
high standard. Unfortunately however, apart from Morgan our
batting has proved very brittle. In the nets the boys appear confident
enough and are willing to play attacking shots. Once out in the

middle on their own they are unable to fulfil their potential. Whether
the cause is lack of application or the Kearsney psychological bogey
of lack of confidence, this shortcoming will have to be mastered by
the boys concerned. Then only will we be able to win a proper
share of matches against the established cricketing schools.
9-2.66
v-y. Alexandra
Away
Kearsney won the toss and the 1966 captain Morgan elected to bat. Irons
playing in his first match for the 1st XI was soon out. Morgan (29) and later
Campbell (37) batted responsibly and scored fairly quickly despite a slow out
field. Kearsney totalled 147. Alexandra in reply reached 112 for 6 at close of
play. Sommerviile the new vice-captain bowled well to claim 5 wickets for 40 runs.
Result: Match drawn.

6.2.66
V5. Maritzburg College
Away
On a very soggy wicket Kearsney were sent in to bat. Apart from Morgan (23)
none of the Kearsney batsmen could cope with the wet ball. Kearsney totalled 43.
College also struggled for runs before sportingly declaring at 53 for 5. Kearsney
batted again to score 74 for 9. College replied with 60 runs for 4 wickets. The
best bowling figures for Kearsney were Morgan 4 for 36 and Davies 3 for 11.
Result: Lost by 5 wickets.
9.2.66

vy. Kookaburras

Home

Roy McLpn once again brought a formidable team to the School. Much
useful advice was passed on to the boys by Springbok cricketers. For this, Roy,
we are most grateful. Kearsney batted first and after a poor start Dyer (18) and

Morgan (33) added 46 runs in a fourth wicket partnership. Thereafter the boys
were completely at sea against Jack McGIew's spinners and we were all out for

72. The Kookaburras went for the runs as rain and mist descended. These they
scored for the loss of 3 wickets with McGlew scoring a brisk 55 not out.
Result: Lost by 7 wickets.

9.2.66
vy. D.H.S.
Away
D.H.S. batted first and both Sawyer and Davies were unlucky to see catches
go down in their opening spell. D.H.S. however recovered from a shaky start
and with a fine innings by Tayfield totalled 152. Sommerviile again bowled with
excellent control to take 5 for 55 in 27 overs. A fine innings of 78 by Morgan
raised our hopes, but two run outs and indifferent batting put paid to any chance
we might have had. Kearsney scored 117.
Result: Lost by 35 runs.
16.2.66

vy. S.A. Foundation xi

Home

Our appreciation to Mr. Trevor Goddard, ex Springbok captain, for once
again bringing up a star studded team. Mr. Goddard and Berry Versfeld were
to play for the Kearsney XI against a team which included such names as A.

and M. Procter, Heath, Parsons and A. Hipkin. Unfortunately rain ended the
match after only 10 overs had been bowled. However a coaching session and
talk by Trevor Goddard to the 1st XI in the Hall during the aftemoon proved
most beneficial.
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19.2.66
vj. Westville
Away
Kearsney won the toss and batted. Morgan stroked the ball well from the start
to score a quick 43 runs. With Morgan out the Kearsney side was at sixes and
sevens against the bowling of Driffill and Goldfinch to be all out for 88. Westville
had to contend with good fielding and some tight bowling by Davies(4 for 10 in
10 overs) and Sommerville (5 for 26). In a fairly close finish they totalled 71 to
give Kearsney a win by 17 runs.
Result: Won by 17 runs.
26.2.66

V4-. Glen WOOD

Home

Glenwood won the toss and batted on a plumb wicket. Good innings' by Hosken
34 and Madsen 35 saw them total 149. Morgan (4 for 39) and Sommerville
(4 for 36) bowled well for Kearsney. Set to get just under a run a minute Irons
(30) and Morgan (63) gave the side a good start. Then as time drew to a close
excitement mounted as wickets fell and runs came quickly. Good hitting by
Clarence (21) saw us pass the Glenwood total in the last over of the day.
Result: Won by 5 wickets.

12.3.66

vj. Hilton

Away

Kearsney elected to bat on a sound wicket. Morgan (57) and Irons gave the
side a good start. However a fine sustained spell of inswing bowling by Mons
(5 for 46 in 25 overs) caused our middle order batting to collapse once more.
Thereafter only a good attacking innings by Jackson (28 not out) enabled us
to total 132. Hilton started quietly and then proceeded to chase the runs. Morgan
(4 for 44) and Sommerville made scoring difficult, but Hilton ran out winners
with a few minutes to spare. Our opponents totalled 136 for 6.
Result: Lost by 4 wickets.
2nd XI
RESULTS

vs. Alexandra: Won by 4 wkts.
Alexandra 93 (Atlas 5 for 24)
Kearsney 156 (Endendyk 56)

w. D.H.S.: Lost by 31 runs
Kearsney 62

D.H.S. 93 (Roll 4 for 27)
vj. Greytown 1st XI: Won by 7 wkts.
Greytown 90(Rolt 6 for 26)
Kearsney 97 for 3 wkts. (Irons 51)

v4. Beachwood 1st XI: Won by 145 runs
Kearsney 193 for 6 wkts. deck (Fitzwilliam 103 not out, Tindall J., 39)
Beachwood 48 (Atlas 4 for 14, Rolt 4 for 10)
vj. Hilton: Lost by 40 runs
Kearsney 97(Rolt 33)
Hilton 137

3rd XI
RESULTS

VJ. D.H.S.: Won by 36 runs
Kearsney: 152 (Bester 37)
D.H.S.: 116

VJ. Westville 2nd XI: Won by 20 runs
Kearsney: 159 (Roberts 45 not out)
Westville: 139 (Sawyer 6 for 54)
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vj. Glenwood: Won by 5 wkts.
Glen wood: 75

Kearsney: 174 (Daniel 64)
vj. Hilton: Won by 17 runs
Kearsney: 166 (Evans 43)
Hilton: 149

4th XI

The team made an encouraging start with three successive victories
but had to accept defeat gracefully in its last two matches. The
batting has been brittle and unreliable with no outstanding per
formances though many of the side show a sound appreciation of the
basic principles of stroke production. Too often lack of confidence,
impatience or impetuosity have caused their dismissals. The most
successful batsmen have been Wills and Knox while Booth batting

at No. 11 playing a face-saving knock against Port Natal. During
the term Wills emphasised his value as an all-rounder by collecting
a good bag of wickets, while Meyerowitz is beginning to introduce
guile into his deliveries with pleasing results for himself. Booth
shows promise as a fast bowler and should develop well in the next
year or so with diligent practice. In fielding the team has shown a
marked improvement, and it is evident that the players are apprec
iating the value of this aspect of the game. The side proved keen
and enthusiastic and obviously enjoyed their cricket.
RESULTS

Ei. Weston High School 2nd XI: Won by 2 wkts.
Weston 2nd XI: 56 (Wills 3 for 6, Peddle 5 for 15)
Kearsney: 59 for 8

vi. D.H.S. 4th XI: Won by 2 wkts.
D.H.S.: 87(Meyerowitz 5 for 6)
Kearsney: 134 (Wills 38 not out)
vs. Kloof High School 1st XI: Won by 86 runs
Kearsney: 116 (Knox 39)(46 for 4 wkts.)

Kloof: 45(Wills 3 for 6, Harris 4 for 14) and 31 (Wills 4 for 8, Meyerowitz
4 for 10)
vj. Port Natal 2nd XI: Lost by 2 wkts.

Kearsney: 62(Booth 20 not out, Knox 16)
Port Natal: 110 (Booth 5 for 16)
vs. Hilton 4th XI: Lost by 8 wkts.
Kearsney: 80(Wills 32)
Hilton: 106 for 3 wkts.

5th XI

Although the majority of matches were cancelled as a result of rain,
the 5th XI at all times played with commendable enthusiasm.
Emphasis was placed on attack and this enabled the side to win two
of the three matches played.
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Cricketing styles were not as polished as one might expect, but
despite this a very healthy team spirit prevailed. Reece, Martindale,
Evans (30 against Queensburgh) and Sanger (60 against Hilton),
made useful contributions with the bat, while Loubser was our most
penetrating bowler.

Fielding was sound and Reece distinguished himself in bringing
off several fine catches. Gray-Maitland led the team well and set a
good example in all aspects of the game.
L. P. Z.
RESULTS

Won against Thomas More 1st XI

Won against Queensburgh 2nd XI
Lost to Hilton 5th XI

6th XI
RESULTS

vj. Kloof 2nd XI; Won by 7 wkts. on 1st Innings
Kloof: 57(Herholdt 4 for 9, Harrison B. 3 for 23) and 142 for 5 wkts.

Kearsney: 208 for 3 wkts. (Harrison B. 38, Jacobs 100 not out, Mason 24
not out)

COLTS 'A'
RESULTS

vs. D.H.S.: Lost by 7 wkts.
Kearsney: 90(Moore 21, Reece 20)
D.H.S.: 192(Moore 5 for 66, Bowden 4 for 59)

vs. Westville: Won by an Innings and 34 runs

Westville: 63 and 59(Moore 5 for 15, Smallwood 4 for 4, Bowden 6 for 31)
Kearsney: 156 for 7 wkts. deck (Payne 39, Cole 24, Reece 23)
v5. Glenwood: Lost by 160 runs
Glenwood: 245 for 6 wkts deck

Kearsney: 85 (Reece 51 not out)
vs. Hilton: Lost by an Innings and 61 runs
Kearsney: 27 and 117 (Martin 30)
Hilton: 205 for 5 wkts. deck

COLTS 'C

First Term, 1966

This division has had a most unfortunate season, only one of its
scheduled matches being played. This single match was against
Treverton, who were put in to bat. The Colts began in match-winning
style, dismissing Treverton for only 43 runs and in the process
showing some excellent fielding. Ritchie-Robinson and Crookes K.

bowled well, Crookes taking 4 wickets in one over for only 4 runs.
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Regrettably, the Colts' baiting was not on a par with their
fielding and after lunch Kearsney was despatched for only 53 runs,
the only batsman to show determined resistance being Hamann.
The match ended in a win for Kearsney on the first innings.
UNDER 14 'B'

This team enjoyed a successful quarter's cricket apart from an over
whelming defeat at the hands of Port Natal in which one opposing
batsman, dropped before scoring, made 102 not out out of a total
of 118 for 2 declared.

The batting was rather unreliable and lacking in determination
but the bowling, except in the Port Natal debacle, was generally
accurate and often very good indeed.

The fielding improved during the quarter but too many vital
catches went to ground.
RESULTS

vs. Beachwood Under 14'A'; Won by 16 runs
Kearsney: 113 (Storm 20, Johnson 21)

Beachwood: 97(Smith 4 for 21, Roseveare 3 for 14)
vj. Thomas More Under 14'A': Won by 66 runs

Kearsney: 95 for 5 wkts. decl. (Carrington 38 not out, Johnson 41)
Thomas More: 29 (King 6 for 7, Smith 3 for 4)
VJ. Kloof Under 14'A': Won by 20 runs
Kearsney: 100 (Pearson 23)
Kloof: 80 (Smith 4 for 15)
vs. Port Natal Under 14'A': Lost by 8 wkts.

Kearsney: 80 and 89(Booth 26, Hamilton 24)
Port Natal: 118 for 2 wkts. deck, and 52 for 2
vs. Highbury 1st XI: Match drawn

Kearsney: 66 for 3 wkts. decl.(Kirk 32 not out)
Highbury: 45 for 1 wkt.

vs. Hilton College Under 14'B': Match drawn
Hilton: 207 for 9 wkts. decl.(Wincell 6 for 67)

Kearsney: 111 for 4 wkts. (Colledge 27, Booth 26)

UNDER 13 'A'
RESULTS

vs. D.H.S.: Lost by 11 runs

D.H.S.: 99 (Pilkington 3 for 26, Bester 3 for 21)
Kearsney: 88 (Bester 21, Morgan 19)
vs. Clifton: Lost by 7 wkts.
Kearsney: 72 for 6 wkts.
Clifton: 75 for 3 wkts.
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vj. Westville: Lost by 2 runs
Westville: 113 (Pilkington 5 for 27)
Kearsney: 111 (Bester 39, Chaplin 20)
vj. Highbury: Draw

Highbury: 72 for 7 wkts.(Pilkington 4 for 11)
Kearsney: 66 for 2 wkts.
vr.

Hilton: Won by an Innings and 137 runs

Kearsney: 232 for 2 wkts.(Bester 129 not out, Wood 63)
Hilton: 34 and 61 (Pilkington 5 for 14, Bester 5 for 12)

RUGBY
1st XV

Captain:

D. Clark

Vice-Captain: S. Campbell
Committee: J. Leveson

The season, so far, has been one of ups and downs, of good
games and poor games, of general inconsistency. The forwards have

knitted into a sound, fairly mobile pack, and have gained more than
their share of the ball, particularly from the set pieces. The overeagerness of our loose-forwards, however, has cost us many points

in penalties. Clark, captain, has set a fine example and has led his
forewards particularly well.
The backs, though always eager to run with the ball rather than

kick, lack the necessary thrust to capitalise on the generous share of
ball gained by the forwards. They must play with more imagination
and enterprise, and above all they must study their opponents for
possible weaknesses. Their defence has been sound, with Cole setting
a fine example. Campbell, vice-captain has produced fine form at
full-back. Morgan has been very successful with his kicks and would
be quite outstanding if he were consistent.
We offer congratulations to D. Cole on his Zonal selection to

play in the Natal Schools' Trials, and to S. Campbell on being
selected to represent Natal Schools against Free State Schools. We
wish him luck for the Craven Week.
EASTER VACATION TOUR
RESULTS

vj. Umtata High School

Won 6-3

vj. King Edward School (Matatiele)

Won 12-3

Vi. Ixopo High School

Lost 3-8
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During the last week of the Easter Vacation, we embarked on a tour to
Unitata, Matatiele and Ixopo. It was a great success and I recommend it for
team-building, pre-season match practice, and especially in view of the fact that
we return to school nearly two weeks after the Government schools.
Though the matches themselves were to a certain extent marred by beginning
of the season errors, at times some good rugby was produced. The match against
Umtata was hard, and was a good introduction to the season. With very little
preparation for the game, Kearsney did very well to win. Leveson and Sawyer
scored unconverted tries, while Umtata scored with a penalty.

Tribute must be paid to a very light and young King Edward team which
played with determination and completely rattled the Kearsney side. Leading
3 - 0 from a penalty, they tackled and ran fearlessly. However, in the second
half the Kearsney team settled down to score tries by Viljoen, Morgan and
Clark, while Rolt goaled a penalty.
Playing into a strong wind at Ixopo, Kearsney were fortunate to trail only
3 - 0 at half, a fine penalty from the ten-yard line. In the second half, when
Kearsney should have scored, and they were pressing, injuries to Hadjipetron
and Rolt completely upset the backs. The wind dropped, and Ixopo managed to
keep Kearsney at bay. Morgan goaled a fine penalty to draw level. In the closing
stages Ixopo returned to the attack and a break round the front of a line-out
on the Kearsney 25 yard line, gave Ixopo the winning try which was converted
with a good kick from near the touch line.
Our thanks are due to the Headmasters, Masters in charge of Rugby,
Matrons and parents at these schools for making the tour possible, and so
enjoyable. I include a word of thanks to Mr. Emanuel of Kingslea Motors for
so generously placing a station wagon at our disposal whilst on tour.

RESULTS

7th May

vs'. Port Natal

Home

Draw 6-6

Kearsney immediately attacked and were soon awarded a penalty, but Morgan's
kick failed. Port Natal then took control and only good covering by Clark and
excellent clearances by Campbell prevented Port Natal from scoring. However,
as the first half drew to a close Port Natal scored an unconverted try from a
blindside break near the Kearsney line. Kearsney returned to the attack with
Morgan opening the score with a penalty, making the half-time score 3-3.
For the first twenty minutes of the second half play swung from one end to
the other. Port Natal having a slight territorial advantage. A penalty to Port
Natal saw them take the lead, but Kearsney returned to the attack. Kearsney
were awarded a penalty on the centre spot and Morgan was successful with
what everyone thought was an impossible kick. In the dying minutes both sides
launched desperate attacks. Morgan once again attempted a kick from the
half-way line, but it fell just short. A very exciting and hard game ended in a
6-6 draw.

14th May

vj. D.H.S.

Away

Lost 0-9

This was a frustrating match, for the Kearsney team just could not get going.
Play was generally scrappy with neither side making full use of the ball. D.H.S.
opened their score with an easy penalty. Shortly before half-time the D.H.S.
centre scored a well judged try from a blindside movement,catching the Kearsney
defence on the wrong foot. The conversion failed, making the half-time score
6-0.

Shortly after half-time Leveson broke well from a line-out, but was stopped
just short of the D.H.S. line. D.H.S. returned to the attack and finally scored an
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unconverted try after the best movement of the match. Play hereafter was con
fined to midfield with neither side making much progress. Morgan missed two
penalties, but it was D.H.S. who deserved to win as they won possession more
often and their backs looked more dangerous on attack. The final score was
9-0.

21st May

vs. Hilton

Away

Lost 6-28

This score is not really a true reflection of the run of play. The Kearsney for
wards won a major share of the ball, but the line could not penetrate their faster
opponents.

Hilton were immediately on the attack and scored an unconverted try from
a penalty near the Kearsney line. Kearsney then attacked and were most
unlucky not to score. However, it was Hilton who scored an unconverted try

against the run of play. Kearsney returned to the attack with Morgan goaling
a penalty, only for it to be disallowed due to a Kearsney forward being in front
of the bail.
Commencing the second half leading 6-0, Hilton threw everything into
attack, scoring with a penalty. Morgan replied with a penalty, making the score
9 - 3. Hilton increased their lead with yet another penalty. However, when the
Kearsney centre Hadjipetrou suffered concussion and eventually had to leave
the field, Hilton gained more possession of the ball and there was no holding
them. They scored with monotonous regularity, their forwards and backs
thinking, probing, and running extremely well. Kearsney scored a penalty to
make the final score 6 - 28.

24th June

vj. Old Crocks

Home

Won 26 - 5

The Kearsney backs in this game came into their own,and, playing open running
rugby, they ran their opponents off their feet. Morgan opened the score when he
went over for a try after a break by Cole. The conversion failed. From the kickoff Kearsney attacked from a good forward movement. Rolt broke to send Cole
over, Morgan's conversion making the score 8-0. Kearsney continued to
attack, and from a forward movement Viljoen scored in the corner. Morgan
converted to make the score 13-0. Shortly before half-time the Old Crocks
launched an attack. They were rewarded when Allan Proctor scored from a
kick by Innes, the c.mversion making the half-time score 13-5.
Shortly after half-time the best try of the match was scored, when from a

wide penalty kick, full-back Campbell started a movement which ran the length
of the field, with Campbell himself diving over in the corner. The conversion

failed. Kearsney scored again from a movement initiated by Rolt, with Fitzwilliam scoring under the posts for Morgan to convert, making the score 21 - 5.
For the last 15 minutes Kearsney attacked strongly, but good Old Crocks'
defence kept them out. Shortly before the end, however, a movement initiated

by Ellis, saw Morgan go over in the corner to score a converted try. What
must surely be the most entertaining Old Crocks game for many years, ended
in a fine 26-5 win for Kearsney.
4th June

vj. Westville

Away

Won 13 - 12

Although this was a very exciting match, it was at times scrappy. Westville
received more of the ball but their backs lacked penetration, possibly due to
over-elaboration. Kearsney soon found themselves trailing after conceding two
penalties and an unconverted try when the wing picked up a kick by their centre.
Trailing 9-0 after 15 minutes, Kearsney began to fight back, the forwards
paving the way. From a line-out near the Westville line, Edwardes, playing a
good game, barged over to score an unconverted try. Kearsney immediately
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returned to the attack, and from a scrum, Rolt broke cleanly to score under the
posts for Morgan to convert.

Commencing the second half with a 9 - 8 lead, Westville threw everything
into the attack. Their wing went over in the corner to score an unconverted try,
making tlie score 12-8. Play hereafter was very even but the Kearsney forwards
were slowly mastering their opponents. After a good break by Edwardes, well
supported by Viljoen, Clark was on hand to kick the ball on and score a try
which Morgan converted. With a one point lead Kearsney held on grimly until
the final whistle.

11th June

vj. St. Stithians

Away

Draw 3-3

Commenting on this game,one should praise the gallant display of the opponents,
rather than bemoan our poor display. Within the first ten minutes St. Stithians

came close to scoring on two occasions when their left wing had two good runs,

yet hereafter they were virtually out of the hunt, with the Kearsney forwards
dominating the set pieces, only to see their backs, slow and unimaginative,

squander their chances.

Playing with virtually fourteen men and without a place-kicker as Morgan
had twisted his ankle warming up, and was as a result a passenger, Kearsney

missed many attempts at goal. In spite of crossing the St. Stithians line on tour
occasions, final passes were forward or knocked on. Bach side succeeded with

a penalty, but this was uninspiring rugby, a game which Kearsney will want to
forget, but one in which the St. Stithians team rose to the occasion, tackled
hard, ran hard, and could easily have won had they received a greater share of
the ball.

18th June

vs. Northlands

Home

Draw 3-3

This was a rather disappointing game with the Kearsney forwards again winning
a good share of the ball but the backs unable to penetrate, and playing very
stereotyped rugby. In the first half Kearsney were consistently on the attack,
throwing away two good scoring opportunities after breaks by the scrum-half
Hadjipetrou. Sawyer missed a penalty and Campbell an attempt at a dropped
goal.

The greater part of the second half belonged to Northlands. The Kearsney
line was nearly crossed when the Northlands wing was brought down feet front
the line. Northlands, however, were successful with an easy penalty in front of

the posts when a Kearsney flank forward broke before the ball was out of the
scrum.

Kearsney regained some of their old fire and pressed strongly. Rolt nearly
went over after selling a dummy, but the cover-defence caught him. When

Kearsney were awarded a penalty, Campbell made certain of the dropped
kick, bringing the final result to a 3 - 3 draw, a fair result as neither side looked
really dangerous.

No other Rugby results have been submitted. Editor.
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SWIMMING

SWIMMING COLOURS, 1966

G. P. Jollands, J. M. Nightingale, R. X. Lindegger, D. W. Paterson,
M. L. McLean, P. D. Hind, C. R. Evans, W. Rosenberg.
Once again we had a very full programme of competitive swim
ming in the first term. All the boys in the School were given the
opportunity to swim for their Houses during the heats preceding
our Inter-House Gala. During these trials many an unknown

swimmer was discovered which proved the value of our system.

ANNUAL GALA

A big crowd watched some fine swimming under ideal conditions —
this is probably a good summary of our Gala. Seven records were
broken and a very fine standard set all round. Our thanks to Mr.
and Mrs. Crofton Hopkins who attended as our guests of honour.
RESULTS

Open

100 yds. Freestyle: 1. Jollands (F); 2. Nightingale (P); 3. Baikie (G). Time
56.2 sees.

100 yds. Breaststroke: 1. Lindegger (G); 2. Kingwill (F); 3. Sawyer (P).
100 yds. Backstroke: 1. Hind (P); 2. Nightingale (P); 3. Hemphill (G). Time
67.5 sees.

200 yds. Freestyle: 1. Nightingale (P); 2. Jollands (F); 3. Lindegger (G).
Time 2 min. 11.3 sees.

2 Lengths Butterfly: 1. Nightingale (P); 2. Jollands (F); 3. Hemphill (G).
Time 38.6 sees.

Medley: Pembroke; Gillingham; Finningley. Time 74.7 sees.
Relay: Pembroke; Gillingham; Finningley. Time 66.9 sees.
Plunge: 1. Bath (P); 2. Hesketh (F); 3. Leveson (P). Distance 49 ft. 8 ins.
Diving: 1. Evans (F); 2. Daniel (F); 3. Mason (P).
Under 16

100 yds. Freestyle: 1. Maclean (G); 2. Paterson (G); 3. Zoutendijk (P). Time
60.6 sees.

100 yds. Breaststroke: 1. Maclean (G); 2. Tindall (F); 3. Zoutendijk (P).
Time 74.8 sees.

100 yds. Backstroke: 1. Howieson (P); 2. Paterson (G); 3. Bassett(G). Time
69.4 sees.

2 Lengths Butterfly: 1. Rosenberg (G); 2. Paterson (G); 3. Zoutendijk (P).
Time 40.9 sees.(Record)
Relay: Gillingham; Pembroke; Finningley. Time 66.7 sees. (Record)
Plunge: 1. Atlas (P); 2. Allnatt (G); 3. Gray-Maitland (P). Time 49.9 sees.
Diving: 1. Rosenberg (G); 2. Bassett (G); 3. Ashe (F).
Under 15

100 yds. Freestyle: 1. Prince(P); 2. Lawrence(F); 3. Brett(F). Time 65.3 sees.
100 yds. Breaststroke: 1. Lawrence (F); 2. Groom (F); 3. Polovin (P). Time
85.2 sees.

100 yds. Backstroke: 1. Prince (P); 2. Hind (P); 3. Brett (F). Time 69.4 sees.
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1 Length Butterfly: 1. Prince(?); 2. Reeves(F); 3. Groorn(F). Time 23.1 sees.
Relay: Finningley; Pembroke; Gillingham. Time 74.3 sees.
Diving: 1. Venter (G); 2. Forbes(G); 3. Hind (P).

Under 14

2 Lengths Freestyle: 1. Bartlett M.(G); 2. Jollands (F); 3. Gold (P). Time
39 4 sees

•

2 Lengths Breaststroke: 1. Bartlett (G); 2. Perks (F); 3. Pearson (P). Time
53.9 sees.(Equals Record).
.
2 Lengths Backstroke: 1. Bartlett(G); 2. Howieson (P); 3. Pearson (P). Time
47 1 sees CRecord)
1 Length Butterfly: 1.'Bartlett (G); 2. Jollands (F); 3. Pearson (P). Time
20.5 sees.(Record).

,

Relay: Pembroke; Gillingham; Finningley. Time 75.6 sees.
Diving: 1. Scheepers (G); 2. Jollands (F); 3. Gold (P).
Under 13

2 lengths Freestyle: 1. Frostick (F); 2. Weddell (G); 3. Bartlett N. (G).
Time 42 9 sees.

•

2Lengths Breaststroke: 1. Weddell(G); 2. Davies(P); 3. Bartlett (G). Time
61 7 sees
•
1 Length Backstroke: 1. Bartlett(G); 2. Frostick (F); 3. Nel(F); 4. Humphries
(P). Time 22.9 sees.(Record).

.

a\

Relay: Gillingham; Pembroke; Finningley. Time 82.6 sees.(Record).
Diving: I.Phelp(P); 2. Taylor (F); 3. Bartlett (G).
Distribution of Tophies by
Mrs. W. Crofton Hopkins
Trophies

Inter-House: L. F. Forsyth Rose Bowl — Gillingham
Best Performance: Ian Tirrell Shield — M. Bartlett
Runner-up: Spargo Cup — W. Rosenberg
Open Relay Team: Bryan Cup — Pembroke

100 yds. Freestyle Open: Sandy Marr Cup — G. Jollands
100 yds. Breaststroke Open: Bester Cup — R. Lindegger

Open: Robertson Cup— J. Nightingale Under 14: van Gorkom Cup
Under 16: Spradbow Cup — W,

M.

Bartlett

Rosenberg
Under 13: Fearnead Cup — N. Bartlett
Under 15: Matterson Cup — D. Prince Diving: Arthur Levitt Cup — R. Evans
TRIANGULAR GALA

The Annual Hilton, Kearsney, Michaelhouse Gala was held at
Hilton on March 2nd. Eleven new records were established at this

meeting and if it is remembered that all the events are relays and
team events it proves how the overall standard of swimming has

improved in the private schools in Natal. We would like to record
our thanks for the hospitality shown by our hosts, Hilton.
RESULTS

Figures in parenthesis show Record Holders and Times.

4x1 Length Medley Relay Under 14:

(84.4 H)

1. Hilton; 2. Kearsney; 3. Michaelhouse.
Time 85.3 sees.
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4x1 Length Medley Relay Under 15:

(80.0 K)

1. Hilton; 2. Michaelhouse; 3. Kearsney.
Time 80.0 sees.(Record H)
4x1 Length Medley Relay Under 16:
1. Kearsney; 2. Hilton; 3. Michaelhouse.
Time 74.8 sees. (Record K)
4x1 Length Medley Relay Open:
1. Kearsney; 2. Hilton; 3. Michaelhouse.

(77.4 K)
(72.7 K)

Time 72.9 sees.

2x1 Length Backstroke Under 14:

(44.3 H)

1. Hilton; 2. Kearsney; 3. Michaelhouse.
Time 43.1 (Record H)
2 X Lengths Backstroke Under 15:
1. Hilton; 2. Michaelhouse; 3. Kearsney.
Time 1 min. 32.7 sees.(Record H)

2x3 Lengths Backstroke Under 16:
1. Kearsney; 2. Hilton; 3. Michaelhouse.

(1.34.6 K)

(2.24.5 K)

Time 2 min. 25.2 sees.

2x3 Lengths Backstroke Open:
1. Kearsney; 2. Hilton; 3. Michaelhouse.

(2.17.9 K)

Time 2 min. 20.7 sees.

Junior Diving:
1. Hilton; 2. Kearsney; 3. Michaelhouse.
6 Lengths Freestyle Open:
1. Kearsney; 2. Hilton; 3. Michaelhouse.

(2.3.5 H)

Time 2 min. 9.7 sees.

2x1 Length Butterfly Under 14:
1. Hilton; 2. Kearsney; 3. Michaelhouse.

(40.3) H

Time 42.2 sees.

2x1 Length Butterfly Under 15:
1. Hilton; 2. Michaelhouse; 3. Kearsney.
Time 38.5 sees. (Record H)
2x2Lengths Butterfly Under 16:
1. Kearsney; 2. Hilton; 3. Michaelhouse.
Time 1 min. 25.0 sees. (Record K)
2x2 Lengths Butterfly Open:
I. Kearsney; 2. Hilton; 3. Michaelhouse.

(40.4 R)
(1.32.5 K)
(1.24.4 K)

Time 1 min. 25.2 sees.

Senior Diving:
2x2 Lengths Breaststroke Under 14:
1. Michaelhouse; 2. Kearsney; 3. Hilton.

(1.46.5 M)

Time 8 min. 58.4 sees.

2x3 Lengths Breaststroke Under 15:
I.Hilton; 2. Michaelhouse; 3. Kearsney.
Time 2 min. 38.2 sees. (Record H)
2x3Lengths Breaststroke Under 16:
1. Kearsney; 2. Hilton; 3. Michaelhouse.
Time 2 min. 37.4 sees.(Record K)

2x3Lenphs Breaststroke Open:

(2.42.2 K)
(2.38.9 K)

(2.28.0 K, M)

I.Hilton; 2. Kearsney; 3. Michaelhouse.
Time 2 min. 28.1 sees.

4x2Lengths Freestyle Under 14:
1. Hilton; 2. Kearsney; 3. Michaelhouse.
Time 2 min. 39.3 sees.(Record H)
4x2 Lengths Freestyle Under 15:
1. Hilton; 2. Michaelhouse; 3. Kearsney.
Time 2 min. 35.1 sees. (Record H)
4x2Lengths Freestyle Under 16:
1. Kearsney; 2. Hilton; 3. Michaelhouse.
Time 2 min. 29.0 sees.(Record K)
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(2.48.6 H)

(2.38.3 K)
(2.31.7 K)

4x2Lengths Freestyle Open:

{2.23.4 K)

1. Kearsney; 2. Michaelhouse; 3. Hilton.
Time 2 min. 25.4 sees.

INTER-SCHOOLS' GALA

The Inter-Schools' Gala in Durban was also run on the relay system
this year. We cannot, therefore, single out any individuals but the
Kearsney teams did exceptionally well and we were placed second
in Durban and District. The placings were: 1. D.H.S.;2. Kearsney;3.
Glenwood; 4. Westville; 5. Northlands; 6. New Forest; 7. Marist;
8. Mansfield. With the exception of the Under 15 group we had
enough depth in all the age groups.
NATAL SCHOOLS' CHAMPIONSHIP

Our boys who were selected to swim for Durban and District in

the Natal Schools' Inter-District Gala gave very good account of
themselves, and all but one were placed: M. Bartlett 2nd, 110 yds.
Freestyle Under 14 and 3rd 4 x 55 yds. Individual Medley Under 14;
D. Howieson 3rd, 110 yds. Backstroke Under 14; D. Paterson 2nd,
220 yds. Freestyle Under 16; R. Lindegger 3rd, 220 yds. Breaststroke Under 19; D. Hind 3rd, 110 yds. Backstroke Under 19;
J. Nightingale 3rd, 110 yds. Butterfly Under 19.

As a result of his performances in this gala, M. Bartlett was
selected to represent Natal Schools in the South African Schools'
Inter-Provincial Tournament in Cape Town. Congratulations and
well done.

I would like to thank Mr. D. Bovey for all the assistance he has
given me and also for all the coaching of the swimmers and the hours
spent at the side of the bath.
J. W. S.

ATHLETICS

Captain:

D.Sommerville

Committee:

D. F. Clark (Captain Finningley), G. F. Rice, H. M.
Fitzwilliam (Captain Gillingham), B. S. Meth, W. D.
Sommerville (Captain Pembroke) and T. L. Clarence
As IN the past most of the boys in the School attempted the
standards set for their respective age divisions. After a most exciting
tussle the final positions were as follows:

1st Finningley . . . 978 points
2nd Pembroke . . . 963 points
3rd Gillingham . . . 705 points
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Sports Day was a most happy occasion. The competition was of
a very high standard with a number of records falling.
We are indeed grateful to all members of the staff who did such

'yeoman' service in making the day the social occasion it certainly
proved to be. In addition we thank Mr. J. M. Nicholson for pre
senting the prizes at the end of the day.
Congratulations to the following trophy winners:
TROPHIES
Best Individual Event

Under 13: Hopkins — D. T. Pilkington
Under 14: Pennefather — C. D. Pearson
Under 15: Grant Weston — T. R. Groom
Under 15: Les France — C. J. Mundell

Open: Hulett — P. A. Kirkwood

100 yards: Rolland — D. T. Pilkington
880 yards: T. W. Beckett — T. R. Groom
Flat Race: Trewhella — T. R. Groom
Field Event: Joiiffe — A. D. Turner

Hurdles: Haley — G. L. Campbell
Best Runner-up
Under 13: Winder — J. D. Smith

Under 14: Centenary — R. C. Theunissen
Under 15: Craven — D. W. Bowden
Under 16: More — M. G. W. McAlister

Open: Sulin — H. M. FitzWilliam
Special Presentation — M. E. Chambers

Inter-House Relay: Tolken — Finningley
Inter-House Standards: L. Polkinghorne — Finningley
Inter-House: Oliver Pearce — Finningley
ATHLETIC SPORTS

RESULTS

Open

100 yards: 1. FitzWilliam (G); 2. Morgan (P); 3. Dyer (F). Time 10.7 sees.
220 yards: 1. FitzWilliam (G); 2. Morgan (P); 3. Dyer (F). Time 24.0 sees.
440 yards: 1. Smallwood (G); 2. Sommerville (P); 3. Walker (P). Time
54.8 sees.

880 yards: 1. Sommerville (P); 2. Kirkwood (P); 3. Smillie (F). Time 2 min.
4.3 sees.

1 Mite: 1. Kirkwood (P); 2. Smillie (F); 3. Rice (F). Time 4 min. 38.7 sees.
2 Miles: 1. Rice (F); 2. Smillie (F); 3. Clark (F). Time 10 min. 20.9 sees.

110 yards Hurdles: I. FitzWilliam (G); 2. Meth (G); 3. Hesketh (F). Time
15.3 S6CS*

220 yards Hurdles: 1. FitzWilliam (G); 2. Walker (P); 3. Sanger (F). Time
28.4 sees.(Equals Record).

Long Jump: 1. Brokensha (F); 2. Sawyer (P); 3. Roberts (F). Length 19 ft.
Of ins.

High Jump: 1. Alberts (G); 2. Roberts (F); 3. Ellis (P). Height 5 ft. 6 ins.
Hop, Step and Jump: 1. Roberts(F); 2. Baikie(G); 3. Brokensha(F). Distance
38 ft. H ins.
Javelin: 1. Coleman (P); 2. Sawyer (P); 3. Cole (F). Distance 150 ft. 8 ins.
Discus: 1. Turner (P); 2. Sawyer (P); 3. Hesketh (F). Distance 163 ft. 6 ins.
(Record).
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Shot Putt: 1. Turner (P); 2. Sawyer (P); 3. Leveson (P). Distance 43 ft. 5 ins.
Cricket Ball: 1. Morgan (P); 2. Cole (F); 3. Turner (P). Distance 102 yds.
2 ft. 8 ins.

Pole Vault: 1. Roberts (F); 2. Alberts(G); 3. Tindall (F). Height 9 ft. 6 ins.
Relay: 1. Pembroke; 2. Finningley; 3. Pembroke. Time 47.3 sees.
Under 16

100
220
440
880

yards:
yards:
yards:
yards:

1. Gerrish (F); 2. Maclean (G); 3. Rolt (P). Time 11.3 sees.
1. Campbell (F); 2. Tindall (F); 3. Maclean (G). Time 25.7 sees.
1. Peddie (P); 2. Gerrish (F); 3. Russell (P). Time 55.6 sees.
1. Brett (F); 2. McAlister (P); 3. Kruger (G). Time 2 min.

11.8 sees.

1 Mile: 1. McAlister (P); 2. Kruger (G); 3. Paterson (G). Time 4 min.
58.6 sees.

110 Hurdles: 1. Campbell (F); 2. Knox (G); 3. Booth (F). Time 16.5 sees.
220 Hurdles: 1. Campbell (F); 2. Knox (G); 3. Sommerville (P). Time
29.5 sees.

Long Jump: 1. Peddie (P); 2, Irons (F); 3. Brett (F). Distance 18 ft. 4 ins.
High Jump: 1. Irons (F); 2. Whltfeld (P); 3. Steveni (P). Height 5 ft. 3 ins.
Hop, Step and Jump: I. Peddie(P); 2. Mundell(F); 3. Makinson(G). Distance
36 ft. II ins.

Javelin: I. Martin (P); 2. Gray-Maitland (P); 3. Brett (F). Distance 140 ft.
li ins.

Discus: I. Atlas (P); 2. Mundell (F); 3. Rolt (P). Distance 127 ft. 7 ins.
Shot: 1. Mundell(F); 2. Gray-Maitland (P); 3. Atlas(P). Distance 48 ft. 5 ins.
Cricket Ball: 1. Gray-Maitland (P); 2. Tindall (F); 3. Munro (F). Distance
89 yds. 2 ft.

Relay: 1. Finningley; 2. Pembroke; 3. Pembroke. Time 49 sees.
Under 15

100 yards: 1. Groom (F); 2. Rose (G); 3. Moore (G). Time 11.3 sees.
220 yards: 1. Groom (F); 2. Rose (G); 3. Moore (G). Time 25.7 sees.
880 yards: I. Groom (F); 2. MacRitchie (F); 3. Forbes (G). Time 2 min.
7.3 sees.(Record).
Mile: 1. Groom (F); 2. MacRitchie (F); 3. Crookes (F). Time 5 min. 2 sees.
(Record).

75 yards Hurdles: 1. Bowden (P); 2. Clarke (G); 3. Shannon (P). Time
12.0 sees.

Long Jump: 1. Payne(F); 2. Clark(G); 3. Bowden (P). Distance 16 ft. 10^ ins.
High Jump: l.Phaff(G); 2. Clark (G); 3. Griffiths (F). Height 4 ft. 10 ins.
Cricket Ball: 1. Kramer (P); 2. Clarke (G); 3. Payne (F). Distance 117 ft.
10 ins.

Shot: I. Pearson (P); 2. Wessels (P); 3. Payne (F). Distance 40 ft. 6i ins.
Hop, Step and Jump: 1. Kramer (P); 2. Payne (F); 3. Bowden (P). Distance

34 ft. 11^ ins.
Relay: 1. Gillingham; 2. Finningley; 3. Pembroke. Time 51.6 sees.
Under 14

100 yards: 1. Pearson(P); 2. Pentecost(F); 3. Roseveare(G). Time 11.6 sees.
220 yards: 1. Pearson (P); 2. Theunissen (F); 3. Roseveare (G). Time
26.4 sees.

880 yards: 1. Theunissen (F); 2. Jones (P); 3. Wallaee-Tarry (P). Time
2 min. 20.4 sees.

75 yards Hurdles: 1. Pearson (P); 2. Theunissen (F); 3. Roseveare (G). Time
11.3 sees.

High Jump: 1. Pearson (P); 2. Donaldson (G); 3. Theunissen (F). Height
5 ft. 1J ins.(Record).

Long Jump: 1. Donaldson (G); 2. Pentecost (F); 3. Schachat (F). Distance
14 ft. 5 ins.
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Hop, Step and Jump: 1. Donaldson (G); 2. Roseveare (G); 3. Pearson (P),
Distance 31 ft. i in.
Relay: 1. Finningley; 2. Pembroke; 3. Gillingham. Time 55.5 sees.
Under 13

100 yards: 1. Pilkington (F); 2. Watt (G); 3. Cayeux (F). Time 11.6 sees.
(Record).

220 yards: 1. Pilkington (F); 2. Irvine (F); 3. Watt (G). Time 26.5 sees.
(Record).
880 yards: 1. Smith, J. (P); 2. Hagemann (F); 3. Irvine (F). Time 2 min.
25.4 sees.(Record).
High Jump: 1. Pilkington(F); 2. Watt(G); 3. Cayeux (F). Height 4 ft. 8i ins.
(Record).

iMngJump: 1. Pilkington (F); 2. Sesel(F); 3. Watt(G). Distance 15 ft. 2i ins.
Relay: 1. Finningley; 2. Gillingham; S.Pembroke. Time 54.8 sees.
Also

Tug-o'-War: 1. Pembroke; 2. Finningley; 3. Gillingham.
Relay: 1. Present; 2. Staff; 3. Past. Time 46.6 sees.

880 yards Non-Finalists: 1. Loubser (F); 2. Chambers (P); 3. Frostick (F).
Time 2 min. 13 sees.

TRIANGULAR SPORTS

The annual meeting with Hilton and Michaelhouse took place on
Monday 28th March at Michaelhouse. This is the second year that
the competition has consisted very largely of relays and the aggregate
of both competitors in the field events.
Seventeen of the thirty-four events on the programme were won
by our team members who showed great determination in their
running. Our definite supremacy in the mile event was evident in

that we placed first, second and third in both the Open and Under
16 events.

Our victories came in the following events:
Under 14

100 yards: Winner: D. Pilkington. Time 11.5 sees.
2 X 75 yards Hurdles: Time 23.4 sees.(Record).
4 X 110 yards Relay: Time 51.8 sees.

High Jump: Agg. Height 9 ft. 10 ins.(Record).
Under 15

100 yards: Time 11.3 sees.
4 X 110 yards Relay: Time 49.7 sees.
4 X 220 yards Relay (2 under 14 and 2 under 15): Time 1 min. 43.5 sees.
(Record).
Under 16

One Mile: Winner: D. Paterson.

Time 5 min. 1.9 sec.

2 X 111 yards Hurdles: Time 33.6 sees.
4 X 110 yards Relay: Time 48.0 sees.
High Jump: Agg. Height 10 ft. 5 ins.(Record).
Long Jump: Agg. Distance 33 ft. lOi ins.
Shot: Agg. Distance 90 ft. 8 ins.(Record).
Discus: Agg. Distance 242 ft. Ot in.
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Open
One Mile: Winner: G. Rice. Time 4 min. 47.2 sees.

High Jump: Agg. Height 10 ft. 8 ins.(Record).
High Jump: Agg. Height 10 ft. 8 ins.(Record).
Shot: Agg. Distance 85 ft. 6 ins.(Record).

In addition the following set up records for individual performances:
C. J. Mundell: Shot, Under 16 — Distance 47 ft. 8i ins.
B. Irons: High Jump, Under 16 —- Height 5 ft. 3 ins.
G. Pearson: High Jump, Under 14 — Height 5 ft. 2 ins.

CROSS

Captain:

COUNTRY

G. Rice

Although not enjoying the successes of last year our teams
have performed with great credit to the college.
In the Inter-Schools League we have suffered our first defeat
since the inauguration of the competition. Glenwood with a very
good team have shown us a clean pair of heels in both matches
against them. Both these fixtures proved to be close exciting competi
tions.

Our 'B' team were beaten midway during the season by Beachwood 'A' but ran brilliantly in the final match at Kloof where all
the teams participated in a mob match. The six members of the

Kearsney team finished in the first ten. A sterling effort indicating
our overall strength.
LOGS AT END OF COMPETITION
Run

Won

Glenwood

12

12

0

Kearsney

12
12
12

10
6
6

2
6

12
12
12

5

3
0

12

Run

Won

Lost

10
10
10

9

10
10
10

4
2
2

Lost

Drawn

Points

League

Kloof .
Northlands
New Forest
Grosvenor
Westvllle

0
0

24

0

20
12
12

7

0

10

9

0

6

0

0

6

0

Drawn

Points

'J5' League
Beachwood 'A'

Keeirsney
Grosvenor .

Kloof

.

.

.

Dirkie Uys'A'
Westvllle

.

.

9
4

1
1

0
0

18
18
8

6
6
8

0

4

8

0

4

0
0

8

The following athletes were selected to represent Durban and

District against the Pietermaritzburg Schools' Cross-country League
team at Kloof on Wednesday, 22nd Jime: G. Rice, T. Groom,
D. Clark, M. G. W. McAlister.
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SENIOR

TENNIS

As HAS been the practice in past years, the School was represented
in the Denness Trophy League played in Pietermaritzburg during
May and June. The following at various times were selected:

J. Tindall (captain), J. Joubert, B. Jackson, T. Martin, R. Nilsen
and B. Bannister.

Tindall and Joubert proved competent, if at times erratic,
singles players; together they formed a strong doubles combination.

Of the six competing schools, Kearsney finished third and gave a
good aecount of itself. As most of the team will be returning to
School next year we hope to improve on our 1966 record.

The opportunity has also been taken to broaden the scope of
inter-school fixtures. Accordingly, a second Senior team was

engaged in a series of matches with their counterparts from most
Pietermaritzburg schools while the Trophy League games were in
session. This arrangement gave additional boys experience of com
petitive play and stimulated interest in tennis.

The Under 14 age group has practised regularly in preparation

for the Bonnefin Trophy that will be at stake next term. As a pipeopener for the competition the School played a match against
Highbury near the end of the term.
R. J. C.
HOCKEY
1st XI RESULTS

vi.
vs.
v^.
vj.
vj.
vj.
vs.
vj.

Beachwood
Glenwood
D.H.S
Hilton
Beachwood
Michaelhouse
Glenwood
Mansfield

Won
Lost
Lost
Won
Won
Lost
Drew
Won

1-0
0-1
1 -2
2- 1
6-0
1-2
2-2
3-0

Won
Won
Won
Won

1 -0
8-0
1-0
3-0

Lost
Lost
Lost
Lost
Lost
Lost

0-7
1 -4
0-3
1-11
1-2
0-2

2nd results

vs.
vj.
vT.
vj.

Hilton
Beachwood
Michaelhouse
Glenwood
UNDER 15 RESULTS

vs.
vj.
vj-.
vj.
vj.
vj.

Beachwood
Hilton
Beachwood .
Michaelhouse
Glenwood
Mansfield
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KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB
EDITORIAL NOTICES

For the first time ever, no December magazines were returned
'unknown'. This may be carelessness on the part of the postal
authorities, or a tribute to those who have spent so many hours
trying to verify addresses.

Whether the Magazines are all read is another matter! A large
number are, because many readers tell us so — from cover to cover.
But I am quite shocked by the number of Old Boys I meet who so

frequently express complete ignorance of major events in the School
or the Club,in spite oftheir having had full coverage in the Magazine.
Recently an Old Boy of long standing asked your Editor, "And
what are you doing, now that you have retired?" A most cursory
glance through any Magazine would have revealed the fact that the

Editor is still well in harness, though inexorably the end is drawing
near.

If there are Old Boys who do not read and do not want the

Chronicle obviously we could save a good deal of money by not
ending copies. But how to contact them, if they do not read this?

We don't want Magazines discarded unread, at 50 cents a copy.
Can anyone help?
Written news from Old Boys is welcomed and recorded. Verbal
messages get lost by the wayside. If you want news of yourself to
appear in the Magazine, please write it, and make sure we know
your address.

For your diaries:

Ruddigore, by Gilbert and Sullivan: August 18th, 19th and
20th. Write, or phone 78633 for seats.
Speech Day: September 30th.
DURBAN BRANCH OFFICIALS

Chairman: C. Rindel, 3 Kew Avenue, Westville.

Vice-Chairman: M. J. Rodda, 3 Tweed Road, Westville.
Secretary: A. G. Ramsay, Kilburn Hotel, Kilburn Avenue.

Treasurer: S. Stott, c/o Barclays Bank, Broadway, Durban North.
Committee:

D. Beatty, D. Hemson, R. Bickerton, J. Woods,

Group-Captain H. E. Hopkins, J. F. Reece (last three co-opted).
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DINNER, MAY 6th, PLAZA HOTEL

Any local Old Boys who could have been present but absented themselves,
missed the finest function the Branch has ever enjoyed, and all credit to Cliff
Rindel and his Committee for the work they put in. Approximately 125 were
present, from Foundation scholars to some who left last year. There were two
hours of fraternising before those present, urged on by Mr. Matterson and his
time-piece, sat down, at 9 p.m., to the dinner scheduled for 8 p.m. It is a wonder
ful joy and privilege to meet so many old faces and find the unity of affection
and devotion engendered by a common love for their school. It makes Kearsney,
once so small and fighting for its life, completely worth while.
The dinner proceeded at adagio pace, though no-one minded, for there was
plenty to talk about, interspersed by words of greeting and welcome from Cliff
Rindel and Mike Rodda. It was 10.30 before Ray Rutherford-Smith, ex-staff
and now university lecturer, rose to propose the toast of the School. As befits

one who sp^ialises in English Literature and Dramatic Productions, he treated
us to a delightful flaw of humorous reminiscence and impression — for he
lived in what is now part of Junior House before ever the bulldozers arrived to
prepare for the new school. More seriously he stressed that the function of a
school these days is to educate, to turn out scholars, and a school which seeks
to do any less, or dithers on the periphery of learning, and allows students to
believe that the second-best is good enough, is not worthy of its status. Mr.
Jan Storm, looking as young as when he joined the Staff 20 years ago, replied to
this toast and assured his listeners that all was well at Kearsney. The third stage,
of consolidation, was now beginning, and the visions of the School's founders
and pioneers were being fully realised.
The writer got to bed at 12.30, but has no idea when the party finally dis
solved!
J. F. R.

JOHANNESBURG BRANCH OFFICIALS

Chairman: I. I. Ives, P.O. Box 4578.
Vice-Chairman: J. A. Chick, P.O. Box 17002.

Secretary: D. G. Gardner, 208 Athol Street, Highland North.
Treasurer: D. A. Rock, 16 Bruce Street, Waverley.
Committee: J. H.Charter, J. W.Clayton,G.E.Cox,J. M.Ginsberg,

G. D. Hastie, R. G. Spradbrow, R. F. Tolken, A. V. Trentham.
We learn that 1.1. Ives is to be transferred to Port Elizabeth.

The feature of the half-year was the Dinner on March 18th, when about 70
Old Boys, with wives and girl-friends, met together for a most enjoyable evening.
The Kearsney Spirit was very much in evidence, and the organisers of this
function are to be congratulated.
Other events to be noted are:

A buffet supper and dance was laid on at the Wanderers Club for June 24th,
and a stag party for August 3rd.

Some time in mid-September there is to be a Kearsney-Epworth Dinner, in
conjunction with the School's Foundation.
In November there will be a variety concert to raise funds for the Transvaal
Bursary Fund. We hope for a generous response to this.
In December there will be a repeat of last year's most successful outing,
with braaivleis and a Christmas Tree for children of Old Boys.
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In April a team was entered for the W. M. Frames Golf Championship,

competed for by Old Boys' Associations of schools outside the Transvaal. Our
team (D. Roek, N. Walker, R. Ford, E. Needham)came third, and won a prize
for the best score in the morning. Other golfers please note, and start practising
for next year.

DOMESTIC NOTICES

Engagements

J. Crewe, McKinlay, H. Tedder, T. Y. Worthington, G. Wiseman.
Marriages

C. Foxon, Dr. M. Slrires, D. Winder.
Births

P. Haley son, (adopted), C. C. Hopkins (son), B. Hulett (son), M.
Hulett(son), A. Hunt(son). Dr. J. D. Mudie(daughter), J. Mellows

(daughter), F. Porrill (son), P. D. Warmback (son), W. Whitward
(daughter).
Death

R. A. Piper.

RALPH ALLEN PIPER (1923-25)

When men go hunting for gold and establish a gold mine the stuff
they bring from the bowels of the earth certainly bears no resernblance to the precious metal that is ultimately derived from it. It is
there nevertheless, but it appears only when it is worked with and

closer acquaintance is made with it. This shall be the theme of my

thoughts as I write a tribute to the memory of Allen Piper who died
in a Durban hospital shortly after Christmas last year, and I am
confident that all who know him more than casually will at once
imderstand the justification for it.

I first knew Allen when I joined the College Staff in the long

ago of the beginning of 1924, and oh dear me! what an awkward
boy he was! He seemed resentful of discipline and criticism, and
almost (but not quite) impervious to the requirements of sustained
and careful study. Many were the tussles we had over such points
as neatness in personal appearance and presentation of work. How
he hated the idea of giving polish and shine to his shoes, and how
reluctant he was to see any 'use' in the Junior Certificate History

Course and any value in insistence on something near to accuracy in
expression when writing in his own English language!
We had many difficult interviews together. Of course I didn't
understand him then. Not realising his sensitive nature, so well
masked by a very brusque demeanour, I thought him sullen and
surly, and he regarded me, rightly, as an inexperienced rooinek and,
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not quite so rightly (I hope), as an unreasonable young despot who
was intent on displaying his authority.
In the course of time we came to know each other better, and for
my part I began to see the gold veins in the rough ore of Allen's
outlook and behaviour. Although it may not have brought him any
glory Allen never really neglected his work and he played his games
with great zest. On the rugger field he was certainly all fire and fury.
And equally significant for the future was his keen sympathy for the
underdog, for the boy who wasn't quite making the grade for one
reason or another either with his fellows or with any of the masters.
There was no narrow selfishness about Allen.

All these qualities were extended in his adult life to the fullest

degree although I don't know that he took part in any games. For
a good many of the later years his health would not permit that.
But in any case it seemed to me that his great interest was work,
work, and yet more work. Never have I known a man who spared
himself less in his chosen career or who faced with greater deter
mination and practical difficulties that often confronted him. The
prosperous engineering business that he established in Durban was
entirely his own creation and it was essentially the product of
courage, persistence and hard work.

Complementary to, and indeed a fundamental part of his bus
iness career was his generosity to those in need. There was no display
about it, and it was only when the tributes flowed in after his death

that his family knew the real extent to which he had lent a helping
hand to others. Part of Allen's uniqueness was that he never easily
condemned individuals for their failings but sought to assist them
to better achievement by all means in his power. His efforts were
often unrewarded, yet that never discouraged him. The gold in his
nature was indeed indestructible as the precious metal itself is said
to be.

Allen will live long and affectionately in the memory of all who
knew him, and Old Boys of his generation will know that they have
lost a fine and loyal comrade. We extend our sincere sympathy to
his wife and to his two sons who are also Old Boys of the School.
G. M. ORAM
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The following Kearsney 'associates' are members of the Zululand Mission

Committee: Revs. C. Wilkins (Chairman), J. W. Hunt, S. B. Sudbury; Messrs.
J. S. Bertram, D. Clark, W. H. Gersback, H. W. Haley, R. H. Matterson,
J. F. Reece (Secretary), W. L. S. Robinson and Mrs. J. F. Reece.

The following Old Boys took part in the Comrades Marathon (in order of
passing Botha's Hill):

J. H. S. Ayres, D. Wheelwright and G. D. Hastie (tie — and they ended as
a tie), O. R. Falck, H. R. Wade, E. Hey.
We have noted the following examination successes (others will be printed
if Old Boys will tell us):

B. A.: A. M. R. Bishop, B. W. T. Forbes.

B.&.: F. Ryman, B. G. Williams (First Class), A. Calderwood (First Class).
B.Sc.(Chem. Eng.): L. M. Johnston.

B.Sc.(Mech. Eng.): A. P. Meyer (First Class).
B.Sc.(Agric.): J. C. Stockil, (j. K. Turner.
B.Com.: W. Travis.
B.Ed.: H. K. Timm.
B.Econ.: O. L. Griffiths.
U.E.D.: A. J. C. Daniel.

Rev. C. M. Albertyn (40-42) has been 'called' from George to serve in
Bulawayo. His brother. Rev. H. L. Albertyn (41-46) continues to minister in
Roodepoort, and is happy in his work there.

_ J. E. M. Anderson (60-63) is in third year Medicine at Wits., specialising
in Anatomy and Physiology. He writes, "Kearnsey boys always seem to do
well at Varsity. I think you teach them to think, rather than merely absorb."
He has spent holiday time underground with City Deep Mines, and found a
considerable comradeship among the men 'down below', even if they are not
all saints.

M. Brutsch (57-62) is now taking his third year B.Sc. (Agric.) at Natal
Umversity.

.
W. Benporath (51-56) has left with his family for Canada, where he
intends to spend a year and a half gaining added experience in the chairmanufactunng trade.

(26-27) has left the teaching profession, after 25 years at
Maritzburg College, to enter Industry.
u- School, is now lecturing
for someattime
Vocational
Guidance
master at Glenwood
High
the Durban
Training
College.

uby -K.^'
(61-64) has been awarded a RlOO Sir John Robinson Bursary
Natal S*
University.
(57-60) has made two visits to England since leaving School in
lyw and IS now m the last year ofB.A.degree course at Wits University. Included
in nis studies are Portuguese and Southern Sotho. His other great interest is
photo^aphy. He has several hundred pounds' worth of equipment and is
oeginmng to find a useful return on his investment. He intends to go to Europe
again next year to seek further photographic triumphs.

I. L. Biirt (62-65) is taking Dentistry at Wits.
(61-65)has been appointed a Prefectat Damelin College,Johannes177

R. Coleman (56-61) has found the Army training not entirely stimulating
He writes "In the Army you don't know what will happen until it has happened.
You can ask three corporals the same question and get three different answers."

While at camp he saw Kearsney on two News shorts: boys training on the Oval,
and the opening of the Language Laboratory. He hopes to study for his C.I.S,
H.B.E.Childers(62-63)is studying for his B.Econ. at Queensland University,
and has been awarded a Commonwealth Scholarship amounting to £A395 on the
first year's results. He hopes later to take an Honours Degree, and possibly go
to Harvard, U.S.A.

A. R. Crewe (61-65) has been awarded a Leon Renaud Bursary for RlOO
by Natal University.

M.J. Christie (29-35) is Circuit Steward for the Methodist Church, Swazi
land, and still lives at Manzini.

C. M. Clegg (62-65) writes from his naval training ship, 5./1.5. Saldanha,
where the first few weeks were spent learning to sew, wash and iron. He had a
short spell aboard the anti-submarine frigate President Pretorius, but discovered
he was not a good sailor. Parade drill he found even more monotonous than
Friday cadets.

A. Calderwood (59-62) obtained his B.Sc., Natal University, with firsts in
Pure and Applied Maths, and Physics, the only student to obtain three firsts.
He was awarded a University Scholarship of R300 for two years. He is meanwhile
continuing with further studies.

Senator W. M. Crook (28-33), our first Senator, and school contemporary
of our Headmaster,and J. Crawford (28-33) is bridging a long gap of silence by
entering his son for Kearsney next year.
T. Coggin (61-64) passed his Senior Certificate in March 1965, with a dis
tinction in Afrikaans. He is now studying for a B.A.(Psychology and Sociology)
by correspondence. After the usual stint in the Army, he is now with the S.A.B.C.,
Durban, as Presentation Assistant. His work involves the control of the three

main programmes, plus some minor recordings. If his degree works out, he
hopes to become an Announcer.
C. Coggin (54-57) is an Archivist in the National Archives of Rhodesia,
Salisbury.
A. K. Carter (48-51), under the stage name of Kendrew Lascelles, continues
his leading part in "Wait a Minim", which is now showing in New York, after
its successful run in London.

C.M.Downie (52-57) lost his mother suddenly earlier this year and we offer
our sincere sympathies. He is now with Ford Company, Port Flizabeth, but
retains his close ties with the School.

A. J. C. Daniel (58-61) is Vice-Chairman of the National Union of South
African Students.

R. Edwards (53-57) has returned to the Republic after five years in Kenya
with Amalgamated Packagings, Nairobi. He is now with a similar American
firm in Pietermaritzburg, Messrs. Weyerhaeuser, as Assistant to the Managing
Director. While in Kenya he met J. M. Nightingale (25-27), farming in a big

way, and W. G.Schermbrucker (54), who is teaching in an African High School
and enjoying it.

-A. M.Evans (23-24) is kept very busy on the Fikenhof Fruit Farm, FIgin.
He hoped to watch last year's Nuffleld Week — especially the Kearsney represen
tatives — but sent his daughter to meet them at the dance instead!
M.Eastwood (46-49) writes from Israel, where he was engaged in building

dykes in the Dead Sea, and was perplexed by the Jew /Arab strife.
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A. Eriksson (56-63) is taking his third year B.Sc.(Eng.) in Durban. He con
tinues his interest in Gymnastics and gained a place last year in the Natal

Championships, and represented N.U.C. at the Inter-Varsity Championships.
He has also embarked enthusiastically on mountain climbing and has been
appointed a rock-climbing leader.

M. Fienberg (60-64) has carried on the good work done at School (seven
"A's" in the Matric) at Natal University, and received certificates of merit
(80%) for Economics, Latin and Mathematics.
R. Farren (58-61) is completing a course at Circncester Agricultural College,
England, and has expressed a desire to settle in Brazil! He flew across to
Kearsney at Christmas.
U. Groom (50-55) was opening bat for Natal 'B', whose matches were con
sidered as Eirst Class, and scored very consistently. In his first match, vs. Trans
vaal, with 75 not out at lunch time, he seemed likely to join the very few who

have scored a century in their first First Class match, but unfortunately the
lunch unsettled him and he was out for 77.

V. D. W. Gray (45-49) has been for some time with Mercury Outfitters,
Durban, and is hoping to return to the hotel trade.

O. L. Griffiths (57-61) has passed his B.Econ., Natal, and after a spell of
military training hopes to take an Ll.B. in Johannesburg.
M. L. Griffiths (58-63) has passed his first year Medieine at Cape Town,
with three firsts.

E. M. Gjestland (48-49) is hoping to be on his way back to South Africa
this year, after many years overseas. He writes "After years on the less fruitful
fringes of selling, in U.S.A., I somehow bluffed my way into journalism recently
and am with Business Publications Ltd., London, a group of some 40 trade
journals." Part of his letter appears elsewhere.

J. Gebbie (56-59) is in his fourth year apprenticeship with Dorman Long,
Johannesburg. He is Secretary to the House Committee of the Y.M.C.A. We
learn that approximately a year ago he was involved in an accident which resulted
in the loss of an index finger, and a badly fractured jaw.
D. A, Greet (57-60), since leaving Kearsney has, in his own words "made

a steady migration from dull office to dull office"(all in Johannesburg apparently)
but was "always reading to beat the band." He declares his chief interest to be
the freedom of the individual and acknowledges that he had a taste of freedom
without cash, and it was "great". He hopes to make a career ultimately out of
writing.

G. C. Harrison (41-44) was responsible, in 1965, for the construction of a

Rli million Depot for Shell, at the end of their Durban-Rand Oil Pipeline.
He also 'stammered' a few recorded words for 'The News at Nine' on the day
the product was first received on the Rand.

M. N. W. Hulett (53-57), now living in Darnall, is working in the Cost
Accountancy and Cane and Transport Co-ordinating section of Huletts Sugar
Corporation. He continues to play cricket with great success for Berea Rovers.
R. J. Hulett (56-59) has graduated from Louisiana State University in
Chemical Engineering and Sugar Technology. Unable to continue cricket there,
he has taken to golf with great success.

H.B. W. Hulett (58-62) is doing his third year in Agronomy at Natal Uni
versity. He also plays cricket for Berea Rovers.
J. N. Hulett (22-29), father of the above three, is now Manager of Sir J. L.

Hulett & Sons. His tennis sponsoring over recent years has brought many
famous players to this country and done much for South African tennis. He
and his three sons all captained Kearsney at cricket.
N. Hope (60-64) is getting experience as a trainee Hotelier.
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J. Houghting (59) has completed five years' apprenticeship with Kempster
Sedgwick, Empangeni, and will farm at Kwambonambi.

C. M.Howarth (58-61) is taking a Chemical Engineering De^ee at Natal
University. He tells of a stimulating visit to Germany, where he visited Cologne,
Hamburg, Westphalia, Bonn, Berlin, and even managed to get across the 'wall'
to the East side. He studied for six weeks at the Union Kraftshof works at
Cologne, in the chief chemical laboratories. He found German trains the best

he travelled in. Also London, Paris, and a week of skiing in Austria. And so
home by air.

A. A. Hipkin (61-65), with his record 1,400 runs last season, seemed certain
for the South African Schools' Team, but two good scores(58 and 89)in Nuffield
Week were followed by three small ones, and the chance was lost. Bad luck!

F. R.Hagemann (56-60) is studying at the Laban Art of Movement Studio,
Addlestone, Surrey, England. He is especially interested in Kinetics — the
recording of human movement — a qualification to work in Industry and
Medicine (especially Psychology). He is taking practical exams in the Art of

Movement, related to Theatre, with an eye on an ultimate M.A. in Speech
and Drama. On his return he will lecture at Natal University.
D. N. Joluiston (40-42) builder, and whose father built our first buildings

at Botha's Hill, i.e. Finningley, Gillingham, Dining Hall and Classrooms, is
now the proud father of a ninth child.

J. G.KinJoch (44-49) is chief technical adviser for Shell-Gas, Johannesburg.
He was married in 1963 and has two daughters.
M.Kotze (58-61) has signed his Articles, to enter the Legal profession.

A. P, Kluge (60-64) was chosen to run for the Natal Cross-Country Team
against Transvaal.

J. Lacey (55-60) is with Hind Bros., Durban, as a food consultant, engaged
in expanding the sale of products. While with the firm's Branch in Rhodesia,
he played rugby for Rhodesia, and has now joined Durban Old Collegians.
C.Lee (61-65) came third in the Transvaal Open Championship, 440 yards
Freestyle.

E.G.Langton (57-60) writes from Port Shepstone where he is dairy-farming
with his father. He has b^ome deeply interested in Christian Mission work
among the Indians and Africans, as well as Europeans, as a result of a personal
religious experience in his own life.

W.B,Letcher (44-49) has been in Rhodesia since 1954, working first for the

Government, and now for five years as a tobacco farmer. After four years bushclearing and living in grass huts, he has now settled to a profitable job, politics
permitting, bolstered by some mutton, dairy and maize farming.
p. Leather (44-48) is with B.P. petroleum 'somewhere in Rhodesia', and
continues to take an active part in cricket.

D.S.Murdoch (51-54) was vice-captain of Natal'B'and scored well, includ
ing 90 vs. Border.

A. S. Mooney (49-53) has been off our books for some years. After three
years in England he is now doing engineering and plumbing work at Umhlali.
I. McDwraith (47-50)is Cost Accountant with S.A. Board Mills. His younger
brother is in Paris.

W. A. Maguire (61-65), last year's Dux, writes appreciatively of all that
Kearsney meant to him. He has decided to take up Chartered Accountancy and
IS now studying for a B.Com. at Natal University.

R.Mark (32-40) has, we believe, tried his hand at a number of occupations
over the past 20 years, and is now working with Iscor, Johannesburg.
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(46-52) IS manager of a new firm, S.A. Pipe, makers of plastic and
polythene piping, Pretoria. He was entrusted with the task of actually building
the factory, and is clearly making a success of this new venture.

O. McLaverty (42-45) is Editor and co-proprietor of the Zululand Times.

r\
iV Superintendent
('^^"52) hasatcome
to light,
after ainlong
andHe
is found
to be
Quality
the S.A.
Breweries,
Portsilence,
Elizabeth.
has worked
previously in Pietermaritzburg, Cape Town and Johannesburg, but seems to be

diVM^on°

settled family man, with some cricket, tennis and golf for

A. C. Mandell (39-41), under the name of Alan Dell, continues to produce
and compere musical programmes for the B.B.C., London.

R.R.L.Maguire(41-43) has, we understand, nine children. Congratulations!
i\n money by running
(6()-65)a isBand
at Damelin
Joharmesburg, and making a
little
(with A.College,
R. Melman).
family Quarries closed down some years ago, is

now Manager of a Durban Branch of Clover Dairies.

likelJ^^ioXMrSf

J. B.Otten (55-57), large as ever, has been travelling round the world for a

Johannesburg architect's firm.

ofPFf®^
(27^1)
is hoping
go to England
in August
with
wife,
who K South
African
President
of thetoMethodist
Women's
Auxiliary
andhiswill
be
attending a Conference overseas. He is rejoicing at having become a grandfather.
F. Porrill (50-53) has been Travelling Instructor for a pharmaceutical firm
a job invoMng a vast amount of travelling. Now he is stationed in Durban as
Products Manager, helping with Market Research.

J, E. Penberthy (48-51) is not, as stated in the last Chronicle, running a

bott e store, but is farming at Camperdown. He has taken a keen interest in
Polhics, as a stroi^ promoter of the new Front Party. Past years have seen him
in Canada, with General Motors, and in Johannesburg, where he did survev
and promotion work for a Plastics firm.

aui'ty

B. H. Penberthy (^-49) has been in Johannesburg for some years with
C. J. Lorentz, Interior Decorators, and is hoping to set up on his own. He was
for two years with a firm of accountants in London.

/T>
a part in the
funeral
service of his own father R. A
(23-25),
and is (^^'^2)
proving took
an acceptable
local
preacher.

p. K. Piper (32-37) had a severe motor accident back in 1964, and after a
year in hospital still finds difficulty in walking, owing to hip injuries.
A. R. RoRe (57-W) is working with his Uncle, Mr. Rhys Evans, Viljoenskroon,one of South Africa s biggest farmers.The 1965 maize yield was the largest
in the country — 160,000 bags.

C.Rindel(49-52), Chairman of the Durban Branch,is now with the Manage

ment Department of Manufacturers Life Insurance, Durban.

''I*
(51-54)
has been
English
Minchenden
School,
London.
An appointed
honour forHead
oneof
sothe
young.
It Department.
seems quite
certain that he will remain in England for keeps, apart from brief holidays home.
B.S. Roberts (56-58) is completing his Teaching Course at Natal Training
College. His interest is music, engendered at Kearsney, continues, and he runs
his own College Madrigal Group. We understand that he will be doing his
Student teacher s practice at D.H.S. during the coming quarter,
W. N.Stark (39-44) is in Kloof, working for Smith & Nephew.
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A. P. Stiebcl (53-58) writes to say that the report in the last Chronicle that
he runs a company known as 'Labour Services' is incorrect. It is in fact a rival
firm. His own company is 'Supervision Services (Pty.) Ltd.', of Queen Street,
Durban. A good deal of Old Boys' News is received second-hand, but we accept
it as being correct.

D. P. Smart (55-50) completed his C.T.A. with the Port Elizabeth Branch
of Rhodes University last year. He is quite impressed by this newly formed
Port Elizabeth Branch and sees good potential in it. Old Boys in the Port
Elizabeth area are asked to get into touch with him at 17 Reitz Road, Mill
Park, with a view to a 'get together'.

A. B. Theunissen (29-31) is Managing Director of SAMAD and immediate

past Chairman of NAAMSA (National Association of Automobile Manufac
turers of South Africa). He is currently Vice-Chairman of NAAMSA and VicePresident of the N.D.M.F. (National Development and Management Founda
tion of South Africa). He is a Life Member of the South African Council of the
Chartered Institute of Secretaries and a past Chairman.

P. J. Wills (42-45) has returned to the Republic after nearly 14 years in the
Rhodesias, and has now settled in Dundee, Natal, where he has taken a partner
ship in Protea Pharmacy. He refers to life in Zambia as very 'easy', with plenty
of time for spare-time occupations such as boating, fishing and bridge. He has
entered his son for Kearsney in 1969.

R. L. Wicks (45-49) has left the Union Castle Line after many years with
them in South Africa, Mombasa and London and is now with Grindod Gersigny,
secretaries for African Coasters. His enthusiasm for cricket remains unabated.

B. G. Williams (58-62) obtained his B.Sc., Natal, being the only student to
obtain first classes in Chemistry and Physics.

D. Watson (57-62) is at Natal University. He obtained four firsts in his first
year, with certificate of Merit in Applied Maths.
H. M. Winder (47-51) who has been in Singapore for the past three and a
half years, has used his accumulated leave for a world tour, embracing Singapore,
Bangkok, Manila, Hong Kong, Tapei, Tokyo, Honolulu, Vancouver and the
Canadian Rockies. Thence through U.S.A., including Las Vegas, the Grand

Canyon, Arizona, Texas, and New York. Also Jamaica and across to Leopoldville. After that he will need three more years to recover. En route he will be
best man to his brother D.Winder(52-56) at present resident in Boston, but to be
married in California, a mere 3,000 miles away.

Dr. C. J. Wilkinson (35-38) is now back in Basutoland (to be called Lesotho
in October)and is busy forming a Department of Radiology for the Government.
He says he has to build without money, equipment or encouragement, but is
enjoying the challenge, and we give him our best wishes for accomplishing the
miracle! He regards the future as insecure as 'one's job hangs on the whim of a
politician, a breed I have learned to dislike and distrust both overseas and here,
but as long as these people want me and need me, I shall stay.' He sees quite a
lot of Darrell Dale and Mike Hobson.

Before returning to Basutoland he sj^nt three years in London studying
Radiology on a World Health Organisation Fellowship, and he subsequently
achieved a two-years' course in ten months at the post-graduate Medical School,
University of London where he worked with an eight million volt electron
accelerator and also with the cobalt bomb.

He is Chairman of the Pastoral and Oversight Committee of the United
Church in Maseru which is mainly a Methodist and Presbyterian group. His
address is Box 561, Maseru, Basutoland.
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OLD BOYS' LETTERS

Mr. V. L. Clegg (past Staff) has been teaching at Epsom College,
Surrey, for one term, and writes:
The College is magnificently situated on 80 acres on the Downs, a mile from
the Race Course. The buildings lie in well-wooded grounds. There are 380
boarders and 160 day boys. I have settled in well to the Biology Department, and
was well received by my colleagues, making due allowance of course for the
characteristics and temperaments of English schoolmasters I Every Wednesday
I am free to visit the schools, with the idea of making a study of the Nuffield
Project in Biology. I hope to visit Dulwich, Westminster shortly. My experiences
in the educational field are most stimulating. There is a tremendous upsurge in
the teaching of Biology and I have found myself completely out of my depth
at times. There is no doubt at all that we must raise the level of our studies in

schools, to equip a boy more suitably for University work. Work done here by
some Grammar and Public schools is quite overwhelming.
Scholars are taught to think and use their initiative and are left more to their
devices — with outstanding results. I have had to do a great deal of reading,and
at best endeavour to keep a step or two ahead of the classes I teach.

In spite of some cold weather my wife and I set off early yesterday morning
for Hampton Court, where the gardens were at their best. We had lunch there
and then walked along the Thames for three miles to Kingston. We got back to
Epsom in time to go to the Methodist Church which, to my surprise, was nearly
full. The resident minister is a dynamic personality and an excellent preacher,
though I didn't entirely approve of his special prayer for South Africa! So much
needs to be put right in England itself.

Mr. K. Fish (Staff) writes of his impressions of Bedford School,
England.
There is surprisingly little difference between the life at Bedford and ours
at Kearsney. The school day starts at 8.40 a.m. with prayers in the Great Hall
or Chapel, and the lesson is read by a Prefect or Monitor as they call him. Boys
move to the master as we do, but it's a good half mile from Science to Geography,
or from English to Biology! Monitors may carry umbrellas and as we often
walked through the snow while it was snowing, it was a useful privilege.
I was interested to notice how the weather seemed to affect the boys, even

though rooms were heated. In a dull, cold, dismal atmosphere, however, whc
could t)e cheerful? When the sun shone things were quite different and boys
perked up visibly. This could explain too why boys seemed more 'in-drawn' and
seemingly shy and reticent in the presence of a stranger. Greetings in the grounds
were perfunctory, if not wholly omitted, but in the streets they could not be
anything but amusing. School caps were patted and not raised! I doubt if they
could be raised as they were so small and the peak so floppy.
Normal out-of-school activity was much like ours. Cadets — called Corps —
included weapon training and firing, with a minimum of square bashing, I was
pleased to see. One interesting point I noted was the employment of an ex-Army

R.S.M. who organised Corps work. Gym included boxing as well as the normal
exercises, bar, and agility, and inter-school competitions were quite frequent.
Rowing was popular and 'head of the river' races towards the end of the term

occurred regularly. New to me was Fives — an indoor game like squash but
played with padded gloves and a ball bound in leather, a little larger than a
squash ball.
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Life in the Houses was very similar to ours but I was most impressed with
the House plays put on at the end of the term. Lady Audley's Secret and
Sweeny Todd both brought the house down, as Victorian melodramas are

great fun. We were encouraged to hiss or cheer as the scenes unfolded and for
an all-boy effort, very praiseworthy indeed. Obviously the long cold afternoons
and evenings had been put to good use. The school choir and band /orchestra
was also very popular and well supported and gave very creditable performances.
This is where we lag far behind the English Public schools I fear, as our weather
drives us out of doors too much.

At approximately the same time of the month of March as ourselves, Bed
ford School had their athletic meeting, but how different theirs is. The 100 yards
Open was run in sleet and if there were 40 boys present, other than competitors,
it was an over-estimate. As for parents and friends coming, who would want to
invite them out to sit freezing in the stands? It was a better day for the cross
country and over 50 Seniors and Juniors ran their respective races.
Ten weeks is far too short to spend at any school and there is much that I
missed by being away most week-ends but I will never regret a single day spent
in Bedford.

Rev.P. Le Feuvre(past Staff) now at Diocesan College, Rondebosch,
writes:

I am Assistant Housemaster and Assistant Chaplain, teaching Divinity and
English. We have a fine bunch of prefects, as in Finningley in days of yore.
Have managed to get a skin-diving club going, and at Easter I took some of
my divers to Zavara, on the Mocambique coast. We had a superb time. The
water was warm and crystal clear, and the colours of both coral and fish so
vivid and dazzling that I found myself just lying on the top of the water and
gasping — if one can gasp through a snorkel! The most intriguing that we saw
were the trumpet-fish, long thin creatures that swim around Just below the
surface ... I hope to spend the July holidays in the Karoo, looking after the
parish of Beaufort West, which has no minister.

E. M. Gjestland (48-51) wrote from London:
A rather remarkable coincidence spurs me to break my long silence.
After my customary lark with the London Springboks one Sunday, we were
enthusiastically quaffing deep draughts of bitter when I asked the centre who
had Joined us, "What school did you go to?"
"Kearsney" he replied readily.
"Well, put your little hand there and shake on it!" I exclaimed, and the
inevitable exchange of anecdotes ensued, till I came to the question "What
part are you from ?"
"A small Joint in northern Zululand. You won't have heard of it."
"Go on, where?" I prodded.
"Ubombo," he replied deprecatingly.
"What was your surname again!" I pursued.
"Farren."(Roger Farren 58-61).
Savouring my incredulity, I went on "I think I must have been about 14 . ..
I had come to see Dr. Farren for some medicine, from across the valley, a mile
as the crow flies. Remember Mangwazana mission? In fact there were a little
boy and girl of about three and four, charging around the yard completely
'kaal' — you and your sister?"
Our tankards nearly dropped as we both gaped!
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Dr. J. D. Mudie (51-54) writes from Del Mar, California:
I left St. John's College, Cambridge, at the end of 1963, with a Ph.D. in
Geophysics, and with my new wife left the rigours of an English winter for
Southern California. With a balmy climate, high standard of living, long beaches,
high mountains, pistol-packing policemen, sporadic racial riots, California is
quite reminiscent of South Africa! I have a job with Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, which resulted in my finding myself on the stern of a ship in
the middle of an Atlantic snow storm, trying to find the sunken nuclear sub
marine Thresher, shortly after I left England. This I felt was slightly unfair, as
one of my reasons for leaving England was to escape the weather. Fortunately
I was soon back in San Diego, trying to understand the Ocean. Marine Geo
physics consists in trying to make relatively simple measurements in an extremely
hostile environment, by sea-sick scientists.
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EDITORIAL

There is clearly a divergence of opinion these days as regards
the rigidity of control required in the running of a school and in
serving the best interests of its pupils.

We have read of the miserable fate of the schoolboy, destined to
an inexorable routine controlled by bells. He rises when he is told
and retires when he is told; he eats when (and what) he is ordered
to; he moves from lesson to lesson under the compulsion of a time
table and a bell-monitor; he goes to prayers and church whether
he likes it or not; he is strait-jacketed into a school uniform which
he dare not discard: he obeys rules and bounds, and woe betide
the defaulter.

The alternative appears to be the system now more in vogue in
the northern hemisphere. Wear what you like: if you want to be a
cowboy or a Beatle, be one. Let your hair droop over your eyes and
collar if you want to. Away with Nazi-discipline, and let the class

room be a bedlam and the school grounds be an arena where you
may prop yourself where you like and how you like, and couldn't
care less what anyone thinks or says.

This latter system goes under a number of headings — 'relaxation',
'independence', 'self-development', 'freedom from regimentation'.
Call it what you will. But we make bold to declare our conviction
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that the implementation of this system brings in its trail many of our

problems of today. We submit that harm is done by a way of living
where the young are not taught to respect the old, even to the extent

of a polite 'Good-day'; where teacher-child relationship reaches a

point where a child does not even know his master's name — only
his Christian name; where clothes may be worn ad lib, and personal
appearance is arbitrary; where, in short, there is no code of dis
cipline.

It is not surprising that so many of the biggest behaviour problems

of today centre on the laek of personal discipline among young
men and women, when they have never been given the basic dis

ciplines at school, and no insistence is made on a right and proper
respect for those who hold authority, or who are simply their

elders. We have moved a long way from the severity of the Wesley
regime, but is not a swing to the other extreme just as dangerous?
The proof of the pudding lies in the eating.
We here prefer, and shall, I hope, maintain the "via media" where

there is an insistence on well-regulated behaviour, on uniformity of
personal appearance, and, above all, on a courteous respect for

those who are their seniors. As far as this school is concerned, we
are happy in knowing that our biggest impact is gained, not by
sporting results or examination successes, but by the restraint and
courtesy of the boys who constitute the School.

Personal liberty too easily develops into social licence. It is too

easy to talk of'relaxation'. Let us watch ourselves carefully.
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SPEECH

DAY

The chairman of the Board, Mr. H. W. Haley, had arrived
back from an overseas trip in time to take the Chair, and in his usual

gracious fashion welcomed the special Guest of the Day, and all
other parents and friends present. After paying tribute to the work
done by the Headmaster and his Staff, he called upon the former
for his Report.
HEADMASTER'S

REPORT

(In the interests of space economy, we have omitted reference to activities which
have already been reported in the School Magazine.—Editor^
Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is with great pleasure that I welcome back our Chairman, Mr. H. W.
Haley and Mrs. Haley from their well-deserved holiday overseas. Knowing
Mr. Haley's insatiable capacity for work, I realise the purpose of their trip was
not free from its responsibilities, but I hope that they had time for relaxation
and have returned invigorated and refreshed. I assure both Mr. and Mrs. Haley
that we are delighted to have them back with us at Kearsney.
NUMBERS

We started the year with a full complement of boarders and a waiting list for
any possible cancellations. As a result of extreme pressure, I have exceeded our
normal quota of 36 day-boys. I intend as far as possible to return to this figure
in 1967.
STAFF HOUSING

During the July holidays a disastrous fire destroyed the greater portion of the
Vice-Principal's house, occupied by Mr. R. J. Crawford. Although neighbours
and the College staff managed to save the ground floor, the upper storey was

completely destroyed. The loss to Mr. and Mrs. Crawford has been considerable
and we offer them our sincere sympathy.

Rebuilding operations are well in hand and it is hoped that the house will
be ready for ocupation by the end of October.
The two new houses which were started towards the end of last year were

ready for occupation in January by Messrs. Balcomb and Gibson. Since then
a further residence has been purchased from the Estate of Col. J. A. Lea, and a

new house is being constructed on a portion of this property. When this house
has bron completed we shall have 14 staff houses and three flats for staff accom
modation. This does not include the four Housemasters' flats.

At this stage I wish to record my appreciation to the Board for the ready
manner in which they have responded to ray appeal for staff housing and accom
modation with the result that most of these houses have been provided within

tfie last three or four years. This far-sighted policy on the part of the Board is
an important factor in ensuring a stable and permanent Staff.
FEES

When the new salary scales for the teaching profession came into effect in
January, the Board was faced with a substantial increase in its annual budget.
In consequence they were forced reluctantly to increase fees, although this step
was delayed until the beginning of the third quarter. The new fee schedule is as
follows:

Boarders

R660 per annum

Day Boys

R330 per annum
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EXAMrNATION RESULTS

Our Natal Senior Certificate results were better than anticipated, despite the
fact that we did not have the potential of the previous year. In all there were
nine merit passes in a total of 64.

In the Junior Certificate our boys did exceptionally well. Of a total of 118
entries, they gained 35 merit passes and 46 subject distinctions. On these results
16 boys were awarded Provincial bursaries which is also a record for the School.

For the first time in history, half our 'B' set in Form V are J.C. merit passes
— a fact which has presented us with the problem of selection. We have decided

to retain in the 'A' set those boys with the highest symbols in Mathematics so
that they will, as a group, take Additional Mathematics for the Natal Senior
Certificate next year. This will greatly enhance their chances for Matriculation
Exemption (University Entrance).

The Taalbond results, also most satisfactory, were as follows: Voorbereidende
29, Laer 27, Hoer 14.
BURSARIES

I wish to record our appreciation to Mr. V. L. Clegg for presenting a bursary
of R50 for three years. This has been awarded to T. Jacobs, son of an Old Boy,
who was at School during Mr. Clegg's time.
Stanley Murphy Memorial Scholarship — R2()0 p.a. for four years.
The Trustees of the above fund have agreed that this scholarship should
be awarded every fifth year on the results of our Std. VII Entrance Examination.

Under previous conditions the Scholarship was to be awarded for two years to
a boy in Std. IX.

This concession permits us now to use this scholarship to attract boys
from private Preparatory Schools. The Headmasters of these schools have been
informed that the Scholarship will be available in 1967.
CAREER AND EIOBBIES BLOCK

The need for such a block has become more acute than ever as the result of a
most generous gift from Mr. Jack Hulett, who has kindly given us all the

machinery from his personal workshop at his home at Kearsney, North Coast.
There are eight machines in all, mainly for woodwork, and represent a gift of
considerable value to the School. Mr. Hulett has asked that consideration be

given by the Board to the housing of this equipment in a suitable hobbies'room.

The Archaeological Society, one of the most active of all our School societies,

IS again without a home. The Board will recall that this group was displaced
when the Language Laboratory was installed. On the last two Speech Days the
boys themselves have arranged displays in the foyer of the Henderson Hall
which have aroused considerable interest among parents and visitors to the
School.

, T^he Careers Department, thanks to the keenness and enthusiasm of Messrs.

Gibson and Balcomb, are rendering invaluable service to the boys in the face
of extremely difficult conditions caused by the lack of suitable accommodation.
At present they occupy one of the dressing rooms in the Henderson Hall, which
IS not a satisfactory arrangement in view of the fact that all productions in the
Hall of necessity interfere with Careers work.

^reers Guidance is one of the most important aspects of our education,
which regrettably has b^n rather neglected in the past. We are indeed fortunate
to have such an enthusiastic team at present and I appeal to the Board to give
them whatever support they can.
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SPORTS FIELDS

Once again we are indebted to Messrs. G. Bowles and B. C. Hagemann of Natal
Earthworks Ltd. for extensions to our new sports fields, which have been grassed
and should be in use by the end of the year. We shall then have one Junior and
six Senior fields available.
LANGUAGE LABORATORY

The value of the Language Laboratory is being appreciated more and more

as time goes on. As we are pioneers in this field as far as schools are concerned,
all programmes have to be prepared by our Staff, mostly in their own time. A

sound-proof recording room has been completed recently and a library of
programmes is being accumulated. I am confident that by next year our Language
Laboratory will be operating to its maximum capacity.
WATER SUPPLY

In June Botha's Hill was incorporated in the Pinetown Regional Water Board
area, thus bringing to a close many months of negotiation for a permanent
supply of filtered water. The severe drought last year accentuated the need for
a more permanent water supply, which has now been achieved by the absorption
of Botha's Hill Water Supply Co, by the Pinetown Regional Water Board. We
are grateful for the service that the Water Company has rendered the School
and the community for the last nineteen years.
WASTE WATER DISPOSAL

Drought conditions and serious water shortages throughout the country have
made water conservation a matter of national importance. We at Kearsney are
fully aware of this urgent need with the result that we have embarked on a
scheme whereby at least 6,000 gallons of waste water, after suitable chemical
treatment, will be sprayed on our fields daily. We are most grateful to Mr.
C. C. Green of the Water Advisory Board for his help and guidance in this

project. It is hoped that the scheme will be in operation by the end of the year.
READING LABORATORY

In the First Quarter of this year a series of tests were carried out on all boys in
Stds. V, VI, VII in order to assess their reading ability. The results of these tests
indicated a strong correlation between failure in the classroom and the lack of
reading ability. In many cases the boy's reading age was well below his chrono
logical age, the discrepancy ranging from 3 to 4 years on the one hand to a matter

of a few months on the other. In a few cases only was the reading age in advance
of the chronological age.

Since ability to read is an essential prerequisite for the study of any subject
it goes without saying that unless a boy possesses a certain facility in reading, he
is bound to be at a disadvantage as far as academic work is concerned. Unless

his reading is of the standard that we may reasonably expect from a boy of his
age, his studies may as well be a closed book to him. Our experiments have
revealed a most disturbing state of affairs which must exist not only in this School

but in most of the schools in the country. If this is the case here, where our entry
is controlled to some extent by an entrance examination, then it is likely to be
the case in many other schools as well — in fact we may well be faced with a
national problem in this connection. As I regard this as a matter of considerable

urgency,I have asked my Board for authority to import equipment for a Reading
Laboratory at Kearsney.

The testing and remedial work involved will place a tremendous burden on
my Staff, but I am pleased to say that all the members of the English Department
have indicated their willingness to be associated in this project. It will make
great demands on their spare time and energy but I am sure they will find it a
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great and challenging service. Any progress that can be made, he it slow and
painstaking, will be of inestimable value to the boys and at the same time a
rewarding experience for the Staff concerned. It is possible that we stand on the
threshold of a solution to some of our problems associated with academic
failure in the classroom.

I believe that some form of streaming is necessary and beneficial but it may
well be necessary for us to reconsider the whole question of streaming in our
schools and the means whereby it is applied. Are we giving our children a fair
chance or are we simply applying arbitrary tests to suit our own convenience?
If a child has a genuine reading disability he or she will be at a disadvantage in
most of the tests that we apply and it is on these tests that their academic future
is determined.

We are facing one of the most momentous periods in the history
of mankind. The incredible strides that have been made in the field

of space research, even in recent months, presages an era of such
substantial change that it is difficult to contemplate just how our

way of life may be affected. Not only are the changes themselves a
challenge, but the pace at which they occur presents us with an even

greater problem. It is by no means unlikely that the whole concept
of school education as we know it today will have to be revived

drastically. The curriculum and syllabus of today will be quite
inadequate within the next generation, if evolution in education is
to keep pace with the race of science. At the same time, however, it
is of paramount importance in this race of progress that we do not

neglect a full and varied study of humanities, without which we
shall be squandering the priceless heritage which for centuries has
been the very foundation of our western civilisation and culture.
To return for a moment to the modern trends, it is not sufficient

to console ourselves with the fact that only 25 per cent of the
children in Great Britain are studying the 'New Mathematics'. In a

country of the population of Great Britain this represents a con
siderable number of people, and in our country, if and when the
'New Mathematics' is introduced as an alternative subject for the
matriculation, it will come none too soon. With this aim in view the

private schools in Natal are making a positive move towards the
inclusion of'New Mathematics' in the Matriculation examination.

A syllabus has been drawn up by the Mathematics Committee of the
Natal Private Schools to be presented to the Headmasters' Con
ference in October, which body will, we hope,transmit the proposed

syllabus to the Joint Matriculation Board for consideration as an
alternative course to the present traditional mathematics syllabus.

At this stage I wish to pay tribute to the Mathematics Committee
ofthe Natal Private Schools who,since the Mathematics Conference,

organised by the Private Schools' Association in Bloemfontein in
April last, have given considerable time and effort to drawing up the

proposed syllabus. The Universities are realising the urgency in this
problem and unless the school curricula are modified accordingly
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Above: The Headmaster, Mrs. Horwood, Mrs. Hopkins, Professor Horwood
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Below: P. R. L. Allen (Dux, English, Afrikaans), R. L. Paul(Dux, Mathematics,
Biology, Science), R. T. Williams (3rd), D. F. Reece (3rd, Latiit). (daily news)

we shall be faced with an even greater gap between the Matriculation

and 1st year University levels (which is by no means insignificant
at present).

At Kearsney during the past year Physical Science and Biology
tutorials have been arranged for Forms V and VI during special
periods from Monday to Friday afternoons. A senior Mathematics

tutorial class is held on Saturday mornings on a voluntary basis.
These classes are in addition to normal school time and I wish to

express my appreciation to the Staff concerned for their willing
co-operation in this connection.

Mr. Chairman, in this modern age of automation, we face what
is probably the most dagnerous period of our social evolution. In a
world where the demand is for shorter working hours, more leisure

and higher wages wherewith to enjoy such leisure, we may well be
sowing the seed of our economic ruin. In a commercial world where

the emphasis is on computers and other labour-saving devices, are
we not being lulled into a false sense of complacency: namely a

Utopian society in which hard work is no longer a necessary
ingredient of our daily life. Is our vision being clouded to the extent
that we can no longer distinguish the relative values of work and

leisure. In this age where almost every boy's ambition is to own a
'buzz-bike' while at school and then a motor car as soon as he
leaves — all this made easier by attractive hire purchase offers —

are we giving our young people a training in the real values in life,

by which we learn that, if a thing is worth having, it is worth striving
for. Not infrequently we find an Old Boy who, on returning to
school, expresses the regret that he did not work harder at school
in order to achieve a better qualification for his future. The sad

part is that once these opportunities have been missed they seldom,
if ever, return.

Even here in this school, I have noticed this year an increasing
pressure for boarders to become day-boys. In many cases these boys
are quite frank in admitting that the main reason is that they may
enjoy greater freedom at home and more leisure at the week-ends.

As our number of day-boy places is limited, I have steadfastly
refused these requests, but this is probably the least significant
reason for my resistance. I feel strongly that the regular routine
and firm discipline of a boarding school is highly beneficial to most

boys. In more than one case, where boarders have become day-boys,
the change has usually been accompanied by a deterioration in his
work and a general apathy towards organised school activities.

If we are to keep pace with the future, it will be necessary to
concentrate considerably more on the job in hand and get to grips
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with reality. No achievement of any significance in the whole field
of human endeavour has ever been achieved without hard work. We

must learn to emulate the example of our fathers, who strove cease

lessly, at times in the face of apparently insuperable difficulties and
bitter disappointments to give us the privilege of enjoying the fruits
of their labours and experience. Let us not, through thoughtless

complacency, trample this heritage into the dust.
It is vitally important that we dedicate ourselves anew to these
principles which were the very cornerstone of their success — their
unshakeable Faith in their God. In a rapidly changing world this is
still our one certain bulwark in the face of doubt and uncertainity.

By Faith we shall be able to face with quiet confidence whatever the
future may hold.

Let us therefore put our shoulders to the wheel of Progress, that,
in so doing we may control and direct its course, for unless we do
just this, we will be left clutching hopelessly and impotently in its
wake.

We have at Kearsney daily before us the words of two great
mottos — that of the school crest,'Carpe Diem', broadly interpreted
as 'Seize the opportunity' and then the motto on the coat of arms
of our Founder, 'Upward and Onward'. If we have the courage
and determination to measure up to the tasks and challenges that
lie ahead of us, and make the most of our opportunities, we may be
sure that our course will ever be upward and onward.
(The rest of the Headmaster's report consisted of reports on School activities, in
the main tnentioned elsewhere.—Editor.)

The Headmaster then called upon Professor O. P. F. Horwood,

Principal of Natal University, to present the prizes for the Sixth
Form.

Professor Horwood then addressed the School. He said that

whenever they felt daunted by the challenges of the world, they
should learn from the lessons of history.

Quoting examples of outstanding men in the past. Professor
Horwood said the pupils could learn from their achievements of
the qualities of leadership necessary to fulfil their obligation as the
privileged class in a multi-racial society.

As the privileged group they had a special obligation to uplift
those who were less privileged.

But to fulfil this obligation certain qualities of leadership were

required such as courage, endurance, constancy and self-discipline.
He pointed out that the qualities ofstaying power were notinborn
but were qualities which could be acquired.
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Referring to failures at university he said students who failed
did not do so because of lack of intellectual ability but more often

for lack of strength of purpose to see their studies through.
After the term had been declared at a close, the large crowd of
parents and friends enjoyed tea on the lawns and yet another suc
cessful function ended.

SIXTH FORM

FRIZES

Prizefor Latin
Dr. Richter Prizefor Afrikaans .
M. H. Wessels^ Prizefor Mathematics .
Ben Milner Memorial Prizefor Biology
Hindson Memorial Prizefor Literature
O. Friedman Prizefor History .

D. P. Reece

.
.

P. R. L. Allen
.
R. L. Paul
R. L. Paul

R. B. Dyer
M. H. W. Venables

M. H. Wessels' Prizefor Achievement in Musical Activities at Sixth
Form Level

M. C. Hittler

S. B. Theunissen Memorial Prizefor Perseverance
G. C. Comins
Patrick Moore Memorial Shield and Book Prizes for Physical
Science

R. L. Paul

Headmaster's Prizefor Special Service
. . . P. R. L. Allen
Junior Chamber of Commerce {Pinetown) Inter-Schools' Debate
Floating Trophy
Kearsney College
Book Prizefor Leadershiy in Debate
D. Levin
Order Prizes:

Third on Year

D. P. Reece and R. T. Williams

First on Year ('Duces' of School) . P. R. L. Allen and R. L. Paul
Honour Awards:

For Academic Achievement .

.

. P. R. L. Allen and R. L. Paul

For 'Sporting' Achievement {Rugby)

. . .

S. A. Campbell

UNOFFICIAL PRIZE-GIVING

Mr. h. w. HALEY, Chairman of the Board, paid moving tri
bute to the life and work of Mr. W. J. Williams, a life-colleague of
his, whose remains had been laid to rest only the previous day,
December 6th. He had been the architect and driving force behind
Kearsney's transfer from its old quarters to the new, in 1939, and
had instilled his own vision into his colleagues on the Board, of
which he was Chairman.
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The Headmaster made a brief report, mainly upon the debt which
the School owed to those of the Staff who were leaving — Mr. D.
Bovey, and Mr. and Mrs. M. Prozesky. All had contributed fully to
the life of the School, and, he said, should they ever feel the urge
to return, they would be welcomed back. Mr. Hopkins also wished
au revoir to Mrs. Bisset, and Messrs. P. Reece and J. Hall, who
would be away for a year, the former on holiday to Ireland, and the
latter two on study leave. Finally the Headmaster expressed his
appreciation for the work done in the School's interests by all
members of the community from top to bottom, and wished God
Speed to those who now were leaving us.
Mr. Haley now handed out the Prizes, as follows:
PRIZE LIST
ART DEPARTMENT
Headmaster's

Christmas Card

1st Prize: E. A. R. Karlsen

Competition:
Form I:

2nd Prize: T. H. Rivett-Carnac
Lino Cuts: 1st Prize: C. J. Hagemann

Form IIA:

2nd Prize: D. W, Scott
1st Prize: W. F. Pretorius

Form IIB:

2nd Prize: A. G. Dickens
1st Prize: A. P. S. Wilson

2nd Prize: P. J. Pipkin
Form lie:

1st Prize: A. C. Hamblin

Senior Painting:
Senior Drawing:
Senior Pottery:

2nd Prize: A. H. Liversage
O. Toombs
R. R. Hearder
T. W. Foord

Senior:

D. A. C. Richards

Intermediate:

H. C. A. C. Best

MUSIC PRIZES

Royal School of Music (Organ):
H. C. A. C. Best and D. van Rooyen
FORM AND SUBJECT PRIZES
Form I:

1st on Year: M. H. Davies

2nd on Year: R. D. Irons
Afrikaans: R. D. Irons

English: M. I. Blumberg
Perseverance: R. L. Jackson
Form II:

1st on Year: A. G. Dickens

English: A. G. Dickens
2nd on Year: J. D. Wood

3rd on Year: H. A. Holding
Afrikaans: L. F. Buys
Progress: R. J. Fraser
Industry: A. M. Braatvedt
History Project: A. G. Dickens
Geography Project: B. J. S. Robinson
Form III:

1st on Year: G. Schachat

History Project: G. Schachat and M. W. King
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2nd on Year: G. N. Smith
3rd on Year: T. J. Mathews
English: J. S. R. Solnick
Afrikaans: G. D. J. Wcssels
Progress: G. D. J. Wessels

Progress: G, W. Bosiger
Industry: A. M. Brookbanks
Industry: I. C. Dale

Arithmetic (Special): P.D.Scully
Form IV;

1st on Year: H. C. A. C. Best
English: H. C. A. C. Best

2nd on Year: J. R. Stamp
3rd on Year: J. V. Corbishley
Afrikaans: R. A. Copeland
Progress: R.J.Phillips
Industry: R. H. Lloyd and T. M. Smith
Form V:

1st on Year: N. F. E. Leitch
English: N. F. E. Leitch
Afrikaans: E. Loubser
2nd on Year: C. Phaff
3rd on Year: T. E. Sommerville and T. C. Makinson

Mathematics (Special): T. C. Makinson
Progress: D. S. Scheepers
Industry: D. W. Paterson, E. Loubser and J. G. Baikie
Perseverance: H. M. FitzWilliam
Form VI:

Mathematics Olympiad 1966: P. R. L. Allen

Honours Awards;

Academic: N. F. E. Leitch

Cross-Country;

Individual Junior: T. R. Groom

Cricket (Re-Award): D. J. Morgan
Junior: Finningley House
Senior: Finningley House
Payne Trophy;

(For Best Gymnast of Year): T. L. Clarence

Karate;

Inter-House: Finningley
Individual: P. R. L. Allen
SHOOTING PRIZES

1. Interhouse;

Derek Robbins Trophy: Finningley (Capt.: P. R. L. Allen)

2. Senior Championship;
Ken Trotter Shield: C. Labuschagne
3. Junior Championship;
Ernest Ashby Memorial Trophy (First Award): J. Sievers
4. Highest Average during Year;
Ivan Bjorkman Cup: R. Knowles (av. 97)
Inter-House Cricket Trophy; Finningley

R. L. Foss Bat{for most promising Junior Cricketer); N. H. Gamble
King's Cup {for Best All-Rounder — Cricket): D. J. Morgan
Sportsman of the Year Trophy; D. J. Morgan

Jack Hulett Salver {for House with greatest Cricket participation); Finningley
Special Cricket Presentation; D. J. Morgan
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Sutler-Gore Trophy{for Best Parliamentary Speech ofthe Year): J. D. Silbertnann
'Hanle' Trophy {for Contribution to Cultural Activities): M. C. Hittler

Henwood Trophy {for Character, Leadership and Devotion to Duty): D. F. Clark
Parkes Inter-House Scholastic Trophy: Finningley

ACADEMICS

Parkes Inter-House Trophy:

Finningley
Academic Honours: Form VI: P. R. L. Allen and R. L. Paul
Form V: N. F. Leitch
Academic Colours:

Form VI: R. B. Dyer, D. F. Reece(3rd award),
R. T. Williams (re-award)
Form V: K. A. R. Harris, J. A. Joubert, R.

Kirkpatrick,

N. F. Leitch,

M. H.

McGibbon, T. C. Makinson, N. B.

Meyerowitz, D. W. Paterson, C. Phaff,
T. N. Rivett-Carnac, T. E. Sommerville,
D. W. Stevens, R. M. Wallace-Tarry,
W. J. Wills, P. G. M. Hugo
Cultural Colours:

Form VI: T. G. Allen and M. Hittler
Form V: D. A. C. Richards

SCHOOL

NOTES

We are sorry to be losing the following member of Staff: Mr.
D. Bovey, who takes up a lecturing appointment at Natal Training
College; and the following who are to continue their studies:
Mr. P. J. Reece(Cape Town), M. Prozesky (Natal), J. Hall(Natal).
It is hoped that some will return, but we pay tribute to the very full
contributions they have made to the life of the School, in the class
room, or the sports fields, and in cultural activities. Some hundreds
of schoolboys owe a debt of gratitude to these gentlemen for the
services they have rendered on their behalf.
oOo

Our Chaplain, Rev. Athol Jennings, is now well established in
America with his wife and children. A steady flow of letters, mainly

from Mrs. Jennings, reveals that they have settled easily into the
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American way of life (do we see Americanisms creeping into the
letters?), and have already acquired a wide circle of friends. Mr.
Jennings himself is trying to cram two years' study into one year.
Whether he achieves his Master's Degree in Religious Education
or not, we know that his own thinking is being widened and that we
at Kearsney will benefit therefrom. A letter appears later.
oOo

It has been a pleasure to have Rev. and Mrs. Howard Young
with us during the second half of the year. Being a septuagenarian,
Mr. Young has not shown quite Mr. Jennings' skill at cross-country
work, but within the grounds of the School he has exerted a heart
warming influence and has been a very acceptable colleague to the
Staff. We thank him for his wise guidance and wish him and Mrs.
Young a happy period in their forthcoming work in Cape Town.
oOo

Mr. G. M. Oram flew away to Australia on November 6th to visit
a twin brother who was in poor health. We regret the particular
need for the journey, but we know that this visit to an unknown
land has proved a tremendously exciting experience, and no-one

has rejoiced more in the opportunity given than Mrs. Oram, in
spite of the grass-widowhood. Mr. Oram was due to return to this
country on Dec. 18th.
oOo

We are indeed sorry to tell of the break down in health of Mr.
L. C. Tedder, which meant his missing the last term of year — and
indeed, at the time of writing, we are not at all sure whether he
will be able to resume his work here again. We have been much in
sympathy with Mrs. Tedder and the family during anxious days.
We have referred in the past to Mr. Tedder's services to Kearsney,
when he resigned and spent a year at D.H.S. — only to return to

us again, to our delight. Throughout the years his personality, one
of austere whimsicality, has exerted a benevolent influence over
Staff and boys. He has been a friend and counsellor, and we shall

miss him sorely, if he leaves us. But it is good to know that he will
continue to live in his home at Botha's Hill, where he and his wife
keep open house.
oOo

The following members of Staff, and Old Boys, represented the
Church at the Natal Methodist Synod in June: Revs. D. Crankshaw
and P. Young, Messrs. J. H. Hopkins, R. H. Matterson, J. F.
Reece, D. Clark, T. Polkinghorne, H. Hackland, E. A. Hagemann,
C. Theunissen, J. N. Stockil.
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Service was conducted in the School Chapel on Nov. 6th by the
following boys; M. Hittler (address), P. Allen and M. Bratt
(prayers), A. Batchelor, R. L. Kluge, N. B. Hagemann,I. Gilbertson,
R. Welch, R. Darby (readings), and M. Payne (organ).
oOo

On July 31st, 41 boys were received into membership of the Meth
odist Church by Rev. C. Wilkins, Chairman of the District. On

June 28th, 25 boys were confirmed at St. Agnes Church, Kloof, by
Bishop Russell.
oOo

We offer congratulations to:

Mr. R. H. Matterson, on having attained his 80th birthday and at
the same time becoming a great-grandfather.
Mr. and Mrs. I. Gibson, on the arrival of Philippa.
Mr. M. Smout, on his engagement to Anne Carrick.
P. R. L. Allen, on being the first boy ever to be Head Prefect and
Dux (joint) of the School in the same year.

P. R. L. Allen, on being selected for the Natal Junior Karate team,

and winning both his b^outs in the Inter-Provincial competition.
D. J. Morgan on scoring six centuries in nine innings. With nine
matches still to be played, he seemes likely to improve on this, but
most of them were rained off or interfered with. His consistency
was such that it seems worth while to print his scores: 29, 26, 31,
33, 78 (run out), 43, 63, 57, 103 (not out), 121, 53, 10, 100, 24, 102
(retired), 105 (run out), 112, 30, 1, 88 (not out), 73. On only three
occasions did he fail to make the top score. Average over 70.
Mrs. Milbank, Mrs. Harper and Messrs. Reece, Harper,Jeannot and
Balcomb, on breaking the world sprint records after being charged
by a black rhino. We understand that none of their feet touched
the ground.

The Debating team (D. Levin, N. Leitch, J. Stamp) on being the
first winners of the Junior Chamber of Commerce Inter-School
Debating Trophy, Central Natal Area.

Our Life Saving teams on having won all the trophies this year
which are available in Natal.
oOo

Last March a Staff golf team was challenged, entertained to a

match at Pietermaritzburg Country Club by Hilton College and duly
defeated by a most convincing margin.
Honour was eventually satisfied in October when a return match

was held at Kloof Country Club when the Kearsney Staff team won
by the same convincing margin as they had previously lost.
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It is hoped to make these matches an annual event, and possibly
to extend the number of staff teams participating.
oOo

On the last night of the third term, T. Sommerville and a few of his

friends in the fifth form entertained the School by staging a one-act
mystery play. The production achieved a remarkably high standard.
The boys themselves were entirely responsible for the production.
oOo

The Natal Performing Arts Council visited the School at the end
of October to hold the final rehearsals of their production of two
Chekhov plays translated into Afrikaans. About 100 interested boys
attended the dress rehearsal, and thoroughly enjoyed the experience.
We are again grateful for the fine facilities provided in the Henderson
Hall; facilities which attract even professional theatre organisations
and encourage them to bring their productions to the School.
oOo

Archie, the Alsatian, usually seen gyrating after its own tail, and
whose presence always indicated that Mr. Metcalf was about,
departed to the Elysian Fields (canine) in April, at the age of 11.

R. H.

MATTERSON

On NOV. 14th 'Mattie' celebrated his 80th birthday. It is a far
cry from the day when, as a young man of 36, he came to take over
the Headmastership of Kearsney, then one year old. Yet through
all these years he has never once lost his intimate contact with the
School and his old friends there, never allowed to slip the close
interest in all its activities. His presence at School functions, his
support at School games, remain an example of devotion which
puts many others to shame.

A special function was held in the School Chapel on the morning
of Nov. 14th. The Headmaster, Mr. Hopkins, spoke warmly of all
that'Mattie' had meant to the School throughout his headship in its
formative years, and by way of advice and Christian example in its
later years. He had made his imprint on the lives of multitudes of
boys. Mr. Hopkins spoke also of the contribution made by the
Staff under Mr. Matterson, and was delighted that five of the present
Staff were Old Boys of the School.
A message of greeting and goodwill was read from the President

of the Old Boys' Club, Lawrence Forsyth, who could not be present
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himself. Tony Chick, Chairman of the Johannesburg Branch,
brought a message from his Branch, and a gift of a leather-bound
New English Testament for use in the Chapel. Cliff Rindel, Chair
man of the Durban Branch, also read the greetings of his Branch.
In reply, Mr. Matterson deprecated the eulogies expressed,
quoting his favourite text, "I am an unprofitable servant: I have
done only that I ought." He attributed the School's growth on rather
slender foundations to the consistent loyalty and faith of his Staff,

to the quality of the School's Old Boys, and to the courage and
strength of the Board of Governors.What he did not mention was his
own leadership and unconquerable certainty that Kearsney, even
in its dark moments in the 1930's, had the potential to become a
great school.
J. F. R.

Following are some extracts from nostalgic tributes received from Old Boys:
From A. M. Foss (27-33):

"As one writes to one's old Headmaster, it is only natural that the clock in
one's mind turns back. At this moment mine turns back to the year that I vvould

certainly term one of the happiest of my life — 1933. The year you so kindly
entrusted me with the reins of head boy at the Old Kearsney. We had a good
team that year of masters and prefects and, as far as I am aware, all the chaps
have made good. Monty Crook, I see, is a Senator — I always felt he would end
up in Politics. Lex Kirk called in to see me about five years ago, on transfer
with an Insurance Co. to Salisbury."
From J. H. Charter (33-37):

"Had someone suggested thirty years ago that I would some day be writing
to a Headmaster, I should have viewed the idea with stark horror! Yet I am now

doing just that, and I hope you will interpret this as an expression of my regard
and affection for you. Over the years this respect has grown, not because I have

become acquainted with your good works, but because I realise that the basis
which your teaching and example gave me has played no little part in my life."
From J. Clarkson (40-43):

"In the course of a sermon here some months ago, our minister told a story
of how a letter of thanks from a former pupil to his old teacher had brought

great happiness to the latter. I at once found myself thinking of the early 1940's
at Kearsney. I do not know who is credited with the statement that one's school
days are the happiest days of one's life, but I know that, although there were
times when I was not altogether happy at Kearsney, these days were very much
in the minority. The credit for this is due largely to yourself, for the way in
which you were always approachable, and I am sure that my fondness for
Mathematics stems to a great degree from your lessons."
From O. Putterill (45-46):

"It was the start of my career and the end of yours when we said farewell
in December, 1946.1 have on many occasions thought back to that last day when

you gave your last 'Pep Talk' to all the fellows leaving Kearsney, and have
always been grateful for the advice and guidance given at that time. Our family
will always 1» grateful for the sound education received at Kearsney. I don't
suppose the Putterill family's record of six sons all attending the same school is
likely to be broken!"
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REMEMBRANCE

SERVICE

This service, one of the biggest chapel occasions of the year,

is always extraordinarily well done, and this year was no exception.
So many Staff and boys are involved that it is unwise to pick out
anybody in particular for praise. It is a co-operative effort. The
preliminary parade and presentation of arms is done with dignity
and effect. The service flows unannounced and uninterrupted. The

really poignant moments begin with the reading of the Roll of
Honour — 23 names — (on this occasion by Tony Chick, Chairman
of the Johannesburg Branch of the Old Boys' Club), followed by
the passage from John Bunyan, ending with the words "All the
trumpets sounded for him on the other side", this to be followed by
the Last Post, the Reveille, and the hymn 'O valiant Hearts'. Rev.
Howard Young, taking his first service of this nature here, spoke
with feeling to the text 'Greater love hath no man', and stressed the
futility of War unless it brings home the fact that only Christian
Living can solve the world's problems. After the service there was
the usual parade on the field and the laying of wreaths, by the senior
student officer, T. G. Allen, and by the President of the Old Boys'
Club, Lawrence Forsyth (for the fourth time). Tea on the lawns, and
the usual friendly intercourse brought yet another memorable event
to a pleasant conclusion. There was a very large gathering of parents
and friends, most of whom had had to listen to the service relayed
through to the Henderson Hall. For occasions like this, the Chapel
is not nearly big enough.

Mrs. G. M. Gram has asked that the following tribute should be
paid:

"I am sure that the hundreds of people who attend the Remem
brance Service year after year are filled with admiration when they
see the glorious arrangement of flowers in the Chapel — a labour

oflove and a tribute to the Old Boys in memory of whom this service
is held.

Mrs. Reece is to be congratulated on this annual magnificent
display, carried out over a period of many years. From all of us who
go there to 'Remember', I say 'Thank you, Thea'."
{Mrs. Reece wishes it to be known that the red gladioli have been
supplied for ten years by Mrs. Castle, of Botha's Hill.—Editor)
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DR. H. F.

VERWOERD

At a Memorial Service held in the Chapel on September 7th, the
Headmaster addressed the School as follows:

On this solemn occasion it is with deep shock and a profound
sense of regret that I refer to the tragic death of our late Prime
Minister, Dr. Hendrik Frensch Verwoerd.

As you will all know by now, the Prime Minister was brutally
attacked as he took his seat in the House of Assembly yesterday
afternoon. He died of his wounds within a matter of minutes.

These are the bare and brutal facts of the incident, but beneath
this statement lies the full weight of a nation's sorrow which is
shared alike by all from the State President, the Ministers of the
Government down to the humblest citizen of our land. We stand

united in the magnitude of our loss.

On such an occasion it is almost impossible to express adequately
in words the depth of one's feelings. I do wish to place on record,
however, our profound sense of horror at this cruel, senseless and
barbaric act that has robbed us of a great and dedicated leader. All
sections of the community, whether they sympathised with his
political policies or not, have always respected him for his stead
fastness in the face of opposition and his singleness of purpose in
defending the policies in which he so resolutely believed. Outside
our borders Dr. Verwoerd had established himself as a statesman of
international status.
He was the victim of an act of senseless violence which can offer

no solution to any problem and which is the cause of so much
misery in the world today.
Fair minded men and women throughout the civilised world will
condemn in strongest terms sueh a futile and misguided deed.
As Senior Cabinet Minister and Acting Prime Minister, Dr.
Donges has appealed to the nation to remain calm. The way in
which we can best serve our country at this time is to devote our
selves more strenuously and conscientiously to the tasks and duties
we have in hand.

In the days that lie ahead South Africa will need the loyalty and
devotion of each and every one of its citizens.
We think especially at this time of Mrs. Verwoerd and her
family of five sons and two daughters and we pray that God may
deal graciously with them in their severe and tragic loss. We join
the rest of the nation in expressing to her and her family our deep
and sincere sympathy.
I now ask you all to stand in silence as a token of our respect
and sympathy.
J. H. H.
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W. J. WILLIAMS

The name of 'W. J.' had become almost the best-known lay
years he never missed a Conference, and mainly in his hands lay
name in South Afriean Methodism over the past 40 years For 35

me far-reaching and intricate finances of the whole Methodist
Church of South Africa. All Methodists know this. Business-men
also know of his wide and wise leadership in the world of Commerce

and his work done to establish the Durban Community Chest.
We here think of him in terms of Kearsney. When the time

came for the School to move from its old quarters, to begin afresh
with no assets, tremendous drive and faith was needed. The appoint

ment of W. J. as Chairman of the new Board of Governors was

almost automatic. Here was a man of strong personality and vigour
(he had been an R.S.M.in World War I!), allied to a strong Christian
taith, and we almost regard him as the Founder of the 'new'

Kearsney as we thought of Sir Liege as the Founder of the 'old'.
With unflinehing determination he led the Board, and the Church'

into establishing our School at Botha's Hill(and Epworth at Scotts-

ville), and he remained Chairman of our Board for over ten years
Difficult years, too. Not merely in that the founding of a new
school IS bound to be difficult, but in that we opened as the War

began, and for our first six years had to face the problems brought
on by a world conflict.

With W. J. at the helm we felt secure. His spirit was unconquerable and he exuded confidence in all he did. He was friendly

and firm, and called a spade a spade. There was no attempt to

deceive or bluff; as a school and as individuals we knew where we

^J^^di^w^r^spected him deeply as a leader, and enjoyed his personal
Although it is many years now since he withdrew from the
Board, he has always been very close to us, and it was fitting that
at our Botha's Hill Silver Jubilee he should have been the Guest of
Honour at our Speech Day. For most of us, little did we realise
that this would be one of our last glimpses of him. But his memory
will remain, and we salute a great and good man.
J. F. R.

riNNINGLEY HOUSE NOTES

For THE fourth successive year, the Dux of the School is a
Fmningley boy P. R. L. Allen has distinguished himself in other
fields, too: he found time in his year as Head Prefect and Head of
Junior House to act in Macbeth and to captain the Karate team.
We congratulate him on his line achievement,
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Finningley boys have played a generous part in cultural
and sporting activities. T. G. Alien took the leading role in Macbeth
and acquitted himself with distinction; David Richards was out
standingly good in Ruddigore; Jonathan Silbermann was Prime
Minister of Parliament and won the Sutler Gore Trophy for the
best speech of the year; Noel Leitch was adjudged the best speaker
in the Junior Chamber of Commerce Debating Competition; and
Euvrard Loubser was Eerste Minister of the Afrikaanse Parle-

mentere Debatsvereniging.

The sporting fraternity gained much from Finningley, including
the Captains of Rugby, Cross-Country, Shooting, Swimming,
Tennis, Water Polo and Karate. Eleven Finningley boys played First

Team rugby, and four First Team cricket. Many individuals dis
tinguished themselves: S. Campbell was awarded Honours for
Rugby, and played full-back for Natal Schools; W. Rake represented
Natal in the Inter-Command Cadet Bizley; T. Groom was chosen
for the Natal Junior Athletics Team as well as for the Durban and

District Cross-Country. D. Clark and G. Rice were selected for the

Open Cross-Country and Mundell for the Shot Putt in the Durban
and District trials. We congratulate them.

As a House, Finningley won the Athletic Sports, the Junior

Hockey, both Senior and Junior Cross-country, and the Karate
contest.

Daryl Clark has been an able Head of House. We are grateful
to him and his collagues, Stewart Campbell, Denis Cole, Norman

Hagemann, Gordon Jollands, and Gavin Rice for their example
and devotion to duty.
In the First Term, the Housemaster, Mr. K. G. Fish, was over

seas teaching at Bedford School on a British Council Fellowship.
Mr. R. D. Blamey assumed responsibility for the House in his
absence. We are grateful to Mr. Blamey for his patience and firm
guidance.
Mrs. J. Bissett was appointed Matron of Finningley in January,
and has earned the respect and affection of us all. She is to spend

next year on leave, visiting her son in Ireland. We wish her a
pleasant holiday.
Mr. P. Gibb, our professional Cricket Coach, has been given
rooms in Finningley. We are glad to have him with us.

Twenty-seven boys leave us at the end of the year. We wish
them God speed, and hope that they will continue to uphold the
traditions of their House and School.
S. G. M. R.
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GILLINGHAM HOUSE NOTES

It is good to see that Gillingliamians participate in all the various
School activities, academic, cultural and sporting; surely an indi
cation of the healthy and happy spirit that characterizes life in the
House.

The Bucks and Beaux of the House found themselves in their

element partnering the belles of the Ruddigore chorus. Other
activities such as Parliament, Choir and Macbeth also benefited

from the talents of Gillinghamians. The Chair made a single but
sensational appearance on Sports Day and all concerned with its
publication are to be congratulated.

Gillingham was once again awarded the Inter-House Trophy at
the annual swimming gala. It was not surprising therefore to find
the House represented by ten boys in the School swimming team.
Lindegger scored the highest number of points in the Durban and
District Inter-Schools' Life Saving competition.
Five boys from the House played in the 1st rugby team and two
in the 1st cricket team. On the athletic field Adendorlf has turned

out to be a 10 second 100 yard runner. Twelve boys were in the
School athletic team.

Particular mention must be made of R. L. Paul who was awarded

Academic Honours and who wasjoint Dux of the School. Academic

colours were awarded to a number of boys.
During the course of the year we said farewell to our matron,
Mrs. E. Etheridge and welcomed Mrs. Jeffreys. We hope that she
will enjoy a long and happy stay with us.
The spirit and tone ofa house depend so largely on the leadership
and example of the prefects and sixth form. In this respect we have
been able to count ourselves fortunate. This year's prefects, O.
Alberts, I. Robertson and J. Woodhouse were ably led by Head
Prefect, R. Johnston.

To all who are leaving Gillingham at the end of this year, we
wish every success and happiness in the future. We hope that they
have benefited from being here, just as the House has benefited
from their stay.
D. L. W.

PEMBROKE HOUSE NOTES

The writing of'house notes'causes me considerable difficulty;
what, exactly is required in such a report? Should the notes be a
chronicle of the achievements of the boys of the House in the many
departments of our communal life? If so, Pembroke can justly
claim to have made useful contributions to virtually any School
activity one cares to name — the various sporting teams; the cadet
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band; the chapel choir; the debating, dramatic, operatic and photo
graphic societies, to mention but a few. Evidence of such partici
pation may be found on other pages of this magazine, and its
repetition here would become tedious.

If these notes are expected to report on such matters as health,
then I am happy to record that remarkably few of our boys have
suffered serious illness or injury during the year. Those that have
required medical attention have received good care from our own
matron and from the experts at the sanatorium.

The House has been well served by its prefects whom we thank

for their loyalty and leadership. They have been assisted by the
other sixth formers whose responsible attitude has provided a
valuable example to the younger boys. Our good wishes go with all
who are leaving Pembroke, and particularly with Mr. Bovey;
during his two years with us, he has helped many boys in many
ways, and we shall miss him.

To conclude with what is probably the most important point of
all: 1966 has been another happy year for the boys of Pembroke
House. They have lived together with very little friction; their con
duct, generally, has given cause for pride rather than concern; and,
from their active involvement in all aspects of the life of the School,
they have derived both pleasure and benefit. For this we are thank
ful.
P. E. M.

RUDDIGORE

This is one of the least known of the Savoy Operettas, and most
of the music came fresh to the ears of the audience. It turned out

to be a most enjoyable performance.

Credit first to those least seen — Mr. John Harper, as Producer
and Conductor, and Mrs. Thea Reece as accompanist. These
worked together- in rehearsals that went on endlessly, including
entire Sundays — the only time when the Kloof girls could come.
This combination, with the experienced support of Irene Harper,
Joan Tennant, Audrey MacGilvray, Mick Fairhurst, and Peter
Metcalf, made success assured.

In brief, the Operetta tells of the Bad Baronets of Ruddigore, of
whom the eldest in the family had to commit a daily crime or die in

agony. The portraits of the ancestors around the baronial hall
watched vigilantly to see that no-one failed his daily duty. When
finally Sir Ruthven Murgatroyd refused to perform his appointed
task, the ancestors stepped down from their frames to torture him.
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This scene was extremely well done. All tribute to the artist (Mrs.
Whiteford) and the ingenuity of the stage hands who slipped out
the panels and allowed live ancestors to take their place.
There were all the usual Gilbertian ingredients — misunder
standings, quarrels, reconciliations, and a rather 'contrived' sol
ution. Plus a chorus of professional bridesmaids, on daily duty

from 10 till 4, browned off through laek of weddings, and only too
ready to sing 'Hail the bridegroom, hail the bride' every time any
couple looked like making a match.

The male lead. Sir Ruthven Murgatroyd (alias Robin Oakapple)
was taken by David Richards, and we cannot recall any schoolboy
from the past who could have taken this part — both by his acting,
his sense of comedy, and his powerful singing. It was a very fine
performance and must have pleased his father Reggie Richards, so
well known for his own singing and acting on the professional stage.
There is something in the blood here, for great-grandmother,
Madame Cheron, known as the Natal Nightingale, sang before
most of the crowned heads of Europe.
Other principal leads were taken by experienced actors and
actresses, mentioned above, and no performance could fail in the
hands of such accomplished singers. Joan Tennant had a difficult
role as Mad Margaret, in which her rich voice and comedy acting
had full scope. Irene Harper is always persona grata, and we espec
ially enjoyed her rendering of 'If somebody there chanced to be',
and, with David Richards, 'Poor little man, poor little maid'.
Audrey MacGilvray sang sincerely, and acted aggressively, as Dame
Hannah. Her duet with Michael Hittler,'There grew a little flower
neath an old oak tree' was beautifully sung. We also enjoyed Peter

Metcalf's duet with Joan Tennant, 'I once was a very abandoned
person'. While as for the Pitter Patter song —just where did Sullivan
intend the singers to take a breath? Peter Metcalf was his usual stage
pompous self, and Mick Fairhurst showed a good sense of comedy.
Choral work was less conspicuous than in many Gilbert and
Sullivan operettas, but took a great deal of very patient rehearsing,
and we are grateful to the Kloof School girls and their parents
for the number of Sunday hours devoted to this end.
We should like to end with the words of a Director of a Con

servatoire of Music, who was present: "For professional actors,
excellent; for amateurs, superlative."

No performance can be a success without the untiring energies
of the backroom boys, stage hands, prop makers, lighting experts,
and to these, enumerated below, we give our warmest thanks.
J. F. R.
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RUDDIGORE
DRAMATIS PERSONAE
CASr

Ruth .

.

Lesley Catto
Jane Gilson

ZORAH
Hannah
Rose

Audrey MacGiivray
Irene Harper

Robin Oakapple (Later Sir Ruthven Murgatroyd)
Adam (Robin's Valet)
Richard(A Sailor, and Robin's half Brother) .

David Richards
Ian Marrian

Mick Fairhurst
Joan Tennant

'Mad' Margaret
.

Sir Despard Murgatroyd

Sir Roderick Murgatroyd

.

.

.

.

Peter Metcalf
Michael Hittler

Chorus of Bridesmaids: Carol MacFarlane, Ramana Bestel, Diana Braithwaite,
Gael Woodroffe, Wendy Sparks, Betsy Smethurst, Glenda Job, Alison Ryan,
Jeanne Beyers, Dian Sethren.
Chorus of Fishergirls: Lynell Fish, Rita Pratt, Helen Gilson, Beverly Setren,
Sharon Dyer, Megan Austin, Gillian Cape, Annette van den Berg.
Chorus of Officers and Dandies: M. Hittler, T. H. Foord, T. W. Foord, B.
Harrison, D. Brett, G. Walker, D. Down, D. Tomlinson, Charles Jeannot,
A. MacDonald, P. Davidson, T. Feinauer, R. Henderson, K. Clark, R. Elderton,
J. Clapham, P. Bassett, 1. Endendyk, B. Bath, G. Scott, D. Harrison.
Chorus of Ancestors: Charles Jeannot, T. H. Foord, T. W. Foord, B. Harrison,
D. Brett, D. Tomlinson, P. Davidson, T. Feinauer, R. Henderson, J. Clapham,
P. Bassett, B. Bath, D. Harrison.
Pietermaritzburg Philharmonic Theatre Orchestra:
Leader

Max Herman

Viouns .

.

.

.

Evelyn Whiteford, Edgar Heap, David Webster

Violas ■
Cello

Louise Britton, Dr. O. Jackson
Nigel Fish

Double Bass

Graham Carter

Flute

Ronnie Stephenson

Clarinet

Cornelius Visser

Trumpets

Allen Wright, David Reece

French Horn
Trombone
Piano
Percussion

Jonah Jones
Peter Maclldowrie
Thea Reece
Hubert Best

Rehearsal Accompanist

Thea Reece

Chorus Mistress

Numbers Staged By
Stage Managers
Sets
Lighting
Lighting Assistants
Properties

Make-Up

Miss N. Aitken

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . . Irene Harper
Richard Best, Peter Reece
Peter Metcalf, Richard Best, Peter Reece
Roy Whteford
. .
D. Reece, P. Allen, R. Benney
Richard Best, Margrette Best

. Stanley Ridge, Joan Tennant, K. Clark, A. Salm, A. Martin,
1. Duncum, R. Hearder, R. Lloyd, S. Scheepers

Curtain

R. Tessel

Stage Hands

Costumes

D. van Rooyen, R. Gale, D. Laws

. Nan Metcalf, Annette Burger, Natal Schools' Theatre Wardrobe

and others

Pictures Painted By

Front of House and Booking.

Evelyn Whiteford

.
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Nan Metcalf, Pixy Milbank

MUSIC NOTES
OPERETTA

In august the combined resources of Kearsney and Kloof High
School provided the main musical event of this year when Gilbert
and Sillivan's Ruddigore was staged in the School Hall.

This was probably the most ambitious production of this type
to date, and thanks to all concerned it went oif very happily and
successfully to crowded houses on all three nights.

We were indebted to the principals who had to be imported and
who gave such assured performances. The set designers and con
structors put in untold hours of work, and the pictures painted by
Mrs. Whiteford were justly admired.

The orchestra, with but little rehearsal and in cramped conditions,
provided very good support for chorus and principals and added
that sense of occasion which makes such musical events so much
more effective.

Thanks are due to all concerned for working so hard and so
willingly to provide such pleasant entertainment for our audiences.
CHAPEL CHOIR

Numbers have been well maintained — surprisingly so among the
trebles — and the few changing voices have descended quite happily
to alto parts.

Anthems have again been provided for occasions both festal

and ferial and the final rehearsals for the Carol Services arc taking
place at the time of writing.

As previously,the music for the Carol Services is chosen primarily
to fit in with the readings of the Christmas story and not merely as
a recital of Christmas music, and to this end both new and well
known carols have been selected.

The Choir has done good service throughout the year and has
worked well on a limited budget of rehearsal time. Numbers are as

follows: forty trebles, eight altos, eight tenors and fourteen basses.
STAFF CHOIR

Numbers at practices tend to fluctuate (according to the aca
demic season) but the twenty-five or so members rehearse each
week, and, although for their own enjoyment, find themselves

drawn into public performance from time to time — particularly
when a larger scale anthem is being sung in the Chapel — such as
Beethoven's Hallelujah Chorus.
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The choir had a more personal part to play in the Concert of

Light Music presented in the Margaret Mary Henderson Memorial
Hall on October 29th.

CONCERT OF LIGHT MUSIC

The Staff Choir and the Pietermaritzburg Philharmonic Orches

tra gave a pleasant evening of light music in the School Hall.
As will be seen from the programme given below orchestral and
choral items alternated, and gave a cross section of light music both
new and old.
PROGRAMME

Dambusters March: Eric Coates

Two Choruses from 'Carousel': Sailor's chorus
When you walk through a storm.
(Soloist: Annette Burger)
Chanson de matin\
Chanson de nuit J Edward Elgar
Minuet and trio (Symphony No. 39): Mozart

Spiritual: Swing low, sweet chariot
Selection: Lilac Time — Schubert
INTERVAL

Sleigh Ride: Leroy Anderson
Elizabethan Serenade: Ronald Binge

March of the Leaden Soldiers: Gabriel Pierne
Choruses: Speed your Journey.(Nabucco) G. Verdi
O what a beautiful Morning.(Oklahoma) R. Rodgers
Selection: The Sound of Music. Richard Rodgers
Radetsky March: Johann Strauss II
ORGAN RECITALS

The second half of the School year has again seen regular organ
recitals in the School Chapel given by Mr. Harper. Each recital has
included one or more important organ work and some of these
works were: Bach — Toccata and fugue in 'D' minor. Fantasia and

fugue in 'G' minor, Liszt Fantasia and fugue on 'Bach', Mozart

Fantasia in 'F' minor. Arrangements of many orchestral works

were also played and each programme included modern organ works
by English and French composers.
PRIVATE SCHOOLS' MUSIC FESTIVAL

This Festival has recently been inpgurated and will have its
opening concert on August 11th, 1967 in the Pietermaritzburg City
Hall.

The Choir — which will probably number up to two hundred

voices — will sing'Hiawatha's Wedding Feast' by Samuel Coleridge-

Taylor and the first half of the concert will consist of instrumental
items played by pupils of the various schools participating.
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The schools concerned are Kearsney College, Hilton College,
Epworth High School, St. John's College, Wykeham School, and
the Girls' Collegiate School, Pietermaritzburg. The conductor will
be Mr. J. Harper, and it is hoped to have the augmented Pieter
maritzburg Philharmonic Orchestra for the accompaniment of the
choral work and an orchestral item.

It is intended to hold this Festival every second year, and to
present an important choral work on each occasion.
J. M. H.

CAROL SERVICE

There was a crashing thunderstorm, of course, although the
previous days had been fine, and the following day was lovely. One
bolt raised the congregation three inches from their seats. To have

a fine night for Carols is unheard of. On Friday night (to which we
are referring) there was a very full house; we have never had so

many visitors and the stewards were hard pushed to get everyone
a seat.

It was also a very full performance for the Choir. Carols them
selves were rather fewer than usual — a good blend of the familiar

and the unfamiliar — and there were six congregational hymns too,
some of them rather long. On a hot and humid night the Choir
earned its sleep.

The Choir had more volume than ever before, I think. Having
trained on Ruddigore and anthems throughout the year they had
acquired a balance and a quality such as we have seldom heard,
and noteworthy were the solo parts sung by: Richards, Hittler,
Ashe, the Foord brothers, Clark, Laws, Smith J. D., and Ashenson.

Lections were read by Wood, Colledge, Reece, Allen T., Mr.

Lewis-Williams, Mr. Harper, The Headmaster and the Chaplain.
There were many others too. Staff and Prefects, who combined

to make the Carol Service a success, ushering in the month of
December and bringing with it the atmosphere of Christmas.
ORDER OF SERVICE

Organ Music: Interludes on Christmas carols.
1. The holly and the ivy.

2. Whence is this goodly fragrance?
3.

Noel nouvelet.

4. Coventry carol.
Noel: Henri Mulct

Pastorale (from the Christmas Oratorio): J. S. Bach
The congregation is asked to stand at the entrance of the choir.
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Introductory Carol:
"Torches" by John Joubert
Prayers
1st Lesson:

Gen. 22, v. 15-18(God's promise). Reader: A Choir boy.

Carol:

God is love. Arranged by Gustav Hoist.

2nd Lesson:

Isaiah 9, v. 2, 6, 7. (Christ's birth foretold). Reader: A junior boy.

Hymn:

O come, O come Emmanuel'(M.H.B. 257).
Of the Father's love begotten.(Piae cantiones).

Carol:

St. Luke 1, V. 26-35, 38.(The Angel Gabriel visits the Virgin Mary).
Reader: A senior boy.
Carol:
Angelus ad virginem. Arranged by J. M. H.
Hymn:
A virgin most pure.(M.H.B. 128).
4th Lesson: Micah 5, v. 2-4. (The glory of Bethlehem is foreshown). Reader:

3rd Lesson:

A prefect.
Hymn:
O little town of Bethlehem.(M.H.B. 125).
5th Lesson: St. Matt. 1, v. 18-25. (The birth of Jesus). Reader: A member of
the Staff.

Carol:
Myn lyking. Richard Terry.
Hymn:
Angels from the realms of glory.(M.H.B. 119).
6th Lesson: St. Luke 2, v. 15-20. (The Shepherds go to the manger). Reader:
The Organist.

Carol:

From heaven winging. (Hungarian). Arranged by J. M. H.

7th Lesson: St. Matt. 2, v. 1-12. (The wise men are led to Jesus). Reader:
The Headmaster.

Carol:
The Sussex Carol. Arranged by David Willcocks.
Hymn:
The first Noel.(M.H.B. 131). (Offertory Hymn).
8th Lesson: St. John 1, v. 1-14. (The mystery of the incarnation.) Reader:
The Chaplain.
Carol:
Unto us a boy is bom. Arranged by David Willcocks.
Hymn:
O come ail ye faithful.(M.H.B. 118). Omit verse 4.
Concluding Prayers and Benediction
Organ Music:
Interlude on "God rest you merry, gentlemen." Lloyd Webber.

ART DEPARTMENT

An exhibition of work done — pictures, pottery, lino prints,
printed scarves, lamp shades, etc., has been on show in the Art
Department. It will have been seen that good work was done
during the year, and as the scope of our work expands, so the boys
have increased their interest.

Many have learned to dip-glaze their pots and the more expert
could learn next year to use the Glaze-gun which is to be installed
in the holidays. Meanwhile it has been a case of 'all hands to the

pumps' — quite literally in the case of those pumping away with an
insect spray, glazing the large lamp bases!!
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Many spare hours have been put in by the 'Regulars', directly
examinations were over, helping in all the chores, such as labelling,
checking, furniture moving, even tea making and the speedy dis
posal of biscuits!

The Twins — Tom and Tim Foord — will be missed next year.
Both helped in every possible way, and one could always rely on
them to do responsible jobs. Tom has developed a special flair for
pottery and proposes to further his training in this respect.
Recently Miss Bertha Froome,a well known artist and a founder

member of the Natal Society of Arts, on giving up her home at
Morningside, Durban, presented me with all her painting materials
and equipment and books on Art. These materials and equipment
I have placed in the Art Department, together with such Text Books
as can be used in our work, and certain other beautiful Art Books,
Art magazines etc. are to be added to the College Library.

Our thanks, as for years past, to Mr. and Mrs. Nightingale,

who send us our clay from their Zululand farm. Both their boys,
Hugh and John, have been good students with us.
A. E. L.

PARLIAMENT

There has been good quality, if not quantity. Too many meet
ings were lost through conflict with other activities, including exam
inations and a free week-end; so that in the end we had fewer meet

ings than in any previous year. This is to be regretted, for the
Society serves a most useful function.

The Sutler-Gore Trophy for the best speech of the year was

awarded to J. Silberman, for a fairly impromptu speech supporting
the stand made by Mr. Ian Smith. Other speakers have shown con
siderable promise, notably D. Levin, N. Leitch, J. Martindale,
P. Hugo, while others are steadily gaining confidence.

M. H. McGibbon performed his arduous but unspectacular task
as Clerk admirably, and the Minutes have been accurately main
tained.

The final debate of the year was held, as usual, with the Durban

City Parliament, between two teams of four, and before a panel
of judges. We thank Mr. A. Hopewell, m.p., Mr. K. Sutler-Gore,
and Mr. Ian Gibson for their adjudication. Kearsney moved the

Motion 'That Man is not Civilised', the speakers being P. Hugo,
D. Levin, J. Silberman, and N. Leitch. As has usually been the case,
the speeches were well prepared, though the opening speech was so
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brief that we feared we had lost our chance. The Durban team

(Messrs. Gordon, Spence, Gumming, and Mrs. Pereira) we found

disappointing in that their speeches were too much off the point.
Their opener gave an excellent talk on Apartheid, and why America
entered the War, but nothing on the topic at issue. Their number
three spoke learnedly, but much of his speech could not be heard,
and the rest not understood, so that there was no audience contact.

Being accustomed to having the verdict given against us, or
at least to sharing a 'contrived' tie, we were surprised that this time
we were actually given the victory. Any other result would have been
a travesty. We were, in fact, amazed at the apparent closeness of the
final scoring, and wonder just how it was arrived at.
We are very grateful to the D. C. P. for their invitation to our
attending their meeting in the Durban City Hall on November 14th,
when the Prime Minister, Mr. B. J. Vorster, proposed a private
member's Motion that the House supports the Government's stand
on the South-West Africa issue. This was a historic occasion

inasmuch as it was the first time a Prime Minister had ever spoken
in the Durban City Parliament. A party of 25 went down, and
enjoyed the evening immensely. But not all the speakers were good!

AFRIKAANSE PARLEMENTfiRE DEBATSVERENIGING
Speaker: G. E. Burger
Klerk: C. J. Cawood
Rekiame: D. W. Stevens

Eerste Minister, Buiteiandse Sake: E. Loubser
II Februarie . . Stigtingsvergadering en opstel van lidlys.
25 Februarie . . Verkiesing van Eerste Minister, Leier van die Opposisie en
Kabinet.

11 Maart . . . Wantrouedebat. Mosie verwerp.
25 Maart . . . „Dat die regering al lanka! beeldradio in S.A. moes ingevoer
het." Mosie aangeneem.
13 Mei

. . . „Dat Mkuzi as wiidreservaat meet behou word". Mosie

24 Mei

. . . „Dat die sensorraad toegeiaat word om te streng op te tree."

aangeneem.

Mosie verwerp.

26 Augustus . . „Dat die regering nie genoeg bestee aan die landbou nie."
Mosie verwerp.

Die besluit om die ou Afrikaanse Vereniging te herorganiseer
op parlementere grondslag en dit onder 'n nuwe naam te laat

funksioneer, het geblyk 'n wyse stap te wees. Daar is 'n duidelik
merkbare toename in geesdrif om aan die debatte, wat gewoonlik
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'n politieke kleur het en betrekking het op aktuele vraagstukke,
deel te neem,en sommige lede het toesprake van uitstekende gehalte
gelewer.

Ons glo ook dat die nuwe werksaamhede van die vereniging by

die lede groter belangstelling wek vir die land se politiek en sy

vraagstukke en dat dit op sy beurt daartoe lei dat lede groter gebruik maak van Afrikaanse koerante en tydskrifte om sodoende
meer te wete te kom omtrent hierdie sake.
G. E. B.

INTER-SCHOOL DEBATES

We entered a team of three — D. Levin (Matric), N. Leitch
(Junior Matric), and J. Stamp (J.C.) — for the Junior Chamber of

Commerce Inter-School Debating Trophy, and moved (fairly
comfortably, we felt) to the Final, which we won by defeating
Westville Girls' High School, and so became the first holders of a

very handsome Trophy. We offer our congratulations to the team.

Stamp gave a steady introduction to the subjects; his confidence

and fluency will improve with experience. Levin followed in fiery
fashion — the words rolled off almost too fluently sometimes; but
he always prepared his subject well. Leitch did the summing up and
'demolishing' calmly and with humour, and on every occasion he
won the award for the best speech of the evening. He was certainly
the most relaxed, and shows good promise.
Topics included were:

That the State should not control all Railways.
That Progress paves the way to Exploitation.
That Man is not Civilised.
J. F. R.

SPEECH AND DRAMA

Entrants for the Durban Speech and Drama Festival are to

be congratulated on the amount of time devoted to preparation and

practice, and on the willingness of most of them to be guided by
their trainer. Inter alia, some first-rate lectures were prepared. The
overall report of the adjudicators was most pleasing.
Symbols obtained:
M. Hittler . . A-T+
D. Levin . . . A
R. Welch . . . A

A-1A
A

A+
A
A
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A
B
A

A—
B
A-

B
B

A-fA+

AA

AA-

AA-

A-F

A+

A

B

A+
R. Hearder . . B+
T. Sommerville . B+

A—

R. Darby. . .
J. Stamp . . .
P. Hugo . . .
M. Venables

B

AB

B-F

. . .

A
B+

Steveni
P. Mason

. .

B+

B-

.

.

B+

B
B

D. Stevens

AB+

Symbols gained for lectures were:

M. HittlerA-; D. Levin B+; R.Welsh A; R. Darby A-; M.Venables A+;
P. Hugo B+.

Vlth FORM LITERARY SOCIETY

Mr. r. o. RUTHERFORD-SMITH, who lectures in Psychology

at the University, addressed the Society on 'Psychology and Litera

ture' early in August. We hope to have more speakers from other
disciplines broadening our perspective in future.
Most of the Senior School attended the lecture by Mr. Alan

Paton on 'Writing the Life of a Man'. Members made the most of

their opportunity of speaking to our guest: lively discussion con
tinued for over an hour after the address.

Mr J V Crewe, an Old Boy now lecturing in the University,

delivered'an excellent and well illustrated talk on 'Modern Poetry',
late in the Third Term. His lucid analysis of what is distinctively
modern was a model of its kind.

The final meeting of the year was addressed by Mr. M. Lloyd,
Assistant Editor of the Natal Daily News. His comments on the
nature of newspaper writing and the problems of newspaper pro
duction were very valuable.

The experience of this year has shown that there is a demand for
the sort of stimulus which the Society provides, so a considerably

larger programme is planned for next year.

e

u

S. O* -Nl. K..

LIBRARY

During the year the Library has been given a severe pruning

and spring cleaning. The shelves have been cleared of all books that
for various reasons have lost their appeal. The discarded volumes

have been accepted with appreciation by other teaching institutions.
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The overhaul enabled Mr. D. Bovey to undertake the onerous task
of reclassifying all the books in accordance with the universal

Dewey system. He has also been responsible for opening new stock
and accession registers. The School is indebted to Mr. Bovey for
this mammoth exercise and for the infectious enthusiasm that has
marked his association with the Library.

For a library to have a revitalising influence in a school, it is
essential that funds should be available to ensure a steady flow of
up-to-date literature to the shelves. The Board of Governors is

fully aware of our financial needs and will, no doubt, give the matter
their sympathetic consideration. Once it is possible to establish a
pool of finance the value and scope of the library will be enhanced.
The readership of the pupils will be stimulated to the benefit of
all subjects.

The Library Committee would like to record its appreciation to

the following donors; Mr. J. Daniel, Mr. S. Ridge, Dr. S. Atlas,
Mr. J. Hall, Mr. M. Barnard, Miss. B Froom and Mr. R. J.'

Mansfield-Sanger. Our thanks are also due to the Tuck Shop Com
mittee for their generous donation to library funds.
R. J. C.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

At the 1955 Pan-African Congress on Prehistory Miles Burkitt,
the eminent archaeologist, read a paper in which he pointed out
that archaeology is a 'subject particularly adapted for the education

of both the child and the adult'. Archaeology, which, he claims,
reigns supreme as an intellectual hobby, not only teaches precision
of observation and careful reasoning, but also serves to widen our

outlook and makes us realise that we are just a part of the incredibly
long span of human development.

Archaeological Society members who have carefully mapped
and examined a site near Tongaat have learned something of the
time and patience that has to be spent in the unravelling of Man's
remote past; and in doing so they have gained some idea of man's

astounding antiquity, for here at Tongaat they have been able to

find, and examine evidence of human occupation extending over a

period of 50,000 years. Crude stone axes represent the arrival of

Sangoan man so long ago; following this primitive beginning the
development of man's material culture can be traced in the lance-

heads, beautifully made microliths and finally the arrival of the
Iron Age Bantu. Much remains to be done at the site and members
will have to spend many hours on hands and knees before all the
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details of the story are filled in, but the expectation of an important
find and the sense of achievement as the pieces of the puzzle fall into

place make the whole project rewarding and worth while.
South Africa's unique heritage of prehistoric art has also occupied
the attention of members who have prepared tracings from colour

slides of the actual paintings. These tracings have been included m
the Society's most recent publication,'The Bushman and his Art,

a booklet designed to stimulate an interest in and concern for the

preservation of these fast fading and infuriatingly defaced relics of
a past far more 'civilized' and sensitive than is supposed by the
vandals who see fit to scrawl their names across what is probably
the most remarkable flowering of prehistoric art in the world.

Junior members of the Society recently discovered evidence of a

very ancient camp site in the valley on the northern side of Botha s
Hill. It seems that primitive man occupied this area for a longer
period than hitherto supposed.

The usual quota of stimulating meetings was held during the
second half of the year, the most interesting being a film evening.
One fiim showed the hair-raising search for ancient scrolls m the

cliff's flanking the Dead Sea and the other the careful excavation of
a site in the United States.

It would be difficult not to agree with Burkitt that archaeology is
a stimulating, fascinating and rewarding hobby.

The Society wishes to record its thanks to the following: Mr.
S. Roberts for the donation of two display cases; the Sports Corn-

niittee for the display case formerly in the pavilion; Mr. P. Metcalf

for continued use of the Biology post-matric laboratory; Mr. R.

Best for duplicating the Society's publications; T. Baker (Form I)

for the donation of a Bushman bow, quiver and arrows; Mr. K.
Fish for the donation of a number of'Bushman paint pots ; Mr.

J. Storm for a generous donation from the Tuck Shop funds towards
the publication of 'The Bushman and his Art'; the outgoing Com
mittee for a year's work in the interests of the Society.

At the recent Third Annual General Meeting of the Society the

following Committee was elected: C. Holding (Chairman), J.
Wills (Curator), S. Murless (Secretary), C. Burt (Treasurer), R.
Hearder (Assistant Curator), D. Robinson and J. Sievers.
D. L-W.
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY

The society has had an active year, both in the number of
new members welcomed and in the increased interest in practical
darkroom work. This has been most encouraging and we look
forward to next year with interest.

The year began with talks on Developing, Enlarging, Lenses
and Filters, mainly for the beginners, and these were followed by
three evenings when film and slide lectures supplied by Kodak and
the British Information Service were screened. Each of the instruc

tional lectures was practically illustrated and could, we feel, become
a regular and vaulable part of the year's activities.
Two outings were held during the year. On the first occasion a

group of thirty spent an exhausting but enjoyable day at the Durban
yacht basin and docks. On the second the Committee visited the
Republic Festival Salon, exhibited by the Durban Camera Club in

Pietermaritzburg, and were very impressed by the display.
In addition, our members' evening deserves mention. Four
members showed their pictures, which were screened and discussed
at some length. These slides showed a wide range of interests and
we look forward to more of these meetings in future.

In conclusion we wish to thank the British Information Service,
the U.S. Information Service and Messrs. Kodak Limited for the
loan of films and slides.
J. A. H.

MOTOR CLUB

Club members once again acted as hosts on the occasion of a

visit by members of the Veteran Car Club of South Africa during
the fourth quarter. This visit is now firmly established as an annual
event although it is hoped that it will prove possible to find an
alternate date in future that will no longer clash with the National
Veteran Car Rally. Despite the fact that many ofthe rarer and more

interesting vehicles were away on the Rally an interesting selection

of cars assembled at the College and were soon surrounded by

interested spectators who were even more interested to witness the

light-hearted driving tests organised later in the day.

The writer has been fortunate enough to acquire an exceedingly
rare pre-war SS 100 Jaguar which is eligible for Veteran Car Club

events and the restoration of this classic vehicle to its original
condition should prove to be an interesting project which Motor
Club members will no doubt find worthwhile.
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Work has proceeded steadily on the rebuilding of Mr. Mossom's
M.G.T.C. It has been gratifying to witness once more the pride and
interest taken by many of the members in workmanship of a high
standard. It is hoped that the task will have been completed by the

time this appears in print.

^^

YACHT CLUB

The new home that was found for the Yacht Club, after the
Barbers moved in next door, already has a distinct nautical appear

ance and has helped a lot to resuscitate this Club at School. Artistic

paintings of yachts on the wall, done by members, masts and sails
hanging from racks, dabchicks and half finished dabchick hulls all
add to the atmosphere of the Club Room.

The Club's assets at the moment stand at one cadet (parked at
the P.Y.C. in Durban), two dabchicks and various bits and pieces
out of which we hope to build more dabchicks in the near future.
With limited membership and high maintenance costs, expansion is

very slow. We are grateful and indebted to Mr. Jack Shave however,
for a very generous gift which may enable us to build an Enterprise,
as a training boat, next year.

The Committee for 1966, Zoutendijk (Chairman), Salm (Secre

tary) and Steveni (Treasurer) has worked very well. Meetings were
well attended and Mr. Malcolm Prentice, Rear-Commodore of the
Point Yacht Club, brought us a very interesting recording of the
100 miles off shore race which he won in his Jolly Roger. We should
also like to record our thanks to Messrs. Whitbread for the film
Atlantic Adventure which was shown at School.

Outings on Durban Bay prove the most popular activity of the
Club. During this term we have sailed under all possible conditions.
Torrential rain on one occasion could not dampen the spirit and the

only comment was that the breeze was perfect. We would like to
record our thanks to the Point Yacht Club for the use of their
facilities and their hospitality.

J. w. S.

OVERSEAS TOUR 1965-66

In spite of a hot, dusty and rather tedious train journey to Cape Town, it
was a high-spirited touring party which boarded the Pendennis Castle on Wednes

day 15th December, for yet another of the School's very successful overseas
tours. Although we had been on board since mid-morning, many of us could
not believe that this wonderful adventure had started, until one by one paper
streamers were breaking and becoming a colourful patch in the ever widening
stretch of dirty dock water between ship and shore and faces of relatives and
friends were slowly fading into nothingness.
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Eleven days of blue skies and water; rest and relaxation for those who
wanted it and hectic, almost non-stop fun for those who wanted that. Brief
calls at Las Palmas, a town and an island of unbelievable contrasts in every
aspect of its life, and Madeira where,unfortunately we were not able to go ashore.
Christmas at sea and a Christmas dinner to do justice to the occasion. And
even more important, a beautifully calm sea that night and the next day. Three
days later we landed in Southampton — yes, believe it or not — in brilliant sun
shine. This proved to be a good weather omen, for we were to enjoy brief spells
of sunshine in every country we visited.
Lunch and then by luxury coach to London. We have four days instead of
four months. But every minute is used and we see as much of London and the
the little bit of England surrounding it, as we can. Houses of Parliament, St.
Paul's, Westminster Abbey, The Tower, Whitehall and the changing of the
guard at Buckingham Palace. The theatre, Runnymede, Hampton Court,
Windsor Castle and Eton. North to Scotland by plane.

Edinburgh. The Royal Hotel and almost the first person we meet, is Dr.
Donald Caskie, alias the Tartan Pimpernel, of World War II fame. He had

addressed the School during a visit to South Africa a year previously and im
mediately recognised the School badge of a member of our party. The town
itself, the old and the new. The old town where history speaks from almost
every stone and brick and the new town making history of its own. Sir Walter
Scott's memorial just outside our bedroom window, the Castle, down the Royal
Mile to Holyrood Palace, the Heart of Midlothian and Hogmanay!
We leave Edinburgh the next morning by coach via the Forth Bridge and
Bannockburn, where, from a hill, a brand new statue of Robert the Bruce over
looks the famous battlefield. On through the Trossachs Country, both rugged
and beautiful, even now in mid-winter, and covered for the most part in a good
layer of snow. Glasgow disappoints. By 2 o'clock in the afternoon it is almost
pitch dark and the rain is pouring down out of a low, dark sky. But Scotch hos
pitality and food, particularly on New Year's Day, go a long way toward dis
pelling the worst gloom. In the evening some of us brave the elements and are
well rewarded by the magnificent sight of the Christmas lights in St. George's
Square. Back to London to change planes and on to the Continent.

At Schipol Airport, Amsterdam, the altitude is given as 12 feet below sea
level. Forceful reminder that one is now in the Low Country whose history has
been, right up till the present time, synonymous with a struggle against the sea.
We have time to visit the famous Rijk's Museum before going to our hotel on the
Rembrandt Square.
In the morning we start on a tour of South Holland. The famous flower
auction at Aalsmeer, Haarlem, Leiden, The Hague, Delft and Rotterdam. Here

block upon block of tall modern skyscrapers take the mind back to 1940 when
an old city almost died overnight; the courage that kept it alive and rebuilt it.
Next day the road takes us north. The Isle of Marken, no longer an island
in the true sense because of reclamation work in the Zuider Zee. Here names like

Visser and Van der Westhuizen remind one that this is where most of the early
Dutch settlers at the Cape came from. Volendam, where we enjoy a typical
Dutch "koflfietafel" before it is time to make our way back to Schipol. A shattered
windscreen of our coach delays our departure for France, but time is made up
and forty minutes later Paris lies beneath us as the K.L.M. jet wings down to
Orly. Even here, before one gets to the city proper, the atmosphere is unmistak
able. This is Paris indeed. Our hotel is on one of the Grand Boulevards, the
Boulevard Poissonniere and is fairly central. The Champs Elysees, Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier, Eiffel Tower, the Louvre, Notre Dame, Place de la Bastille
and Versailles, to mention but a few, to most of us only names until now, become
reality. Dinner in a typical Parisian Cafe, Mere Kathrine, on the Mont Matre
after which we attend the magnificent floor-show at the Lido.
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All too soon we have to say au revoir, but time does not wait and new
adventures lie ahead. By plane, coach and finally cable car to Melchsee, a silent
little world of snow high up in the Swiss mountains. By day all the fun of novices

trying to master the art of skiing, and just relaxing and enjoying Swiss cuisine
and hospitality in the evenings.
From Zurich a quick jet flight over the snow-covered Alps to seven very

special hills in Italy. Rome. The eternal city where the old and the new has been
blended so exquisitely, and one can enjoy both worlds to the full. But one needs
five months, perhaps five years; not five days as we have. But we take a big slice
of the night every time and seem to be able to cram two days into one. Piazza
Venezia, The Forum, Colosseum via the Appian Gate and the Aurelian Walls
to the Catacombs and return to our hotel along the ancient Appain Way. The

Borghese Gallery and Park, the Pantheon, the Vatican Museum and St. Peter's.
An excursion to Hadrian's Villa and the beautiful fountains of the Villa d'Este
in Tivoli.

A trip by luxury coach along the Autostrada del Sole and a three-day stay

in Naples. Pompei and a snow-capped Vesuvius, Sorrento and the Amalfi
Drive!!! Back to Rome for a last look round and to put a coin or two in the
Trevi Fountain.

Next day aboard the giant T.W.A. Boeing, there is just time enough to

enjoy a superb lunch of cold chicken at 40,000 feet before we have to fasten seat
belts for the descent to Athens. Philopappas Hill, the Acropolis, the Parthenon,

Temple of Olympian Zeus, Corinth, the famous theatre at Epidaurus and the
tombs of Agamemnon and Clytaemnestra, but two and a half days are not

enough to absorb the ancient glory of Greece.
At 2.45 a.m. on Sunday morning, 23rd January, our footsteps echo through
a rather deserted Athens Airport building. Soon we are walking towards the
Alitalia D.C.8 waiting on the tarmac to take us home — glad at the thought

of home, yet reluctant at the thought of leaving. Breakfast somewhere above
the Nile and dinner at home in Durban.
Like all good things, a wonderful tour had come to an end too soon.
G. E. B.

IMPRESSIONS OF ENGLAND

Impressions from a three-week visit, after an absence of 17 years, can only

be very general, and of the problems which afflict Mr. Wilson and his Govern
ment I presume to offer no solutions.
The first thing to strike me was that England is now an affluent country.

Everybody has money and to spare. The dreadful slums of my early days are
gone. I saw no shabby clothes, no signs of malnutrition. The so-called Working
Class, who were miserably housed and clothed, and had little to live on (for much
of the money went into the pub anyway), have given way to a society where
everyone looks healthy, is well clad, everyone has the Telly, most have motor
cars, and still have money over for Bingo, gambling, or what you will.
Perhaps there is danger there. Everyone is too secure. Character is often
moulded by adversity, and the air of prosperity brings with it a have-a-goodtime couldn't-care-less attitude, for tomorrow will look after itself. This is

certainly reflected in a common desire to do less work and seek more pay, and
strike if things don't go your way. This attitude is already bringing economic

problems in its train.
The high percentage of car owners is causing tremendous traffic congestion,

especially on the escape routes from the cities. Out in the country it is easier.
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There are the big 'M' roads for quick movement (and no-one may stop/ while
the winding country roads, hardly a car's width, are fairly free of traffic — which
is just as well, because on many it would be impossible for two cars to pass.
Talking of the countryside — it is lovely as ever. In this respect there'll
always be an England. Although I saw little sun during my visit, the grey skies
and the beautifully green fields were a real joy, and so restful after our harsh
glares and brown winter landscapes. I saw cottages that have stood unchanged
for hundreds of years, with lovely gardens; tiny fields with colourful hedgerows;
and I often had a feeling that one was still living in the Middle Ages, for the
Modern Era has left many people and places untouched.

The TV was fascinating. I can see that it is a time-waster, and a disrupter
of social life; but it is extraordinarily well done, and between this and the motor
car it is easy to see why attendance at cricket matches has dropped so alarmingly.
I watched most of the World Cup soccer matches: these were quite fascinating,
with many cameras in action and the zoom lens well used. They made a good
variety show, with players gesticulating and refusing to be sent off, teams
refusing to replay, or players rolling in well-simulated agony after a tackle,
unaware of the fact that the TV lens was watching them as they peeped to see
whether the referee was taking any notice. In the Argentinian match there was
such confusion that the announcer said "Now everybody's on the field except
the Prime Minister". I saw one West Indies Test,and pay tribute to their cricketing
skill; but I saw little of the 'gay cricketer' in them; they were ruthless, and I
thought them arrogant.
London's parks remain as I knew them in my student days. Hyde Park,
Green Park, St. James' Park are beautiful as ever. I sat under the lime trees in
Hyde Park and could have been in the heart of the country, for London could
neither be seen nor heard. The face of London has been changed, partly by
Hitler and partly by Progress, but basically it remains the same Dear Old
London.

Coventry Cathedral is a staggeringly symbolic concept. It would take days to
exhaust its riches. But for me it seemed little like a house of worship, and perhaps
my feelings were crystallised by the guide's statement that there had been five
million visitors in six years. A wonderful showpiece, in effect. The central
shopping area of Coventry, destroyed during the War, has been rebuilt as a
traffic-free boulevarde: double storeyed shops and a bridge across the middle,
where one may stand and look down upon the shoppers resting on seats under
the trees and by the fountains. A solution, no doubt, to our own traffic problems.
On the whole I found the people uninformed about South Africa, and
generally quite uninterested, except to envy us our sunshine. Those who presume
to be our critics base their attacks on snippets of unsavoury news which filter
through, and ignore the overall picture. Their attitude is "My mind is made up.
Please don't confuse me with facts." It is hard to present a case, because these
people will not listen. To that extent their view-points are valueless.
J. P. REECE
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RUGBY
1st XV

To AVOID repetition, I shall comment only on that part of the
season not reported on in the July Chronicle.
The last three games in the second term were against College,
S.A.C.S. and Wynberg, in which we met with mixed fortunes. In
the third term the 1st XV got off to a very poor start, losing firstly
to Voortrekker, then being completely outplayed by Michaelhouse.
Prospects looked gloomy. However, the team showed fine deter
mination, winning the last three games in good form.

During the third term a Kearsney Under 16 team met the touring
St. Andrews' Under 16 team. Although it was obvious that the

Kearsney team had had little opportunity of practising together,
they played enterprising rugby. Though they lost 11-3, one felt
that with better understanding, they could surely have won.

We offer congratulations to S. Campbell on being awarded
Honours for 1966.

I wish to take this opportunity of thanking the many masters
involved in coaching rugby, and for the time they have spent travel
ling with the boys. My thanks also to Mr. Burger for attending to
the fixtures and travelling arrangements. A special word of thanks
to Mrs. Ireland and the kitchen staff, to Ron Zeller, Cliff Rindall,

the Referees' Society, and last but not least to those boys who make
their contribution to rugby by acting as touch judges, pumping
balls, operating the scoreboard, distributing oranges, etc.
Let us not forget the wonderful support we have received from
the spectators, especially from the boys. The value of this support
is clearly illustrated by the number of home games the 1st XV have
won.

vs. Maritzburo College

Away

Lost 6-14

Shortly after the kick-off, College opened their score with a penalty. Kearsney
attacked from the kick-off and were awarded a penalty, drawing level. With

play swinging from one side to the other, Kearsney took the lead with another
penalty. Shortly before half time College took the lead with a converted try
and a penalty.

Commencing the second half with a 11 - 6 lead. College were in complete
command, with their pack securing a good share of the ball. College finally sent

their wing over in the corner to score an unconverted try, winning the game 14-6.

Although Kearsney lost the ^me,they were not disgraced. On the defensive
for most of the game, their tackling was determined.
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vi. S.A.C.S.

Home

Lost 3-8

Although Kearsney enjoyed 80 per cent of the ball they could not get their line
moving, lacking thrust, penetration and cohesion. The game was scrappy with
the boot playing a greater part than the running game. The match was significant
for the number of handling errors and missed penalties.
The first time S.A.C.S. entered the Kearsney half, they scored a converted
try under the posts. Kearsney replied with a penalty. The second half was a
succession of lineouts and scrums. S.A.C.S. completed their score with a fine
break by the centre, who sent the wing over for an unconverted try, bringing
to an end a very disappointing game.
vs. Wynbero

Home

Won 11-9

During the first-half Kearsney showed patches of brilliance. FitzWilliam opened
the score in the fifth minute when he twice kicked ahead to gather the ball,
outstrip the full-back and score under the posts. Morgan converted. Kearsney
continued to attack and went further ahead when Tindall, playing in his first
game, executed a perfect dummy scissors to send Ellis over in the corner.Wynberg
replied with a penalty making the half-time score 8-3.
In the second-half Kearsney appeared to be resting on their laurels, while
Wynberg showed greater determination. They were justly rewarded when they
scored from a good line movement. This they followed up with a try from a loose
maul on the Kearsney line. Down 9-8 Kearsney threw everything into attack,
forcing a penalty under the Wynberg posts which Morgan converted enabling
Kearsney to win 11-9.
vs. VooRTREKKER

Away

Lost 6-18

During the first ten minutes play was very even. In the twelfth minute Voortrekker scored an unconverted try after a good break by the centre. Kearsney
returned to the attack, scoring with a penalty. Shortly before half-time, Voortrekker scored from a loose maul, making the score 6-3.

Kearsney drew level early in the second half and should, in fact, have taken
the lead when a further penalty was narrowly missed. This was apparently the
turning point, for thereafter it was all Voortrekker. With the Kearsney team
looking very tired in their first game after the holiday, the speed and fitness of the
Voortrekker team began to tell. Running almost at will they scored three more
tries and a penalty to win 18-6.
vj. Michaelhouse

Awa/f

Lost 3-34

Seldom have I seen a Kearsney team so completely outplayed in every depart
ment. One can offer neither reason nor excuse for their poor performance. One
should rather pay tribute to the Michaelhouse team which so effectively con
trolled, nay, dominated every aspect of the game.
During the first nine minutes three very good breaks, engineered by the flyhalf, assisted by weak tackling, saw Michaelhouse lead 13-0. Reeling under the
onslaught, Kearsney fought back gamely, scoring a penalty and holding Michael
house at bay for the remainder of the half. The second-half opened with Kearsney
on the attack, but with Michaelhouse in command at forward, this was short
lived. In the tenth minute Michaelhouse returned to the attack, which they kept
up relentlessly, scoring with apparent ease against a spreadeagled Kearsney
defence to make the final score 34 - 3.
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vs. Glenwood

Home

Won 9 - 8

This, indeed, was a memorable and exciting match. The Kearsney team, in
contrast to the two previous games, played with determination and looked a very
much fitter side. Receiving a liberal share of the ball, they looked the more
penetrative and dangerous.
From the opening whistle, Kearsney were on the attack, Morgan opening
the score with a penalty. Kearsney went further ahead when FitzWilliam gathered
a kick for the corner, to dive over and score in the comer. The conversion failed.
Kearsney continued to attack, coming very close to scoring on several occasions.

For the first twenty minutes of the second-half Kearsney dominated play,
but managed only to score with a penalty. Apparently realising they were 9-0
down, Glenwood threw everything into the attack, scoring a converted try,
and a penalty. Kearsney successfully defended desperately during the final
moments of the game.

vs. Campbell

Home

Won 27 - 8

Kearsney began the match on the attack, missing an early penalty. Capitalizing
on Kearsney's mistakes, Campbell scored in the seventeenth minute from a

penalty. Kearsney replied with a blind-side try by Irons. However, Campbell
took the lead again after scoring from an up-and-under, making the score
8-3. Shortly before half-time, FitzWilliam scored an unconverted try for
Campbell to lead 8 - 6 at half-time.

The second-half saw a complete transformation of the Kearsney team. They
now began to play good open running rugby. Frank scored under the posts
from an inter-passing forward movement. The conversion was over and

Kearsney took the lead for the first time. Andrew then scored, again from a good
forward movement, and with the conversion the score was 16-8. Hesketh
broke from a lineout to dribble the ball over the line and score. Two brilliant

individual efforts by Morgan, and then by Cole, resulted in tries, one of which
was converted, making the final score 27 - 8.

vr. Old Boys

Home

Won 46-0

Played in typical cricket weather, the dull misty and wet conditions did not deter

the Kearsney team from producing open running rugby. From the opening
whistle they ran hard, supported well and handled the damp ball extremely
well. The handling, in fact, was so good that it was difficult to distinguish
between forwards and backs. With the Kearsney team in such rampant form, the
Old Boys found it extremely difficult to tackle the man with the ball as there were
invariably two or three Kearsney players up in support.

Kearsney scored ten tries, only two of which were not converted. Try
scorers were full-back Campbell (3), FitzWilliam (2), Andrew, Clark, Cole,

Leibrandt and Viljoen. Morgan was on form with the conversions. What a pity
the team leaves its best performances till the end of the season.
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2nd XV
RESULTS
. .

vs. Port Natal

vs. D.H.S. .

.

.

vs. Hilton .

.

.

vs. Westville

.

.

. . .

Drew

Lost

vs. Greytown 1st .
vs. Northlands
vs. College

.

vs. Old Boys

.

3
9
11
5
9
0

5- 0
0-■ 17
0- 16

vs. VOORTREKKER .
vs. Michaelhouse
vs. Glenwood .

vs. Campbell

3 -•
6014-■
69-

3 - 16

. . .

Won

.

Played 12
Points:

Lost 6

Won 5

For 69

9- 6
11 - 3

Drew 1

Against 79

3rd XV

A very commendable team-spirit prevailed in the 3rd XV — on
the practice field as well as in inter-school matches; as a result,
the boys enjoyed their rugby tremendously and had a very satis
factory season.

Adendorflf proved to be a very speedy wing, and our leading tryscorer (four against Northlands alone); if he tightens up his defence,
he could aspire to higher honours next year.
The team was very ably led by Bannister, whose positive ap
proach to the game was a constant inspiration to his team.
L. P. Z.

RESULTS

vs. Port Natal

.

. .

.

. . .

Won

. . .

Won

.

Won

vs. D.H.S
vs. Westville

vs. Beachwood 1st XV

. .

vs. Northlands

.

.

.

.

vs. VOORTREKKER .
vs. Michaelhouse

.
.

. .
. .

vs. Glenwood
vs. Campbell High

. .

vs. College

.

.

.

Played 10 Won 7 Lost 3
Points: For 99
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Against 57

8- 5
9- 3
3 - 11
6- 18
22- 0
8- 3
9- 3
3- 0
6- 9
25 - 5

4th XV

The 4th XV played attractive rugby throughout the season,
running with the ball on every possible occasion. At times they
threw it around with a gay abandon (particularly against College).
Our backs were served by a very mobile pack of forwards, well
led by Loubser; on several occasions our opponents were completely
outscrummed. All this augurs well for the future and some of these

boys should make their way into more senior teams next year.
L. P. Z.
RESULTS

vj. Port Natal
VJ. D.H.S
vi. Beachwood 2nd XV
vs. Northlands
vi. College
VJ. Kloof 1st XV
VJ. Michaelhouse
VJ. Glenwood

Played 8

Drew
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Drew

3- 3
16 - 6
18 - 3
11 - 8
38-0
15-0
3-6
11-11

Won 5 Drew 2 Lost 1

Points: For 115 Against 37

5th and 6th

Both the 5th and 6th teams played some entertaining rugby towards
the end of the season. The backs combined very well with the for
wards and there were always a few tricky unorthodox movements
up their sleeves, which were often successful. A weakness in both

teams was the handling, but the tackling was of a high standard.
Schmidt led the 5th team very wisely and was prepared to try out
new tactics. Silberman was often carried away in his enthusiasm,

but he was a great inspiration to the 6th team. Both teams developed
a good spirit and were a great pleasure to coach.
5th XV
RESULTS

VJ. Kloof
VJ. D.H.S
VJ. Thomas More 1st XV
VJ. Northlands . .
VJ. College 4th XV . .

Lost
Lost

VJ. Beachwood 3rd XV
VJ. Voortrekker 4th XV

VJ. Glenwood . . . .

Played 8

5

0
6

Lost
Won

18
22

Lost

13-6

Won
Won
Won

50- 3
22- 3
13
0

Lost 4 Won 4

Points: For 124 Against 49
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5- 3

6

6th XV
RESULTS
Lost

5- 0

Won

8- 3

Lost
Lost

17- 3

vj. D.H.S. . . .
vs. Thomas More .
vj:. College 3rd XV
vj. Kloof 2nd XV
VJ. Michaelhouse

Won

VJ. Glenwood . .

Won

5- 3
11 - 3
3- 0

Played 6 Lost 3 Won 3
Points: For 33

Against 28
M. J. de B.

UNDER 15

After an indifferent start to the season this division learned the

meanings of team spirit and believing in themselves, and developed
considerably.
UNDER 15 'A*
RESULTS

VJ. Port Natal
VJ. D.H.S
VJ. Hilton
VJ. Westville
VJ. Beachwood
VJ. Northlands

Lost
Lost
Lost
Lost
Drew
Won

0-21
3 - 23
0-28
13-1°
0- 0
16 - 5

VJ. VOORTREKKER
VJ. Michaelhouse
VJ. Glenwood
VJ. Campbell High

LOSt ^ - 10
Won 5- 3
Lost 0-18
Won 11- 5

VJ. Maritzburg College . . . . Lost °
'^2

UNDER 15 'B'
RESULTS

vs. Port Natal
vs. D.H.S
vs. Westville
vs. Greytown

Lost 0-15
Lost 0 - 19
Lost 0-25
Won 15- 0

vs. Maritzburg College
vs. Voortrekker
vs. Michaelhouse

. . . .Won
Won
Drew

vs. Glenwood

Lost

3-0
5-0
3- 3

0- 3

,, „

M. F.

UNDER 14 'A'

When the team realised that they had the ability to win matches,
and that individual efforts were not enough, they played good

rugby. Pearson, who was made captain of the Durban and District
Under 14 team, was, unfortunately, injured just when the side was
beginning to improve.
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RESULTS

vj. Port Natal

Lost

0-14

vj. D.H.S
vj. Hilton

Lost
Lost

6-26
0-28

vj. Westville

Lost

5- 8

VJ. Beachwood
VJ. Northlands

Won
Lost

33- 0
8-15

Lost
Won

6- 8
8- 6

VJ. Michaelhouse
VJ. Glenwood

Lost
Lost

3- 5
0-19

VJ. Campbell

Won

9- 6

VJ. Maritzburo College
VJ. Voortrekker

. . . .

I. G.
UNDER 13

There was good material in the Under 13 age group this year.
These players will form strong teams capable of playing good, attrac
tive rugby in future seasons if they maintain their keenness and
determination, and if they continue to improve the teamwork and
team spirit that they began to develop during the 1966 season.
UNDER 13 'A'
RESULTS

VJ. Port Natal Jnr. Sch. 1st XV .
VJ. D.H.S. U 13'A'

VJ. Thomas More U 13'A'
VJ. Thomas More U 13'A'
VJ. Westville U 13'A'
VJ. Beachwood U 13'A'
VJ. Clifton 2nd XV
VJ. Northlands U 13'A'

.

Lost
Won

3-12
11 - 8

Cancelled owing to rain
. . . .
. . . .
.

. . .

Won 51-0
Won 28- 3
Won 11 - 3
Won 45-0
Lost
8-18

VJ. PlETERMARITZBURG COLLEGE U 13'A'

Won

11 - 6

VJ. Kloof U 13'A'
VJ. D.P.H.S. 1st XV

Won
Won

31- 3
16-0

VJ. Glenwood U 13'A'

Won

19 - 0

VJ. Campbell U 13'A'

Won 37-0

UNDER 13 'B'
RESULTS
VJ. Port Natal Jnr. Sch. 2nd XV .

.

VJ. D.H.S. U 13'B'

VJ. Thomas More U 13'B'
VJ. Westville U 13'B'
VJ. Beachwood U 13'B'

. . . .

Lost

0-27

Lost

0-22

Won 36-0
Lost 11-17
Won 13-0

VJ. Northlands U 13'B'

Lost

VJ. PlETERMARITZBURG COLLEGE U 13'B'
VJ. Kloof U 13'B'

LOSt
6-21
Won 20 - 0

3- 6

VJ. D.P.H.S. 2nd XV

Won

11- 0

VJ. Glenwood U 13'B'

Won

16- 3

C. E. J.
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HOCKEY

Both the 1st and 2nd XI's have had a stimulating season. A
feature of both teams has been the solid team play, making up for
the lack of stars.

The 2nd XI went through the season unbeaten, a highly credit
able performance. During the season Morgan represented the
Durban Schools' Senior side, while Gladman and Whitfeld played
for the Durban Schools' Under 16 XI.
1st XI

vs. Fish Hoek (Capie Town) .

.

Won

vs. Mansfield H.S
vs. Glenwood H.S

.

.
.

vs. Campbell H.S
vs. D.H.S

Won
Lost
Won

0- 4
2- 0

.

Won

3- 0

2- 1
3- 0

Played 13 Won 8 Lost 4 Drew 1
Goals; For 28 Against 13
2nd XI

RESULTS

V5. Mansfield H.S
vi. Glenwood H.S
vi. D.H.S

Won
Won
Won

11 3-

4-

Played 7 Won 7 Lost 0
Goals: For 31 Against 2
D. B. and J. L. H.

JUNIOR

HOCKEY

Considering that only three of last year's team were young
enough to play again this season and that several of the newcomers
had not played hockey before, the 1966 Junior Hockey team showed
very pleasing and steady improvement after a series of defeats at
the beginning of the season. This was largely due to commendable
determination, team spirit and a willingness to learn from mistakes.
Much of the credit must go to Down, the captain, who seldom
had a bad game at centre half and led the side most constructively.

Practices were always well attended and the enthusiasm and
steady improvement shown at these augurs well for next year's

junior hockey.
Results of matches were as follows;
RESULTS

vi. Beachwood (away)
vi. Hilton (away)
vj. Beachwood (home)
vs. Michaelhouse (away)

Lost
Lost
Lost
. . . . Lost
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0- 7
1-4
0- 3
1-11

vj. Glenwood (home)
vj. Mansfield (away)
vj. Campbell(away)
v^. Mansfield (away)
VJ. Glenwood (away)
VJ. D.H.S.(away)
VJ. Highbury (away)

Lost
Lost
Won
. . . . . Won
Won
Lost
Won

1- 2
0- 2
3- 1
2- 1
1-0
0- 2
2-0
M. A. T.

CROSS-COUNTRY

Finningley made a clean sweep of the Annual School Cross

country, winning both the Senior and Junior team events as well as
providing the individual winner in each case.
JUNIORS

SENIORS

1. Rice

25 mins. 33 sees.

2.
3.

26 mins. 52 sees.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

(F)
McAlister (P)
Sonimerville(P)
(G)
Meth
Clark
(F)
Paterson (G)
Saunders (G)
Robinson (F)

9. Milbank

27 mins. 33 sees.
28
28
28
28

mins. 23 sees.
mins. 37 sees.
mins. 38 sees.
mins. 46 sees.

29 mins. 3 sees.
(P) 29 mins. 12 sees.

10. Gilbertson (F) 29 mins. 24 sees.
Seniors:

(F)
(F)
3. Crookes
(F)
(P)
4. Milbank
(G)
5. Reece
(G)
6. Forbes
7. Kramer
(P)
8. Theunissen (F)
(G)
9. Earl
10. MeAlister (P)
1. Groom

2. Cole

Juniors:

26 mins. 50 sees.
28 mins, 49 sees.
29 mins 28 sees.
30 mins, 29 sees.
31 mins, 18 sees.
31 mins, 34 sees.
32 mins 40 sees.
32 mins 47 sees.
32 mins 49 sees.
33 mins 00 sees.

Finningley

36

Pembroke

38

Finningley
Gillingham

Gillingham

48

Pembroke

25

48
50

BAND

Performances at the annual band competition were of the

usual high standard and very few points separated the first five
bands. Kearsney was beaten into fourth place by Glenwood, by a
mere fraction of a point.

On Sunday, November 13th the Band took part in the Remem
brance day parade. The presence of a colour party and the sounding
of the 'Last Post' and 'Reveille' added significantly to the impressive
ceremony.

1966 has been an unusually active year with the Pietermaritzburg
and Durban parades as well as the competition and the Kearsney
Band has done full credit to the School colours. Special thanks are
due to those sixth formers about to leave School after four or five

years' service in the Band. In particular to S/O David Sommerville
who has been an able Drum Major for the past two years.
M. A. H. S.
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SHOOTING

INTERCOMMAND BISLEY — BLOEMFONTEIN

W. Rake qualified to represent Natal Command in Bloemfontein
during October. The Natal Senior team was placed third in the
country, and Rake scored 484 out of 500, within the highest 27
scores of the Bisley.
INTER-HOUSE COMPETITION

This match has been revived after eight years of no competition,
and the Derek Robbins Memorial Trophy was won by Finningley
with a score of 565 out of 600. Gillingham was second with 520,
and Pembroke third with 503.

CHAMPIONSHIPS

This was the first occasion on which a shooting Championship
has been held at the School and competition was very keen. The
Senior Champion, and winner of the Ken Trotter Shield, was C.
Labuschagne who scored 294 out of a possible 300.
We were very grateful to Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Ashby for their
presentation of a trophy in memory of their son Ernest who died
tragically during the year. He was a fine boy and a keen shot, and
the trophy could not have been more appropriate. The Ernest
Ashby Memorial Trophy for the Junior Championship was com
peted for and won by J. Sievers with a score of 283 out of 300.
Runner-up was Chris Ashby, Ernest's brother.
IVAN BJORKMAN CUP

This coveted prize, awarded to the boy with the highest average
for the whole year's shooting, was won by R. Knowles who scored
an average of 97 during 1966.
P. J. R.
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CRICKET

Another year of cricket has come to an end, and one which

has been very satisfying. Much greater depth in the cricket in the
School is evident. In the last fixtures of the season against Michaelhouse, Kearsney won four matches, drew four and lost four. Against
a school with an excellent cricketing year this augurs well for the
future. The fifteen School teams each have a separate coach and the
efforts put in by these men is most gratifying. In addition the inval
uable services of the professional Mr. Paul Gibb are reaping results.
He has most of the teams out each week, and in addition does a

considerable amount of individual coaching during P.T. classes.
A new set of concrete-malthoid nets is in use, and another set

of four is in the process of being erected. Thus very good facilities
are now available.

Our thanks are once more gratefully accorded to the matrons

for their share in enabling the cricket fixtures to run smoothly.
Thanks too go to Mr. Best for organising the fixtures.

1st XI

The 1st XI have had a good year. Ably led by Morgan and Sommerville the members of this side worked very well and developed into a
good side by the end of the year. In Offord Week they played their
best cricket, and it was unfortunate that two of the matches were

washed out. Morgan who had a great year, scoring 1,282 runs at an
average of 71.2, and taking 37 wickets for 15.2 runs per wicket,
was selected for the Natal Schools' XI for the third successive year.
Morgan, D. J. (Captain)(Honours). A natural cricketer who will

go a long way. He has the ability to play a long innings and scored
six centuries in the last quarter. A naturally good left arm seam
bowler. His captaincy improved immeasurably during the year.
Sommerville, D.(Vice-Captain)(White Cricket Cap). An enthusiastic
cricketer who contributed much to the spirit and enthusiasm of the
team. A consistent off-spinner who took many wickets, and could be
relied upon to close up an end.
Campbell, S. (White Cricket Cap). A reliable wicket-keeper who
made some excellent leg side stumpings and took many acrobatic
catches. A hard hitting batsman who played some fine innings, but
was a little impetuous at times.

Dyer, R. (Colours). A sound right hand bat who played some
valuable innings for the School. As his confidence increases he
should score many more runs.
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Sawyer, C.(Colours). A good fast bowler and forceful batsman. I

predict a future for this fast bowler if he perseveres with his cricket.
Irons, B. (Colours). A reliable opening batsman and a very good
fielder. He should score many runs next year.

Jackson, B.(Colours). A leg spinner of promise, but much practice
is needed. He has played some useful innings for the side.
Rolt,P. An off-spinner of great promise,and a useful No. 3 batsman.
Clarence, T. (Colours). A cricketer with a big heart who made a
valuable all round contribution to the team, especially as a fielder.
Fitzwilliam, H. He has the ability to score runs next year. A good
cover point fielder.

Davies, T. A sound bowler who turned in some very good bowling
performances this year.

Perks, R. A good seam bowler who should take many wickets next
year.

BATTING AVERAGES

Innings Not Out Top Score
Morgan .
Rolt .

. .

Campbell
Irons .

Dyer
Sawyer .
Jackson .

21
6
21
18
21
19
16

121
5I»
41*
45
41*
34
23*

3
I
2
0
2
4
6

Tot. Runs
1282
106
277
209
217
150
88

Perks scored 3 runs in 5 innings, four times
*Not Out
BOWLING AVERAGES
Davies .
Sommerville

Morgan .
Sawyer .

Overs
117
298
228
250

Maidens
38
88
51
64

Runs
275
645
561
633

Average
71.2
21.2
14.6
11.6
11.4
10.0
8.8

not out.

Wickets
20
45
37
25

Average
13.7
14.3
15.2
25.3

RESULTS

24th September

vs. St. Stithians

Home

The first match of the season saw us hosts to our brother school from Johannes

burg. As always, a pleasant match was enjoyed. Kearsney showed admirable
hospitality in allowing St. Stithians to win the toss, and our opponents elected
to bat on a sound track. The opening attack started accurately, and soon St.
Stithians were 2 wickets down for 4 runs. A very sound batting display by Smith
(65)and Watson (42)followed. At lunch the visitors were in the enivable position
of being 107 for 2. The break proved a good change bowler, and with a fine spell
of off-spin bowling, Sommerville with figures of 22 overs, 10 maidens, 5 wickets
for 19 runs, gave Kearsney the much needed break through. The side was out
with the addition of a further 20 runs for 127.(Sawyer 4 for 43).
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Morgan (103 not out) and Irons gave us a sound start of 68. With Irons out
Morgan took complete command and compiled an undefeated 103 in 100 minutes.

The game ended at 4.30 with Kearsney's total 150 for 4 giving us a win by 6
wickets.

28th September

vi. Old Boys

Unfortunately rain prevailed and after the Old Boys had totalled 118 for 3
(Dougie Murdoch 76) the match was abandoned.

The D.H.S. centenary week was held in Pietermaritzburg
during Michaelmas, and we are grateful to D.H.S. and Maritzburg
College for inviting us to participate. The wickets in Pietermaritz

burg proved very docile, and a number of drawn games resulted.
3rd October

vi. K.E.S.

Winning the toss and electing to bat, Morgan was soon into his stride. Campbell
(32) and Sawyer(16 not out) also batted freely to enable us to total 194 for 8 by
2.24 p.m. Morgan in a fine exhibition of batting, notched his second century of
the term in scoring 121 in 120 minutes. For K.E.S. Featherstone (6 for 46) and
Setxombe (2 for 27) bowled well. A shower of rain followed and with further
rain looking imminent Kearsney declared. In his first over Perks had our first

and only wicket. McKenzie and Jaspans then assaulted our attack with an

undefeated partnership of 188. McKenzie scoring a fine 106. Kearsney lost by
9 wickets.

4th October

vi. Rondebosch

Rondebosch batted first and scored 212 for 5 (Payne 107, Plimsoll 44). Perks
was our best bowler taking 3 for 48. Morgan again batted well to score 53 and
Kearsney were goiiig well at 117 for 2, when two run outs saw the start of a
Kearsney collapse in which 6 wickets were lost for only 12 runs. Perks and
Sommerville however showed determination adding 35 runs for the last wicket.
Kearsney were eventually all out five minutes from time with the score on 164.
Kearsney lost by 48 runs.
5th October

vj. Pretoria Boys' High

Morgan once again lost the toss and Pretoria Boys' High batted. Consistent

batting right down the order saw them declare at 218 for 7. Kearsney appeared
to lose the grip on the game from the outset and a number of chances went
astray. Batting second Kearsney started disastrously with 2 down for 12 runs

with Morgan and Clarence back in the pavilion. Irons (31) and Dyer managed
to salvage the position somewhat. Campbell followed Dyer to score 23 and at

close Kearsney had scored 153 for 8 to draw the game. The match was played
in a fine spirit.
6th October

vj. S.A.C.S.

Kearsney won the toss and batted on the inevitable plumby. Morgan and Irons
(45) gave Kearsney a good start, the first wicket falling at 130. Morgan progressed
from strength to strength and before being out for yet a further century(100), was
assisted in a fine partnership by Campbell (41 not out). Kearsney declared the

innings closed at 215 for 5. S.A.C.S. replied with 174 for 4 at close. Van Duyker
scoring a hard hit undefeated 101. The match was drawn.
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22nd October
vr. D.H.S.
Away
D.H.S. won the toss and sent Kearsney into bat. After a steady start when 34
runs were put on for the first wicket, careless batting saw us all out for 82.
Morgan (24) and Dyer (22) were our top scorers. Tayfield (4 for 17) and
Mathews (4 for 40) bowled very well for D.H.S. D.H.S. took their runs where
they were offered and were in no hurry. Mungavin batted soundly for 72 not out,
and when stumps were drawn at 5 o'clock had scored 115 for 1 to win by 9
wickets.

26th October

vj. Kookaburras

Home

Roy McLean led a formidable side against the School, and we again extend
our thanks to the Kookaburras' XI for a pleasant game. Kookaburras allowed
us to bat first and Morgan was again in top form. He and Dyer added 109 for
the third wicket before Morgan eventually retired for 103 nicely compiled runs.
Kearsney declared their innings closed at 168 for 4.
Barry Richards then proceeded to tear our attack apart to score 96 in 57
minutes with four soaring sixes and 13 fours. Athol McLeod scored 49. With a
few minutes remaining Kookaburras rushed past our score to be 170 for 4.

29th October
vs. Glenwood
Away
The wicket was slightly damp at both ends and Glenwood having won the toss
sent Kearsney in to bat. Morgan and Irons (33) showing fine application and
concentration once again gave us a sound start, the first wicket falling at 90
runs. Rolt then joined Morgan who by this time was well set, and also played a
commendable innings of 22. The captain Morgan moved steadily on to score
his fifth century in eight innings, before being run out for 105. Kearsney
declared their innings closed at 201 for 5. After an indifferent start Glenwood
settled down and despite steady bowling Sommerville (2 for 20 in 16 overs) and
Sawyer (2 for 25 in 14 overs), had scored 117 for 5 at six o'clock. The match
was drawn.

5th November

vj. Maritzburg College

Home

Winning the toss College elected to bat. The Kearsney attack was tight and at
lunch College had scored 115 for 5 wickets. (Perks 2 for 22, Morgan 2 for 33).
A violent thunderstorm however put paid to any further thoughts of cricket
for the day.

12th November

vj. Alexandra

Home

Winning the toss Morgan elected to bat. He once again continued on his spree
of high scoring, and despite the accurate bowling of our opponents notched
his sixth hundred in his ninth visit to the wicket in scoring 112. This must surely
be a schoolboy record in this country. He is to be complimented on his mature
approach to his batting and the way in which he builds up an innings. He too
has provided the spectators with delightful attacking shots. Irons was out in
the first over and Rolt batted well for 25 before being run out. Sawyer played a
swift attacking innings of 34 scored in 28 minutes. Kearsney declared at 207
for 7.

Alexandra then batted and were soon in difficulties and at tea were seven

wickets down for 42 runs. A fighting partnership by Martens (58) and Barker
saw the total to 134 before Alexandra were all out. Morgan 4 for 22 and Perks
2 for 13 were the best of our bowlers. Kearsney won by 73 runs.
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26th November
vj. Northlands
Away
On a field where both wicket and outfield were slow Kearsney won the toss and
batted. Morgan was out for 30 with the total on 38. With the exception of
Clarence our batsmen found great difficulty in piercing a well set field to an
accurate attack. The ninth wicket fell at 90 but Clarence 25 and Soramerville

set about the bowling to take the total to 117.
Kearsney took the field and were immediately on top and after about 40
minutes of play Northlands were 15 for 4. Northlands put up the shutters and
with Marshall B. scoring 4 in just over 90 minutes they held on to draw. After
120 minutes' batting time they had scored 49 for 7. Morgan 3 for 15 in 11 overs,
Sawyer 1 for 9 in 9 overs and Rolt 1 for 1 in 4 overs bowled well.
Result:

Match drawn.

3rd December

vr. Mtchaelhouse

Home

Michaelhouse won the toss and batted. With their score at 39 for 4 with Collins

dropped with his score on 4 Michaelhouse looked to be in trouble. However a
masterly 107 by Collins and a fighting innings of 32 by Robinson in at No. 9,
saw our opponents reach a total of 196 before being all out. Rolt 3 for 47 in
20 overs. Morgan failed to get going for the first time this season to be out for 1.
However Rolt and Irons (16) settled in quite confidently and took the score

along to 27. At 52 for 5 Kearsney had their backs to the wall. However Rolt,
who was by now timing the ball well pushed ahead to score 51 not out, while
Jackson 6 not out was prepared to let his partner have most of the bowling.
At close Kearsney had scored 90 for 5 after 140 minutes' batting. A word of
praise for the 1st XI. The bowling, fielding and captaincy were outstanding,
and the batting showed soundness and determination.
OFFORD WEEK
12th December

v^. Hilton

Hilton won the toss and batted on a plumb wicket. Tight bowling and fielding
restricted the rate of scoring and Hilton were only able to declare at 171 for 6
after 250 minutes. Davies bowled 19 overs for 33 runs taking 2 wickets while
Sommerville bowled 27 overs taking 3 for 54. Grelying was Hilton's top scorer
with 43. Going into bat at 3.25 Morgan and Irons started confidently. The
first wicket fell at 38. Morgan 88 not out and Dyer 26 batted exceptionally well
and at close Kearsney were 143 for 3 wickets.
Result:

Match drawn.

13th December

vj. Midland Schools

After winning the toss Morgan (73) and Irons again gave us a good start of
40 runs before Irons was out. Well supported by Campbell (34) and Dyer (17)
Morgan attacked the bowling and declared with the total at 171 for 7 shortly
after 2 p.m. Midlands were soon in trouble to some fine bowling by Sommerville
(5 wickets for 4 runs) and Morgan (4 for 17) and were bundled out for 39. Five
wickets fell with the score on 33. Sent in to bat a second time Midlands faired
better and had scored 108 for 5 at close. Sommerville claimed a further 4 wickets.

Result:

Kearsney won by 132 runs.

14th December

vs. Coastal Schools

Unfortunately this game was washed out at lunch time and no further play was
possible during the week. Kearsney put Coastals in to bat on a lively wicket and
due to good bowling by Morgan (5 for 24) and Sawyer (4 for 16) we dismissed
our opponents for 71 runs. When play was abandoned Kearsney had scored 7
runs without loss.

Result:

Drawn game.
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FIRST XV

Back Row: P. W. Rolt, D. J. Morgan, I. N- Hesketh, D. C. Cole, P. G. B. Irons,
A. A. I.loys-Ellis.

Second Row: J. G. Edwardes, E. P. Frank, C. G. Sawyer. J. F. Viljoen, H. M.
FitzWiUiam.

Front Row: A. S. Hadiipetrou, D. F. Clark (Captain), Mr. R. Blarney, S. A.
Campbell, C. L. Leibbrandt.
(MR. gee)
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FIRST XI

Back Row: B. C. G. Jackson, P. IF. Rolt, H. C. Hugo (umpire), R. Dyer.
Second Row: P. G. B. Irons, R. Perks, I. M. Endendyk, T. Davies, H. M.
FitzWiUiam, T. L. Clarence.

Front Row: C. G. Sawyer, D. J. Morgan (Captain), Mr. M. Prozesky, IF. D.
Sommerville (Vice-Captain), S. A. Campbell.

2nd XI

After a mediocre first term when the demands of the 1st XI unsettled

the team, this term saw a settled unchanged and happy team produce
some fine wins. B. Coleman led the team throughout this term, and
improving with every game, he became a fine skipper, very often

being able to press home the advantage when so often schoolboys
are unable to do so.

The batting was unpredictable, but fortunately someone invar
iably came to the rescue. The bowling was well distributed, with
some fine fast bowling being produced by T. Davies (7 for 10), and

by D. Peddle(7 for 29,6 for 11, and 7 for 32), while the spin bowling
has been in the hands of R. Tindall(6 for 38, 3 for 11) and G. Atlas
(3 for 19). The ground fielding and throwing has been good, but
while some good catches were taken, many were put down.
RESULTS

vs. D.H.S.; Lost by 33 runs
Kearsnev: 133(Cawood 42)
D.H.S.: 166(Rolt 5 for 59)
M. Glenwood: Won by 50 runs
Kearsney: 148 (Coleman 70 not out)
Glenwood: 98(R. Tindall 6 for 38)

vs. College: Draw, rain stopped play
College: 130(Peddle 7 for 29)
Kearsney: 34 for 5 wkts.

vi. Alexandra: Won by an innings and 50 runs

Alexandra: 84(Hook 4 for 22) and 31 (Peddle 6 for 11)
Kearsney: 165 for 6 wkts. deck (J. Tindall 84 not out)
vs. Northlands: Won by 87 runs
Northlands: 38 (Davies 7 for 10) and 93 for 6 wkts.

Kearsney: 125 for 8 wkts. deck (Walsh 41, R. Tindall 43)
vs. Michaelhouse: Won by 41 runs
Kearsney: 137 (Levin 63 not out)
Michaelhouse: 96 (Peddle 7 for 32)
R. D. B.

3rd XI

The Third Eleven continues to play aggressive and entertaining
cricket. Their record over the past seven games speaks for itself:
played 7, lost 2, drawn 2 and won 4. The two which were drawn
could have ended up our way, but the weather intervened.

Batting honours were shared fairly evenly between Robertson
and Brokensha. Robertson had scores of 27, 70 and 36 while
Brokensha hit 40, 38 and 46. Others who scored well were Roberts

with a 52 and 20, Saunders 61 and 21 while Sawyer's 32 and 26

were both not out. Bowling honours go to Sawyer who rarely
finished a match without 4 or 5 wickets to his credit. He took 27
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wickets at an average of 9 runs apiece. The two 'quickies' Bester
and Chappie supported him well collecting 10 and 12 wickets
respectively. The best individual bowling effort however was
Brokensha's 6 for 27.

Ably led by Daniel and very keen in the field, the team can look
back on a very successful season keeping up the tradition of the
3rd XI over past years.
K. G. F.
4th XI

The team cannot look back on a particularly successful season, but

nearly all members did enjoy their moments of glory. Harris, the

captain, led his team intelligently and set a good example in the field.
He crowned a good term with a century in his last match. Foster
was a reliable and orthodox opener while Milstead, Gladman and

Knox weighed in with useful contributions. The most penetrative
and successful bowler was Booth who showed a steady improvement

both in accuracy and direction.
RESULTS
vi. D.H.S.; Draw

D.H.S.: 201 (Booth 5 for 61, Wills 4 for 54)
Kearsney: 170 for 6 wkts.(Foster 50*, Knox 36, Wills 31)
vj. Kloof 1st: Lost by 5 wickets
Kearsney: 113 (Foster 21, Knox 19, Meyerowitz 19)
Kloof: 179 (Wills 5 for 51, Harris 2 for 11)
vj. Thomas More 1st: Lost by 6 runs on first innings
Kearsney: 44 and 73 for 8 wkts. deck (Milstead 27)

Thomas More: 50 (Booth 6 for 12) and 50 for 8 wkts. (Bickerton 2 for 4)
vs. Queensburgh 2nd: Won by 146 runs on first innings

Queensburgh: 21 (Harris 6 for 8, Booth 3 for 8) and 147 (Booth 4 for 31,
Harris 3 for 33)

Kearsney: 167 for 7 wkts. deck (Gladman 65*, Knox 27)
vi. Michaelhouse: Draw

Kearsney: 236 for 6 wkts.(Harris 107*, Gladman 32, Foster 24, Knox 24)
Michaelhouse: 181 for 8 wkts.(Booth 5 for 34)
R, J. C,

5th and 6th XI

Both teams played attacking cricket and were unbeaten. Highlight
of the latter half of the season was the partnership of 157 between

Sanger (109) and Earl (96) against Michaelhouse.
L. P. Z.,
RESULTS

vi. Thomas More: Won by 5 wickets
Thomas More: 55 (Osborne 6 for 26)

Kearsney: 140 (after batting on)(J. C. Smith 40, Mason 22, Stevem 22 not
out)
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v^JKloof 2nd XI: (Rain stopped play)
Kloof: 123 (Reeves 2 for 14, Earl 2 for 15)
Kearsney: 32 forno wkt.

vs. Michaelhouse; Won by 161 runs
Kearsney: 302(Sanger 109, Earl 96)
Michaelhouse: 141

vr. Michaelhouse: Won by 8 wickets
Michaelhouse: 87 and 37 (Ellis 5 for 12, including a hat-trick)
Kearsney: 65 and 190 (batting on)
UNDER 15 'A'

After a somewhat indiflferent first term, this team showed consider

able improvement during the last quarter. The bowling was far
more accurate than before, the fielding sharper, and the batting

showed far greater maturity than before. Although they lost once
or twice, this team was never completely outclassed.
RESULTS

vs. D.H.S.: Lost by 47 runs
D.H.S.: 177for8wkts.

Kearsney: 130(Payne 26, Cole 25)
vi. Glenwood: Draw

Glen wood: 220 for 7 wkts.(Cole 3 for 51)
Kearsney: 115 for 8 wkts.(Reece 53 not out, Phillips 24)

vi. College: (Rain stopped play)
College: 197 for 4 wkts.(Gamble 3 for 58)
vi. Alexandra High School: Won on first innings
Kearsney: 183 (Martin 39, Gamble 30, Moore 27)
Alexandra: 74(Gamble 5 for 20 including hat-trick)
vs. Campbell High School: (Rain stopped play)
Kearsney: 171 for 3 wkts. (Blackbeard 78, Gamble 60)
vs. Northlands: Won by 3 wickets
Northlands: 180 for 8 wkts deck (Gamble 5 for 68)
Kearsney: 182 for 7 wkts.(Gamble 85, Payne 32)
vi. Michaelhouse: Lost by 7 wickets
Kearsney: 151 (Cole 55, Moore 43)
Michaelhouse: 152 for 3 wkts.
J. L. H.

UNDER 15 'B'

This team has been fairly successful this quarter, winning most of
their matches. It was not a very strong team, but played with enthus

iasm. Pampallis developed into a very conscientious captain, and
he and Scully were the chief run-scorers, always to be relied upon
to hold their end up.
RESULTS

vj. D.H.S.: Won by 39 runs
D.H.S.: 77 (MacRitchie 7 for 18)
Kearsney: 116 (Scully 65)
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vs. Kloof: Won by an innings and 64 runs

Kearsney: 207 for 6 dec). (Pampallis 60, Scully 44)
Kloof: 40 and 103 (Smallwood 6 for 16, Lee 4 for 18, both with hat-tricks)
V.S. Alexandra: Won by 161 runs
Kearsney: 196 (Scully 38, Prince 42)
Alexandra: 35 (Prince 4 for 8)

vr. Grosvenor: Lost by 9 wickets
Kearsney: 47
Grosvenor: 119 for 1

vs. Northlands: Won by 105 runs
Kearsney: 161 (Scully 33, Rose 23)
Northlands: 56 (MacRitchie 4 for 12)
vs. Michaelhouse: Lost on first innings by 108 runs
Kearsney: 48 and 91 (Pampallis 47, Scully 17)
Michaelhouse: 156 for 8

P. J. R.

UNDER 14'A'
RESULTS

vs. Hilton: Lost by 136 runs
Kearsney: 104 (Schachat 30)
Hilton: 240 for 6 wkts. decl.

vs. D.H.S.: Lost by 6 wickets
Kearsney: 89 (Schachat 40)
D.H.S.: 157 (Gamble 4 for 10)
vs. Glenwood: Lost by 8 wickets
Kearsney: 141 for 3 wkts. decl. (Botts 61)
Glenwood: 164 for 3 wkts.

vs. Alexandra: Won by an innings and 71 runs
Kearsney: 183 for 2 wkts. decl.(Botts 58, Bester 50)
Alexandra: 65 and 78 (Smith 4 for 5, Clarence 3 for 3)
vs. Grosvenor: Won by 67 runs
Kearsney: 137 (Schachat 49)
Grosvenor: 70(Rosevare 2 for 6, Polkington 3 for 9)
vs. Northlands: Lost by 119 runs
Kearsney: 93 (Roseveare 23)
Northlands: 212(Johnson 4 for 37)
vs. Michaelhouse: Draw

Kearsney: 161 for 4 wkts. decl.(Booth 40)

Michaelhouse: 135 for 8 wkts.(Johnston 3 for 21, Bester 3 for 22)

UNDER 14 'B'

It was a pleasure to be in charge of this division as the team played
in the proper spirit and with great tenacity and determination. The

never-say-die approach was exemplified by the thrilling win against
Northlands who, chasing our total of 225 for 4, had reached as far

as 205 for 5 half an hour before stumps only to be all out for 207.
Even in the two matches lost the team went down fighting.
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Every member of the side pulled his weight admirably so that it is
difficult to single out individuals. Of the batsmen, mention must be

made of Colledge, who developed into a most reliable opener, and
Booth and Kirk both of whom found their way back into the 'A'
team near the end of the year. Booth's century against Northlands
showed remarkable maturity for one in this age group.
The bowling was the strongest department with Smith, Wincell
and Ghosley all above average spinners for an Under 14 'B' side
and, latterly. Atlas bowled very well with the new ball.

The fielding was the weakest department although there was a
steady improvement here also. Too many catches were missed.
Colledge shows great promise behind the stumps and some of his
16 stumpings bordered on the brilliant.
RESULTS

vs. Highbury 1st XI: Draw

Kearsney; 71 for 2 wkts. decl.(Kirk 28 not out. Booth 22)
Highbury: 59 for 3 wkts.(Smith 2 for 19)
vs. Thomas More U 14'A': Won by 16 runs
Kearsney: 84(Storm 19)
Thomas More: 68 (Wincell 5 for 21, Ghosley 4 for 15)
vj. Glenwood U 14'B': Won by an innings and 61 runs
Kearsney: 153 (King 30, Colledge 29, Pipkin 22 not out)
Glenwood: 63 (Wincell 6 for 19, Ghosley 3 for 12)and 29(Wincell 5 for 12,
Ghosley 3 for 17)
VJ. Alexandra U 14'B': Won by 10 wickets
Alexandra: 100 (Kirk 3 for 11, Atlas 3 for 13, Wincell 3 for 23) and 55
(Wincell 5 for 16, Ghosley 4 for 18)
Kearsney: 148 (Kirk 49, White 23 not out) and 8 for no wkt.
VJ. Campbell High School U 14'A': Match abandoned — rain

Kearsney: 138 for 9 wkts. decl. (White 23, King 21, Ghosley 20 not out),
Campbell did not bat
VJ. Northlands U 14'B': Won by 18 runs

Kearsney: 225 for 4 wkts. decl.(Booth 114, Aglas 34 not out, Colledge 30)
Northlands: 207 (Wincell 5 for 69, Booth 3 for 25)
VJ. Michaelhouse U 14'B': Lost by 6 wickets
Kearsney: 62(Schultz 19)
Michaelhouse: 95 for 7 wkts.(Ghosley 3 for 29, Atlas 2 for 25)
VJ. Kloof U 14'A': Lost by 4 wickets
Kearsney: 75 (Colledge 31, Van Niekerk 25)
Kloof: 78 for 7 wkts.(Smith 2 for 5, Atlas 2 for 24, Pipkin 2 for 23)
M. A. T.
UNDER 14 'C

In the four matches played this term three have been drawn —
on each occasion rain stopped play when victory was in sight, and
one was lost conclusively, due to indifferent batting. The results are
given below.
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RESULTS

vj. Highbury: Match drawn

Kearsney: 128 (Theunissen 51)
Highbury: 66 for 5 wkts.

V5. Pietermaritzburo College: Match drawn
Kearsney: 113

College: 103 for 9 wkts.
vr. Kloof High School: Match drawn
Kearsney: 15 for 3 wkts.
Kloof: 199

vj. Michaelhouse: Lost
Kearsney: 75

Michaelhouse: 78 for 6 wkts.
J. M. H.

CRICKET CENTURIES

The following centuries have been scored since we came to Botha's
Hill in 1939. Records before that are unreliable, although we
remember centuries by W. Henry and K. Dyer against St. Henry's.
1939 E. Groom 100(St. Henry's, in 25 mins.); P. Foss 108(Tech);
Bazley 156 (Tech).
1940

Nil.

1941

L. Robinson 102 (Hilton), 141 (St. Henry's); Nathan 101
(St. Henry's).
1942 Davidson 153'^ (St. Charles).
1943
1944

Nil.
Nil.

1945 Jardine 100(N. Districts).
1946
1947

Nil.
Nil.

1948 B. Stewart 102(St. Henry's).
1949
1950
1951

Nil.
Nil.
Nil.

1952 D. Lowe 134(College).
1953
1954

Nil.
Nil.

1955 U. Groom 115 (D.H.S.).
1956 M. Hulett 156* (Kokstad), 142* (Swartberg) on consecutive
days.
1957

Nil.

1958 T. Stokoe 102* (Northlands).
1959 R. Hulett 122* (Creighton), 104 (Matatiele); T. Stokoe 100*
(Harding).
1960

Nil.

1961

B. Hulett 106* (Creighton), 142 (St. Stithians), 107 (North
lands); G. Dyer 118*(Umzimkulu).
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1962 Hipkin 107* (Umzimkulu).

1963 Bickerton 159* (Underberg); Hipkin 110* (Creighton).

1964 Morgan 101* (Glenwood), 108* (Northlands); Hipkin 100
(K E S)

1965 Hipkin 103*(Alexander High), 146*(Bishops), 148*(Wilfred

Isaacs); Morgan 111* (Glenwood), 100 (Campbell High).
1966 Morgan 103* (St. Stithians), 121 (K.E.S.), 100 (S.A.C.S.),
102 retired (Kookaburras), 105 (Glenwood), 112 (Alexandra
High).
*Not Out

SWIMMING

The fourth term is devoted to Life Saving and Water Polo.
LIFE SAVING

On Sunday, 6th November, 1966, the S.A.L.S.S. examiners came
to Kearsney to examine our boys and I am pleased to report that
78 candidates passed in these tests and were awarded South African
Life Saving Society awards. These boys have not only learned the
modern methods of life saving, but they have done the training and
instructing themselves. Each instructor had a team of six to eight
to train. Boys who took the Bronze Medallion or Bronze Cross

last year, instructed this year. To our Instructor/Organiser, John
Nightingale, a special word of thanks.
In the Natal Schools' Senior Boys' Life Saving Competition

Kearsney won the Payne Shield again after we lost it to D.H.S. last
year. Kearsney'A' team scored 394 out of a total of 400, Glenwood
was second with 361-J^ and Kearsney 'B' team third with 227^.

R. Lindegger gained the highest individual score in this competition.
In the Under 15 competition Kearsney'A' and'B' had no opposition

and once again we shall have to pay for the engraving on the Milner
Smyth Shield. D. Jollands was the highest individual scorer.
We feel very strongly about the importance of Life Saving
Training at School and we hope that the successes of this year —
we hold all possible trophies in Natal — will act as the necessary

encouragement for boys to enter for more awards next year, be it a

junior taking his Intermediate Certificate or a senior taking his

Silver Cross.

^^^
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WATER POLO

This has been a most successful season. In all the matches played
against other schools, our team has remained unbeaten.
In a tournament played at Maritzburg College on 5th November,
we drew with Maritzburg College in the overall tournament. The
results of the matches that day are: vj. College, drew 3 - 3 ; V5.
Estcourt, won 5 - 2 ; vj. Michaelhouse, won 7 - 0.

In matches played at home on 3rd December: vs. Westville,
drew 3 - 3 ; vj. College, won 6 - 4.
Our team was the first team to beat College in recent years.
The boys have played good clean water polo.
The second team only had one game vj. Empangeni, which they
won 8 - 2.
M. S. M.

JUNIOR TENNIS

The junior Tennis Section has competed in the inter-school
Bonnifin Trophy and Kearsney came third. At times we have been
able to field a second junior team but this has depended on being
able to find schools which could raise a second team and on trans

port facilities. This latter problem has been overcome to a great
extent by sharing when possible with Highbury.
The first team has consisted of Booth R., Wood, Gamble and

Carrington. The second team was chosen from the following:
Milstead, Bester, Kirk, Botts, Jones and Prentice.

Generally the teams have played well and shown a great deal of
keeness.
K. B.
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KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
SEPTEMBER 3rd

Principle items arising are as follows:

The Club Bursary is to be raised from R50 to R150.
The Education Fund is now being used for the first time.
A sub-committee was authorised to investigate memorials to the

late Lawrence Polkinghorne and Philip Hind. These were to consult
with the School Chapel Committee. It was agreed that in principle
memorials to deceased Old Boys would not in future be dealt with
as a Club, but that individuals would of course be permitted to
establish memorials.

Endowment Fund: 77 policies in force, with assured value of

R8,445, plus accrued bonuses of R2,407. This Fund is languishing,
and Mr. H. Groom undertook to try to revitalise it. The incoming

Executive was given authority to consider using part of this Fund
for immediate amenities, possibly in the area of the Pavilion.
The Foundations: The Executive was authorised to investigate,

through a sub-committee, ways and means to help the organisers
of the Foundation Fund.

Board's Report: Mr. D. Clark's report covered the following
points: differentiations in fees had been abolished; staff housing
was still being given attention; the College had now come under
the Pinetown Regional Water supply; a scheme was in hand to
irrigate the fields with waste water from the Houses; a cricket
coach was to be engaged from overseas for the coming season.
Election of Officers:

President: L. F. Forsyth (for the 4th year).
Vice-President: H. N. Groom.

Hon. Treasurer: W. L. S. Robinson (re-elected).

Hon. Secretary: G. M. Gram (re-elected).
Executive Committee: H. E. Hopkins, P. E. Metcalf, D. Beatty,

T. A. Polkinghorne, D. G. Gardner, plus (ex-officio) J. H.
Hopkins, J. F. Reece, D. Clark, C. Rindel.
Auditors: A vote of thanks was passed to Messrs. Roberts,
Haley & Murray.
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General: Beer mugs (Rl) and ashtrays (R1.25) with School
Crest were on sale from Johannesburg Branch to raise funds for a
Transvaal Bursary for a Kearsney boy or Epworth girl.

A suggested alteration to the Old Boys' tie was left to the in
coming Executive.

Orders for etchings of the School Chapel were invited by the
Headmaster.

Thanks were expressed to the Editor of the Chronicle for services
rendered.

It was agreed that the Executive, in consultation with the Head

master, have discretion in refusing membership of the Old Boys'
Club if occasion arises.

DURBAN BRANCH

Chairman: C. Rindel.
Vice-Chairman: M. J. Rodda.

Secretary: A. G. Ramsay, Kilburn Hotel, Kilburn Avenue.
Treasurer: J. F. Woods.

Executive Committee: R. Bickerton, D. Beatty, Dr. R. Tedder,
I. Silson, Group-Capt. H. E. Hopkins.
Auditor: A. Unstead.

The following programme has been drawn up for the first half
of 1967:

Socials at the Plaza: Jan. 13th, Feb. 10th, April 14th, May 12th
June 9th, July 14th.
Also:

A braaivleis in February.
Social and Film Show in March.

Annual Dinner at Plaza, May 5th.
Dinner Dance, June 23rd.
Annual General Meeting, August 11th.
Details will be circulated in due course.

The Executive have decided to fall in line with the Johannesburg
Branch and ask for an annual subscription of R2 per member,
plus anything else they like to give. This is a sensible move. The
Branch has been severely handicapped through lack of funds, and
expenses in the past have been met out of the pockets of one or
two Old Boys. Please give support by sending your subscription to:
M. J. Rodda, P.O. Box 142, Durban, making cheques out to
Kearsney College Old Boys' Club, Durban Branch.
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JOHANNESBURG BRANCH
Chairman: J. A. Chick.

Secretary: D. G. Gardner.
Treasurer: D. A. Rock.

Executive Committee: J. H. Charter, J. W. Clayton, G. E. Cox,

J. M. Ginsberg, G. D. Hastie, R. G. Spradbrow, R. F. Tolken,
A. V. Trentham.

The Branch has had an active year. Sale of Beer Mugs and Ash
trays has been good, and money for a Bursary is mounting.

Bursary funds were also swelled by an excellent concert (given
free) by the Rupert Stoutt Choir, with well over 200 people present.
At the time of writing, preparations were being made for the
annual Christmas Party Braaivleis at Long Meadow Farm, Modderfontein. Father Christmas was already getting his reindeer into trim.
DOMESTIC NOTICES

Marriages

A. N. Chalmers, A. J. C. Daniel, R. Doidge, C. H. Garnett, F.
Hugo, J. R. Panton, F. Rickaby, D. C. Roberts.
Births

N. Colepeper (son), R. Dolton (daughter), S. T. Fish (daughter),
G. Groom (daughter), R. G. Foss (son), Bruce Hulett (daughter),
P. Haley (daughter), P. A. Lee (daughter), K. Morgan (daughter),
D. Murdoch (daughter), M. Rodda (son), R. Spradbrow (daughter),
D. H. Thresher (daughter), H. K. Timm (son).
Deaths

D. F. Ford, G. M. Gillies, L. M. Lavoipierre, R. Lund.
D. F. FORD

It was with a deep sense of shock that we heard of the death of
David Francis Ford (61-62), killed in a motor accident in October.
He is the sixth Old Boy to die a violent death in the past few months.
David spent two years at Kearsney, coming in the Fifth Form.
He soon found his niche in the life of the School, playing rugby and

cricket for School teams, and representing his House at swimming
and athletics, and being placed third in the Open Mile.
Mr. J. H. Hopkins writes "As his Housemaster in Finningley I
recall David as a quiet and serious-minded boy, who took a keen
interest in Guild and Chapel affairs. On the academic side by sheer
hard work he gained his School Leaving Certificate."
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After leaving school he joined the S.A. Preserving Co., at Tulbagh, Cape, in which he held the post of Fruit Controller. He loved

climbing the mountains, to pick proteas, for which the Tulbagh
Show is so well-known.

At the time of writing, we have no details of the accident which

brought his death, but to his parents. Rev. and Mrs. J. H.Ford, and
to his brother Ian, who was also at Kearsney, we extend our
sincerest sympathy in the loss of a young life so full of happiness
and promise.

G. M. GILLIES

Gordon Gillies was at Kearsney from 1942 to 1944, ending up as a
prefect in Finningley. His career was marked mainly by con
siderable skill at games, to which he brought a rugged individualism.
He was centre in the great 1944 Rugby XV, while his aggressive
left-hand batting brought a feast of runs.

We rather 'lost' him after he left School, or rather, we kept
finding him and losing him again. He played Currie Cup cricket for
Transvaal and for Natal 'B' with considerable success. For a while
he was with Windmill Fertilizers, Durban.
It was with profound shock that we read that he had been killed

in a motor accident in Johannesburg on October 7th, and to his
wife and three children we offer our deep sympathies.

L. M. LAVOIPIERRE

Leo Lavoipierre was at Kearsney in the early days (22-26). Although
he did not maintain any particular link with the School, we watched
with pride the high esteem with which he was held by the people of
Stanger, who elected him Mayor for eleven consecutive years.
His death came dramatically in the presence of 500 guests who
attended his daughter's wedding reception at the Caister Hotel,
Durban. Only a few minutes previously he had been waltzing with

his daughter, Yvonne, and he collapsed suddenly while cutting the
wedding cake.

He had been a leader of the Natal French community, and was
well known in racing circles, his horse Snow King having won both
the King's Cup and Derby Trial Stakes in 1964.

To his widow and the three members of his family we offer
sincere condolences.
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ROY LUND

With a sense of deep shock, we heard in July of the tragic death
of Roy.

He and his twin brother Robin came to Kearsney in 1955 from

Winterton Preparatory School. Roy was a youngster who possessed
the admirable qualities that endeared him to the older generation
who recognised in him a contradiction of so much of the criticism

so often prone to be levelled at youth today.
His contributions to his school are well-known. Two distinctions

in particular. Swimming and Rugby, earned him coveted Colours
awards, and in 1960 Roy and his brother led the Kearsney team to
win the Life Saving Competition in Durban. As a Prefect in Junior

House 1960, he will be remembered for his genial nature, loyal to
his Housemaster, and a popular companion to those in his charge.
Well do my wife and 1 remember the hilarity which preceded(during
the make-up) and what followed, during the 'turn of the evening'
when Roy and Robin, as the 'Andrew Sisters' brought the house
down during their act at a Gillingham House Concert.

After leaving school the twins chose the Air Force Gymnasium
for their year's military training. Here again Roy shone as a swim
mer, representing the Combined Defence Force team on several

occasions. After completion of his Military service he joined the
Agricultural Technical Services in Pietermaritzburg to gain exper
ience for his future farming career. It was whilst employed in Pieter
maritzburg that he had his first accident, which resulted in a serious
brain injury. After a miraculous recovery, he returned to work for

a brief period prior to attending the Potchefstroom Agricultural
College where he obtained his Diploma.
His passing came when he accidentally fell from a first-floor

window of the Overseas Visitors' Club in London whilst assisting
a friend in trouble.

In his short life Roy lived fearlessly, and it seems fitting that,
akin to heroes who have sacrificed themselves regardless of the
consequences, he was taken from us while serving another.
To his sorrowing parents, brother and sisters, we extend our
sincerest sympathy.
V L C

OLD BOYS' NEWS
1967 CALENDAR

Will old boys please diarize the following School events:
March 25th: Athletic Sports (9.30 a.m.).
March 4th: Swimming Gala (9.30 a.m.).
June 2nd and 3rd: School Play.
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Founder's Day was its usual success, barring the rather over
whelming defeat of the Old Boys' Rugby XV. This was no criterion
of genuine strength. Most of the active players were already engaged
with their clubs in end-of-season key matches and could not be
spared. But it gave the School team the opportunity of providing a
sparkling display of open rugger, in which the full-back scored
three times.

The Annual General Meeting was moderately attended, mainly

by the older members. We congratulate Lawrence Forsyth on his
election as President for a record fourth time, while Mr. Gram
holds fast to his arduous post as Secretary.

The Presidential Social was a gay and happy affair, as usual.
It was good to see the father-son relationships — Jack Hulett, with
sons Mike, Roddy, and Bruce, and Tibbie Beckett with sons Michael
and Hugh.
oOo

On November 6th Kearsney entered two teams in the Inter Old
Boys' Golf Tournament, Durban. Fifteen clubs were represented,
and the Norman Lewis Trophy was won by the Kearsney 'B' team

(Peter Goldie, Barnie Francois, Robby Wright and Vernon
Shearer). Congratulations! The 'A' team came high up too (Tim
Worthington — ex Natal Amateur Champion — Barry Stewart,
Brian Stokoe, Glen Sherrell). On paper we could have fielded
stronger teams, for there are eight local players with handicaps of
under eight.

I. S. Alexander (53-55) is Technical Assistant with the Wattle Research
Institute at Natal University, Pietermaritzburg.

J. H. S. Ayres (42-46) won the 100 miles endurance race in Durban, in
September, in record time. Round the bend 400 times!
R.K. Aulfes (51) is deputy Mayor of Greytown, Natal.
R. A. Bouman (55-60) must surely hold one Old Boy record: he stands
6 ft. 10 ins. and is getting round-shouldered through having to stoop to other
people's ear-levels!

F. S.('Tibby') Beckett (22-24) is farming at Harding, and is a Director of
the Port Shepstone Cane Growers' Association. He has steadily maintained
an active interest in Politics.

His son, M. Beckett (48-51) is in the Mechanical Department of Messrs.
Reynolds Bros., Esperanza, Natal.
His other son H. Beckett (50-56) spent some years overseas, partly in the

English Lake district, and is now with the Field Staff of Reynolds Bros, Sezela,
Natal.

G. W. Brown (58-62), who is Assistant Manager of a Johannesburg hotel,
had a narrow escape from drowning when the boat he was piloting on Klerksdorp's Kafferskraal dam capsized and trapped him. He was stunned by a blow,
but recovered in time to escape from under the inverted boat.
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R. A. Birkby (57-60) hopes to have taken a B.A. Degree with Portuguese as
a principal subject by the time these lines are in print. He expects to get married
early in 1967, and he and his wife will then go to England and Europe for a few
years.

He reports that D. A. Greer (57-60) is earning good pay with LB.M. Com
puters.

I. M.Chalmers (54-57) is in his fifth year Medicine at Cape Town, where he
has been coming top or near top in his courses.
R. J. Crawford (28-33) had the extreme misfortune to have his house at
Botha's Hill burnt out in July, while he was away on holiday. Builders have

made a good job of the reconstruction, but he has lost all his personal possessions,
including many books and trophies dating back to his Kearsney days. His
friends have been helpful and sympathetic over this tragedy.
C. M. Clegg (62-65) continues to have varied experiences in the S.A. Navy

though the most interesting of them (to the outsider) appear to be on land. He
took part in the Republican Celebrations in Pretoria at the end of May, visited
Durban with his ship in July, and was a member of the guard at the State
President's house at Rondebosch at the time of the late Prime Minister's
assassination. He was also in the Guard of Honour when the President left

Cape Town in the White Train for Pretoria. During four weeks at sea in the
frigate President Pretorius he was given the duty of assisting in steering the
vessel and he also suffered pretty severely from sea-sickness. He returned to
civilian life at the end of November and will go to Potchefstroom University
in 1967 to study Pharmacy.
T. Coggin (61-64) is working with the S.A.B.C. in Durban.
C. C. Christie (57-60) was a member of the Zambia Police Patrols who
searched the Zambezi Valley for Communist infiltrators. He is an accomplished

sky-diver, i.e. delayed parachuter. His father, M. J. (29-35), continues with the
Native Recruiting Corporation at Manzini, and is an energetic worker for the
Methodist Church.

J. A. Chick (33-38) has been elected Chairman of the Johannesburg Branch,
in place of I. I. Ives (40-44), who has now left the area.
J. G. A. Coutts (31-35) has had a six-week air excursion holiday in the
United Kingdom with his wife, who had not seen her relations for 24 years.
With South Wales as headquarters, they toured extensively, through the moun
tains of North Wales, the Lake District, and Scotland. A few days were also

spent in London. Weather was good, and the experience most enjoyable.
I. C.Coates(57-60) is at Stoke-on-Trent, your Editor's home town, studying
management and the intricacies of the heavy clay industry. He had earlier had a
period with A.E. and C.I., Umbogintwini, and then with Brickar, Johannes
burg, from where he obtained a scholarship to study in the United Kingdom.
A. N. Chalmers (56-59) wrote in July to congratulate your Editor on his
95th birthday (he was one year out!) and told of interesting electronics work
with Corner House Labs. Much time was spent trying to detect sink-holes in
the Carletonville area. He finds the Johannesburg Branch of the K.C.O.B.C.
very alive.
T. W.Downard (50-53) took an Honours Degree in Geology some years ago.

He spent two and a half years in Basutoland prospecting for gold and a period
in South-West Africa for copper. He is now near the head of the Geology Depart
ment of the Buffelsfontein Gold Mining Company.

C. E. Dent (38-41) has had sixteen years as Engineer with the Maidstone
Sugar Mill.

S.P. Dowdle (57-59) was with Felt and Textiles, Jacobs, Natal, but has now

joined Steam and Mining Equipment, Ltd., Johannesburg. Here he is Assistant
to the Contracts Engineer, with good prospects of promotion.
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p. R. Davidson (41-42), whose high-jump record still stands (5 ft. 11^ ins.)
is Transport Manager for Reynolds Bros., South Coast, Natal, with a large
staff of Africans under him.

A. J. C. Daniel (58-61), Vice-President of N.U.S.A.S., had his wedding
plans disrupted by a motor accident four days beforehand which left him with

two cracked vertebrae, and dislocated left shoulder and elbow. After discharge
from hospital he was married in his fiancee's flat in Durban, only two days
later than planned. He is now taking up a teaching post at Westcrford High
School, Cape Town.
G. D. Dyer (59-61) was chosen to play cricket for Western Province vs.
North-Eastern Transvaal.

M. T. Eastwood (46-49) is consulting engineer with Sir Alexander Gibb and
Partners. He has had many years overseas in England, America and Israel,
but has now returned to South Africa and will be working on the Orange River
Van der Kloof dam scheme.

P. G.Eriksson (64-66) has settled down to schooling near Zurich, in Switzer
land, and writes entertainingly of his impressions there. Teaching is in the French
medium, mainly, and any shortcomings in academic progress he explains away
are due to inability to understand the language! He travels daily to school on a
bike with gears that don't work, on tyres that are flat, and taking his books in a
carrier that isn't there.

Rev. K. M.Eddy (49-53) is now in London, working with the Arthur Rank

Religious Films Organisation. While at Roosevelt Park he had the largest
Methodist Sunday School in South Africa.

R. Farren (58-61) returned to South Africa from the Agricultural College
at Cirencester just in time to attend our Remembrance Day Service. He has
given up his thoughts of farming in Brazil, and is hoping possibly to do cattle
farming in Swaziland.
B. W.T. Forbes (54-58) is a Director of Harvey Forbes (Pty.) Ltd., Mutual
Fund Brokers, Johannesburg.

R. G. Foss (39-47) is beaming with delight — 'at last a son, after four
daughters'. His cane farm in Zululand keeps him very busy, but he still finds time
for good-class cricket.

G.R.Groom (50-56) has moved from Verulam to Mtunzini. Here, in addition
to his own farm, he runs 250 acres of cane for the Town Board.

J. R. D. Goodricke (50-54) has settled in England, where he is pursuing a
career in Architecture.

U. Groom (50-55) was selected to open the innings for Natal against Eastern
Province, but had to withdraw owing to a hand injury.

D. G. Gardner (39-48) is a real live wire as Secretary of the Johannesburg
Branch, with a very active Committee working with him.

G.E.GritBn (23-27), who paid us a quick visit in October, has been appointed
Assistant Accountant of the Standard Bank, Eloff Street, Johannesburg. He is a
member of the General Council of S.A.S.B.O., and has now had 38 years'
service in Kimberley, Durban, Port Elizabeth and Johannesburg.
J. Gebbie (56-59) made a nostalgic trip back to Kearsney in July, en route
for a camping trip that took him to the South Coast, then through Zululand
(sleeping on the beach at St. Lucia, in the rain), to his birthplace, Piet Retief
(where, a scruffy motor-cyclist, he was refused a room at the hotel I), and finally
to his house at Barberton.

R. N. Grafton (54-57), who has an M.A. (Missouri) in Wild Life Manage
ment, is research officer at the Colcford Nature Reserve. Crop contents, for
example, of wild birds are measured volumetrically and for the type of food.
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Under the heading 'Farm Game Management' the Natal Parks Board are

trying to develop the wild life, for hunting and observation purposes.
M. G. Harvey (53-59) is Section Officer with the B.S.A. Police, which he
joined seven years ago. He has served on a number of Stations in Mashonaland

and for the past year has been at Kariba, where he patrols by launch. Jeep, or by
foot, guarding the Zambezi border against infiltrators. He quite frequently
prosecutes cases at the Periodical Court, held at Kariba. In his bush control

work he is accompanied by African Policemen, with whom he has a good under
standing — he spent two years as instructor of African recruits. He still looks

forward to the day when he can take a party of Kearsney boys up the Zambezi!
Others have been, or are, with the B.S.A. Police, include C. Christie, M. Douglas,
A. E. Dawson, A. Cunningham, and P. D. S. Smith. It seems a very interesting
and worthwhile experience. Headquarters are at Box 8(X)2, Causeway.
G. D. Hill (40-45) is co-partner with four others in running the biggest
printing establishment in Zambia, with plants in Kitwe (where he lives), Ndola
and Lusaka, and employing 300 people. He has bought his own aeroplane and
does his own business trips solo. As Zambia's drivers are'probably the worst in
the world', air-travel saves wear and tear on the nervous system. He writes:
"Life in Zambia continues to be pleasant, despite the numerous stories I hear

when I get down to South Africa. Business has never been better, and socially
one makes one's own circle of friends."

E. T. E.(Joe) Hansen (47-50) played for Transvaal against Natal at Kingsmead in November. He received a severe blow in the face, breaking his nose and
fracturing his sinus. After a short spell in hospital he left for India with his wife

on a pilgrimage to the birthplace of Yoga, He has been an ardent Yogi for the
past ten years. They hoped to spend about five weeks on the north-west frontier

of India. Hansen is manager of a pharmaceutical company in Johannesburg,
and will be remembered as having been the Free State heavyweight boxing
champion, and rugby forward.

Rev. E.A.Hermanson (53-57) is superintending the work of the S.A. Baptist

Missionary Society, in the Northern Cape, working from Kimberley.
F. Hugo (60-61) has taken his Second Mate's Certificate, and is with the
Rustenburg Castle as Third Officer. He worked in this capacity on the motor
yacht Pilgrim during a trip to the Mediterranean. He has also done shore work

at Southampton for the British and Commonwealth Shipping Co. In between,
he found time to get married!

A. J. W. Head (53-56) is in the advertising business, Johannesburg. He is
organist at the St. Giles Presbyterian Church.
E. Hall (42-45) has his own painting contractor's business in Pietermaritz-

burg. He still plays the trumpet for Pietermaritzburg Philharmonic Orchestra on
occasions, and fulfilled this role in a concert at Kearsney recently. He also
retains a 15-year association with the Natal Carbineers Band. A family of four,
however, keeps him more at home now.

D. F. Hathrill (56-58) is with Lamson Paragon, Business Form Specialists,
Johannesburg. He has maintained cricketing form and is contemplating going
overseas to get a trial with either Middlesex or Sussex.

F. R. Hagemann (56-60) has returned from a Post-Graduate course in
Surrey, concerned with Stage Movement.

M.D. S. Isralls (41-44) has left the music firm he has worked with, and is
now in the office of the Johannesburg General Hospital, where he finds the
work very congenial.

B. F. Isralls (43-44) is employed in the diamond industry, Johannesburg.
C. P. Jewitt (53-58) and his wife have recently returned home after a year
in England, and is with Burroughs Business Machines.
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D.A.Kotze(57-59), Guild and Sunday School Leader at Sea Point Methodist
Church, where his father is minister, attended the World Methodist Youth
Conference at Kingswood School, Bath. He has played cricket for Cape Town

University first XI. Has completed his articles and recently wrote his C.A. finals.
M. P. Kotze (58-61), after some years in the commercial world, is now
articled to a Cape Town attorney. He has played first league soccer for Cape
Town University.

D.T. Kotze (60-62) is doing part-time B.Comm. He was captain of Sea Point
Boys' High hockey team.

A.P. Kluge (60-64) came third in the Natal Six Mile Championship.

D. L. Kyle (51-54) took an honours Geology some years ago, and writes:
"1 gave Geology as good a try as possible as a career, but found that the unsettled
life going along with it must persist, no matter how senior the position rnay be."
He did in fact suffer severe ill-bealth from contact with tropical conditions. He
has now decided to take up teaching and is joining the Staff of St. Stithians. We
wish him well. He and his wife have bought a house near by.

T. Lissauer (60) has gone to Cambridge, after leaving Kingswood School,
Bath, to study Science.

D. Lees (53-59) has returned after several years in London, and is with
Lever Bros. African Marketing Organisation, working somewhere in the
Transkei.

G. A. Lcitch (57-60) is running his own poultry plant, dairy and pigs at

Melmoth, Zululand. Golf and riding in gymkhanas are his recreations. His
brother D. N. E. Leitch (58-61) is trying sugar cane growing in the same area.

He played rugger for Zululand last season and is now playing cricket for Eshowe.
R.C. McLeod (41-44), who will be remembered as the fly-half in the School's

most brilliant rugby team, is an active worker for Manning Road Methodist
Church, Durban, and a prominent member of tbe Choir. He proved a most

entertaining compere to a concert put on by the men of the church in September,
a concert which left half a dozen full houses quite exhausted from laughter.
His brother, I. G. McLeod (39-43) lives in London, where he has set up a

card-punching firm. With, we believe, fifty machines and operators, he feeds
information onto cards for London firms, and this is then fed to computers.

T. E. Metcalf (48-51) has been appointed Headmaster of Bulwer Primary
School.

A.P. Meyer (56-61) is taking a post-graduate course for engineering students
at Cambridge, in 'Principles of Industrial Management'. He is at Sidney Sussex,
the old College of his grandfather, Mr. Matterson, and of Oliver Cromwell.
The latter two were not contemporary. Part of this College Crest is incorporated
in the Kearsney Crest. He has been granted a year's study leave by AngloAmerican, from whom he had won a Scholarship.

C. S. Meyer (53-59) has been working for a tele-communicatiori firm in
London, and has played hockey and cricket for a Richmond club. It is under
stood that he is soon returning to South Africa.

A.W.S.Mortifee (25), one-time M.P.for Zululand is now a highly successful
Vancouver businessman, and is the first-ever South African President of the
Canadian club. He speaks on behalf of 3CX) ex South Africans in Vancouver

when he says "I've been here for 10 years and 1 know of nowhere better to live,
or nicer people to live among. If there is a paradise on earth, this is it."
D. S. Murdoch (51-54), captain of Old Collegians, Durban, remains on the

verge of the Natal XL He opened the season with a century, and only business
commitments prevented his playing more often.
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p. C. Marshall (49-52) continues with Textile Chemicals (Pty.) Ltd., Johan
nesburg. He has now been with this firm for six years, after resigning from the
Johannesburg Traffic Department. Tbe Army remains his abiding interest and
he is now in his eleventh year with the Transvaal Scottish, holding the rank of
C.S.M. (W.O.II). For a while he has helped with the Regimental Band (Pipes
and Drums) as Drum-Major. In the interests of greater fitness (i.e. to keep pace
with his growing family) he is reverting to rugby — an uphill battle!
D.North(42-43)has'reappeared'after a long silence. He writes"I am married
and have a son and daughter. For the past 14 years I have been employed by a
firm of engineers and merchants in Durban, and have in the main been concerned
with the design of irrigation schemes. In my spare time I help with motor race
organisations."
In the Natal Amateur Golf Championships we recorded the results of
T. Y. Worthington (45-47), past Champion, who came 3rd with 151, B. Shagam
(43-46) 152, D. Lowe (50-53), our one-time cricket captain, 155, and N.

Theunissen (38-45) ex-wing-three-quarter for Natal, 165.
N. G. Nilsen (27-29) is banana-growing at Port Edward, Natal, and making
it pay. The bananas are picked half-ripe, and ripened under scientific conditions.
Those that are forcibly ripened in this way are said to be more palatable than
those which ripen on the trees.

N. Perry (58-59) has had six months overseas, but an earlier report that he
worked for a book firm was incorrect. He was with Insulated Callander Cables

and took a special Supertension Course of high voltage. He has worked for a
while at Mandini Paper Mill installing new American electrical gear, and is
now doing electrical maintenance at Natal University, Durban.
J. R. Panton (55-58) has recently married, and has returned to Wits Uni
versity to take a B.Sc.(Eng.).
A. W. Procter (57-61) was chosen to play for Natal, against, Rhodesia,
Transvaal and the Australians, as an all-rounder. He took the wicket of Aus
tralian captain, Bobby Simpson, with his first ball I
Wing Commander K.M.Oliver(44-46)spent last year at the Military College,
Andover, England, where he made history of an unusual kind by being the first
Officer from the R.A.F. to win an Essay Prize (value (£80) open to the British
Army as a whole. The title of his essay was 'The Army and Small Wars of the
Future'. Hearty congratulations on this notable distinction. A further one to
record is his recent promotion to the rank of Wing-Commander, equivalent to
a Lieutenant-Colonel in the Army. This makes him the youngest holder of that
rank in the British Forces.

D. C. Roberts (51-54) now firmly established as a teacher of English in
London, made a quick honeymoon trip back to South Africa at the end of July.
He was married a few hours before flying, to a co-teacher. We hope that married
life will continue 'on the heights'.
P. J. Recce (53-59) has taught Biology at Kearsney for three years and now
goes to Cape Town to take an Honours Degree in Psychology.

P. R.Randall (47-52) is Assistant Director, S.A. Institute of Race Relations,
De Korte Street, Johannesburg.

J. O. N. Schofield (31-34) has been appointed resident inspector for E. G.
Levitan Insurance Consultants (Pty.) Ltd., an associate company of Roberts
Construction Group.
D. G. Spargo (54-57) is working with Colgate, Johannesburg.
B. R. Sommerville (58-60) has left Mhlume, Komatipoort, where he was

highly esteemed in character and diligence, and is now with Jex Sugar Estates,
Umvoti Mouth.
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Dr. N. Stott (51-57), son of Dr. H. H. Stott (22-26), obtained his BSc.
(Hons.) at Edinburgh in 1964, and his M.B., Ch.B. there in 1966, during which
year he was awarded the Conan Doyle Prize. He returned in July to Botha's
Hill, on the same plane as your Editor, and is at present doing a six-months
Housemanship at King Edward VIII Hospital, Durban. He will be returning to
Scotland with his wife, early in 1967, to continue Housemanship at the Royal
Infirmary, Edinburgh, and thereafter hopes to stay on in the United Kingdom to
study for higher qualifications. His father continues with his very worthwhile
work with the Valley Trust at Botha's Hill.

P. D.Smith (59-62) has completed his training with B.S.A. Police and came
top of his Squad.

D.M.Spink (51-53) is now in Cape Town,after many years in the Transvaal.
S. B. V. Stewart (64-65) has completed his military training and now pro
poses to work for an Engineering Degree at Wits.
E. C. Smith (27-34), Schools' Inspector, is Convener for the Latin Depart
ment of the Natal Education Department, and has plans for a Conference of
Latin Teachers to be held at Kearsney early in 1967, at which Mr. Reece will
give a lecture on Teaching Methods.

N. E. Theunissen (38-45) writes from Kwambonambi, where he is farming
sugar and saligna gum, with five children to support! The oldest is entered for

Kearsney College in 1970. For relaxation — watching ru^er (he used to play
wing for Natal), fishing ('a relaxing sport'), and golf(handicap 6). He remembers
a 'smaller Kearsney' and wonders 'whether you can possibly know all the boys
today'.

J. P. S. Turner (37-43) is actively engaged in chicken farming — over 2,000
eggs a day — and is building-contractor handyman not only on his own farm
but on adjacent farms too.

D. H. Thresher (54-57) has returned to South Africa after many years in
England. While overseas he obtained qualifications in rubber and plastics
technology, and is now a technical representative for Shell Chemical S.A.,
Plastics Division. In this capacity he covers plastics and rubber firms in the
Transvaal, and pays six-weekly visits to Cape Town. He finds this venture into
technical sales 'interesting and stimulating'.
K. B. Theunissen (34-37), Vice-Principal of Pinetown School, has been
appointed Vocational Guidance Officer by the Natal Education Department.
A. B. van Aardt (40-45) has had a varied life. After taking Architecture for
four years, he moved across to Buffalo Paints for six years, and has now been with
the Shell Company, Durban, for ten years. At home, in Hill Crest, he breeds
poultry, as a sideline.
B. G. Williams (58-62) has been elected President of the University Science
Students' Association of South Africa. Congratulations! He has been taking
an Honours Physics course at Pietermaritzburg with the aid of a C.S.I.R. scholar

ship. He had majored in Physics and Chemistry, with seven first-class passes and
two certificates of merit. He writes "One of our big complaints is the amount of
'cramming'that we find at University. It is unbelievable how little incentive
there is to think for yourself. Even in Physics Honours some of the staff merely
write things down on the board, we write them down in our books (with no
questions asked) and then produce them at exam time!! I must admit that here
I am thankful to Kearsney for not making us into 'learning machines' and for
teaching us to think." Williams is keen that the University Debating Society
should be run on Parliamentary lines, and a team will be coming along this year
to see us in action.
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LETTERS

Rev. and Mrs. Athol Jennings have kept up a steady flow of letters
back to Kearsney. Here follows one of them:
Chicago is an amazing city. I see it as America in cameo. However it is not
a small cameo for in the city and its suburbs live some six million people. The
claim is made that this, among other firsts is the largest inland port in the world,
has the largest railroad marshalling yards in the world, the greatest network of
bus and truck routes converging on any one point and the busiest airport in the
world. Both Pat and I can verify the latter having had a few experiences of
landing and departing from O'Hare Airport — the larger of two which serve

the city. From the preceding it is obvious that Chicago is some city!
The street system is a fascinating one and most helpful in regard to finding
your way around once you have mastered the layout which is really very simple.
The length of the city is from North to South stretching along Lake Michigan.
Streets running in a north /south direction carry the usual names. Once you have
leamt these names you will find that whether you are in the southern portion of
the city or some ten to twenty miles further north the street names are in exactly
the same order. Roughly from the centre of the city the streets running from the
lake in an east /west direction are numbered numerically to the south stretching
as far as 140th Street South. We are located between 57th and 58th Street one
mile inland.

The University itself is most attractively designed. The predominating
style being Gothic. The Main Library building is a particularly striking example
of this style. Here and in the Departmental and Special libraries dotted around
the campus are housed some two and a half million volumes. I have some reading
to do! For those interested in athletics there is a very fine cinder outdoor track
and for colder weather an indoor clay track with eight laps to the mile. An indoor
heated pool makes swimming possible even in mid-winter. The other evening
Pat went swimming with the outside temperature in the bottom thirties! Brr!
This is Pat saying 'Hi' now. I'd just like to add something to Athol's descrip
tion of the O'Hare Airport. I flew out from there last week-end on my way to
Kentucky and never before have I been bumper to bumper in an airplane on the
runway waiting my turn to take off"! It was unbelievable. We were number five
in line — and this was only one of the many runways. Coming in again on
Sunday evening was just as awe-inspiring and even frightening. As we circled 1
could see the red flashing lights of more aircraft behind us waiting their turn
and as we touched down on the tarmac and taxied at speed towards the terminal
I was conscious of a tremendous 'whoosh' and looking through my window saw
a huge jet tear past behind us right across our tail gathering speedto take-off"!
The Americans we have met so far have been very friendly and interested
in all phases of South Africa. We have found them willing to listen and discuss
without passing dogmatic judgments — not our limited experience of the folk
we met in England who gave us the inpression that they know far more about
South Africa than we did, despite the fact that we happened to live there!

Mr. "V. L. Clegg (past staff) spent several months in England on a
training scholarship provided by the Industrial Fund. During this
period he taught mainly at Epsom College, Surrey, but he also
paid visits to Westminster City School, St. Paul's School, Sutton
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High School for Girls, Waudsworth Comprehensive School (1,800
scholars), Evell Technical College and De Burgh Comprehensive
Co-Educational School. He writes:

In summing up my impressions of my visit, I would say that in teaching,
the most forceful impact has come from an appreciation of the way in which
the British educational system has bridged the gap between secondary school
and university. It is obvious that the key to this problem lies in the content of the

sixth form syllabus in preparation for the'A'level G.C.E.examination. Teaching
in the sixth form at Epsom College was like being back at University again.
There were in 1963-64, about 129,000 full-time university students in Britain
compared with a pre-war total of 50,000. When the British universities open for
the new academic year, this week,33,000 applicants to universities will have failed
to gain admission primarily because of their inability to gain high enough

symbols in their 'A' levels. Surely, then, the motivation for work by boys at this
level in schools such as Epsom is there. Failure to grasp at the straws offered
them by schools of this type could possibly wreck any ideas that a young man
may have of a future career.

Mr. E. R. Jenkins, past staff, but who will be rejoining us later this
year, writes from Leeds University, where he is taking an Honours
English Course:
One advantage of staying in Leeds is its position relevant to some of the fine
national parks in this part of England, as you know. I have been on some most

enjoyable week-end hikes in the Dales, and will be going to Derbyshire shortly.
The University has a mountain hut in the Lake District, where our hiking group
will be spending a week in January — not the most attractive time of the year, I
suppose, but at least there may be some snow, which will be an improvement on
Leed's dreary, damp and foggy winter.

Leeds is the fourth university in England I have seen, and certainly the

ugliest, but fortunately I'm kept too busy to brood over it. My tutors are all
up to the minute in their subjects and, just as impressive, the latest academic
scandal. I am really having all my assumptions and ideas thoroughly shaken:

everything is questioned and analyzed. The swingingest university I visited was
Sussex. I'm told on good authority that their interviewing board makes its final
choice depend on the girls' good looks, and I can well believe it. I also visited
Oxford and looked up an eminent Kearsney Old Boy, Mike Leask, who is now a
Fellow of St. Catherine's. The college was designed by a famous Scandinavian

architect who not only designed the buildings and did the landscape gardening,
but designed the furniture and cutlery too: when Mike took me to lunch with the
Master and other Fellows, I was quietly reproved for using the wrong end of the
butter knife. As David Lewis-Williams would have told them, butter knives are
a middle-class anachronism, anyway.

In general, the experiences one has in South Africa seem a bit thin compared
with the richness of life over here.
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